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Introduction

This is a study of the options for improving conditions in Special
Accommodation Houses.

}
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Special Accommodation Houses (SAHs) are privately-owned boarding

*

houses that accommodate

people in need of a greater degree of

personal care than would be available in an ordinary boarding
house or private hotel, but not requiring the full-time nursing
care that is available in a nursing home or private hospital.
Victoria has about 270 Special Accommodation Houses with about
6600 residents.

They are unevenly distributed across Melbourne

and in the country.
" 4
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Dandenong have the greatest concentrations (in that order) but
they are to be found in all metropolitan regions and in 24
country locations.

-;V

St Kilda, Prahran, Malvern, Caulfield and

The average size is 25 beds, the commonest

range being 15 to 40.
Nearly all SAHs are privately owned, often by a married couple.
A few are owned by welfare'organizations or local government.
Corporate ownership is not nearly as widespread as among private
nursing homes.

The proprietors often live on the premises and

.act as managers; for a place with 30 or fewer beds, the other
staff usually comprise a full-time cook/housekeeper and one or
two part-time or casual assistants.
■'4

Fees range from 'pension only' up to perhaps $350 a week for a
a
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single room in a better-quality establishment.
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The residents of Special Accommodation Houses are quite varied,
but all have a degree of disability that prevents them living

i
I

independently.

iT

terms are; frail elderly; confused elderly; brain-damaged;

i j

They can be classified,, somewhat abbitarily, .

according to the type of disability.

Some of the commonly used

mentally retarded; ex-psychiatric patient.
These classifications are not at all straight-forward,-and the

‘

£

terms themselves are open to criticism.

The disability rights

movement has forced into public awareness the hazards of using
such terms to label people, not merely because they are usually
offensive, but because they obscure the realities of the human

2

condition.

Words matter; and the choice of terminology is a

reflection of the thinking that underlies it.
It is therefore more accurate to speak of 'a person with a develop-

®

mental disability' than 'a mental retard', however convenient the
shorter phrase.

'Older people' should probably be preferred to

'the elderly', again because it emphasizes the person.

*

However,

this report does not rigorously follow its own advice, and the
terms 'brain-damaged alcoholic' and 'ex-psychiatric patient' occur
throughout.

'Intellectually disabled' should be taken to include

people with a developmental or an intellectual disability, and
hence includes people with a psychiatric disorder.

SAH residents
in - *

with brain damage have usually suffered the long-term effects of
alcoholic poisioning (eg Korsakoff's syndrome) but a minority are
road accident victims, some-in their twenties.
'Frail aged' is a conveniently vague term; one Accommodation Officer
described them as 'basically old people with worn-out bodies.'
'Confused elderly' is also imprecise, covering a variety of disorders
such as Alzheimer's Disease, although it is now recognized that
similar symptoms can mask a range of causes (mostly unknown, but
including depression, neurosis and drug reactions).
The fact that such disparate groups of people should comprise the
population of Special Accommodation Houses can be regarded as a
central focus of the study.

It is a fact that cannot be simply

taken for granted, but must be explained.

The need for an explanation

was not particularly apparent at the beginning of the study, but
emerged in the course of a search for ways of improving standards'
of care.
The original focus of the study was on the regulatory system by
which the Health Department of Victoria supervise s SAHs.

The

Health Act 1985 requires registration as a Special Accommodation
House of all boarding houses accommodating more than two persons
who are over the age of 60 or who are 'physically or mentally
handicapped to the extent that their'ability is significantly
impaired.'

3
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Once registered, an SAH must comply with a detailed set of
regulations dealing with physical design, staffing levels and the
duties of the proprietor.

A government inspectorate (known as the

Special Accommodation House Advisers) are responsible for inspec
ting premises, advising their staff on good management, and
investigating breaches of the regulations.

Sanctions include

de-registration and prosecution.
2:

Better Regulation

Many health and welfare workers were convinced that the regulatory
system was functioning badly.

Their evidence was that a sub

stantial minority of SAHs exhibited poor standards or actual
mistreatment of residents, and the inspectorate was not proving
capable of eliminating these problems.

Regular inspections were

of course occurring and a small number of prosections were being
'3
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launched every year, but places with a very poor reputation
continued to exist.

Only a change of ownership offered the hope

of an improvement in quality, and such changes seemed to result
from market factors more often that from the actions of the
inspectorate.

I
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Section 2 of the study chronicles two cases in which sub-standard
places were subjected to the Health Commission's system of inspec

1

tions and controls.

It will be seen that the system was at best

inefficient and at worst negligent.

Although the cases were'

chosen because they exemplify some of the major problems of the
•1i

system, they are not thereby unrepresentative; workers with

• -5
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experience- in the field can readily point to similar, and worse,
cases.
Suggestions are therefore made for tightening up the regulatory
system.

One proposal is to distinguish the role of inspector

S

much more clearly from the role of adviser, on the grounds that
an inherent conflict between the two roles had proved unsatisfactory
for both.

S
\
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Defining the

standards of care

A reform of the regulatory system, however, is unlikely to achieve
significant improvements in the quality of sub-standard SAHs unless
the required standard of care is also defined.

But defining the

standard of care is more difficult than defining the physical
standards (such as the maximum number of beds per room).

The

quality of care often depends on such' intangible factors as the
attitudes of staff towards residents.

What constitutes good

quality care is not only often a matter of judgement but may also
vary according to circumstances.

For example, many Special Accomm

odation Houses whose residents are intellectually disabled are in
the habit of retaining the resident's entire income (the pension)
and handing out rations of cigarettes or small sums of money (say
$5) on demand.

Residents will queue up every morning for their

allotted packet of smokes.

The reason for this practice is that

the residents are unable to handle money responsibly; the alcoholics
especially would be likely to spend it on drink.
Whether this is a good practice is obviously debateable.

It is a

heavy restriction on individual freedom, and it puts the resident
in a position of powerless and undignified dependence on the
proprietor.

On the other hand the proprietor is legally (though

imprecisely)responsible for the care of the resident, and might
well be thought negligent in allowing a person to jeopardize
their health through an alcoholic binge.
In the case of the voluntary-sector hostels, the maximum fees for
residents dependent on the pension are fixed at 85% of income, thus
ensuring that residents have around $15 a week for their own use.
A similar requirement could be written into the SAH Regulations.
However, this approach would not solve the problem mentioned
above, nor the larger problem of defining the standard of care in
relation to unquantificable matters such as abusive behaviour by
staff.
In order to cope with this difficulty, Section 3 of the study
proposes the creation of a tribunal to judge individual cases.
Cases .would be decided on the basis of a general duty of care
imposed on proprietors_ through an amendment to the Health Act.

5
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The amendment would make the abuse, neglect or mistreatment of a
resident an actionable ground for complaint.

Residents, their

advocates or the Inspectors could bring a matter before the
>

|

tribunal, which would have access to a range of remedies (including
fines, damages and orders for compliance).

*1
-*
■

4; : A code of practice

■•**s

To guide the tribunal, a detailed code of practice for .Special

i
■t

Accommodation Houses would be drawn up.
.. ,i

More importantly, the

code would be a practical handbook for proprietors and their
staff.

It would fill in the quality-of-care dimension that is

missing from the current regulations.

The code is discussed in

Section 4.
In this way it should be possible to solve some of the practical
dilemmas referred to above, such as the control over residents'
finances.

The disability rights movement strongly emphasizes

such principles as 'normalization' and 'the least restrictive
alternative', according to which the aim of a service for developmentally disabled people should be to teach them how to handle
money and negotiate with the world, rather than merely protect
them from it.

Such a person, as an SAH resident, could argue; for

the right to handle their own finances or control their own
medications (a right currently denied by the SAH regulations') .
The code of practice would offer guidance on these matters, and
an alleged transgression could be argued before the tribunal.
It would be possible to discriminate between the practices approp
riate to people in different circumstances (such as the psychiatric
patient and the brain-damaged person) in a way difficult or
impossible under the current regulatory system.
5:

Advocacy

One difficulty with the proposed mechanism is that it would not in
fact be used, precisely because the residents of Special Accommod-.
ation Houses are in a weaker position to exercise their rights than
the rest of the community.

To overcome this, it is proposed that

independent advocacy services be set up and funded.
described in Section 4.

They are

In Section 5, the question of advocacy is

further examined from the perspective of the Guardianship Bill.

6
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Better support services

Section 6 focusses attention on one of the fundamental problems
confronting government policy on Special Accommodation Houses.
They have emerged as a private-sector response to a consumer
need, but there are inherent limitations on their capacity to
meet the full dimensions of that need - not in terms of the
amount of accommodation, but its quality.

The proprietors of

SAHs generally have neither the expertise nor the resources to
provide a sufficiently enriched quality of life for their residents.
Recognizing one aspect of this, the regulations forbid them to
hold themselves out as providing skilled nursing care.

On the

other hand, the government itself has neglected to assume respon
sibility for providing' the range and depth of support services
that are necessary if SAH residents are to enjoy a quality of life
comparable to the rest of the community.

A strategy for correcting

this neglect is proposed.
7':

Assessment of quality

All of these problems have been raised over the last ten years by
health and welfare workers with daily contact with SAH residents.
Based in the social-work departments of hospitals, in community
health centres or institutions',: their work involved referring
people to SAHs and monitoring their subsequent well being.
Professional ethics demanded an attempt to improve conditions, or
at least to ensure that people were not referred to sub-standard *
places.

Some of these workers therefore organized themselves into

assessment and monitoring groups.
role.

They also took on an advocacy

However, they had little success in persuading the regulating

authority that standards could or should be substantially improved.
On the contrary, the question of assessment itself became a matter
of controversy.
Expanding the alternatives
The three remaining sections of the study involve another switch of
focus.

Towards the beginning of this introduction, the disparate

nature of SAH residents was posed as a problem in itself.

What do

the frail aged have in common with a young person with a develop
mental disability?

The short answer is a lack of alternatives.

Given that there are inherent limitations on the capacity of the
SAH industry to meet the needs of its users at a cost they can
afford, it is important to consider ways of expanding the
alternatives.
8:

Comparison of SAHs with hostels

The non-profit hostels funded under the Aged and Disabled Persons
Homes Act constitute a type of supported accommodation which is
essentially identical to that provided by a Special Accommodation
House.

The main difference, paradoxically,

is that the government-

subsidized hostels provide a cheaper and usually better type of
service, but exclude people who, on any criterion of need, have the
better case for priority in admission.
the relevant statistics.

Section 8 examines some of

It also considers why the ethnic

communities have comparatively greater difficulty in gaining
access to supported accommodation.
9:

The boarding-house alternative

Section 9 approaches the problem from another angle - the decline
in commercial boarding houses (out of which Special Accommodation
Houses have emerged).

It argues the merits of non-welfare boarding

houses as a housing option'for the 'normalization' of intellectually
disadvantaged people (among others).

It recommends public-sector

intervention (via the Ministry of Housing) to ensure a sufficient
supply of affordable boarding houses.

The need for legislation to

codify the tenancy rights of boarders is also noted.
10:

Extending the' range of residential services

Section 10 enlarges the theme in Section 8.

It examines the case

for introducing subsidies to SAHs, but concludes that this would
not necessarily improve standards at the bottom end of the market;
other strategies are better.

It explores ways of modifying the

system of referrals to supported accommodation services so that
groups such as the confused elderly can gain better access to
hostels.

While rationalization of referrals and transfers is a

necessary step, this approach is ultimately.limited by the present

8
capacity and structure of the hostel system.

The need to retain

a degree of internal homogeneity and specialization within each
hostel (and SAH) is a barrier to any referral policy based on a
simple criterion of need.

That is, hostels have a right to be

selective in order to serve a particular community of interest.

*

An overall expansion of non-profit residential services is there
fore needed, rather than a more sophisticated rationing of access
to the current stock.

It is doubtful whether an expansion of

appropriate services can occur within the current funding guide
lines, because these assume the prior existence of an organized
group with internal resources ready to take up the capital
*

subsidies.

The study therefore recommends a review of funding

formulas; involvement by the Ministry of Housing (eg non-profit
boarding houses with staffing supplied through other programs);
and consultation with potential providers of residential services
for consumer■groups who are currently forced to rely on Special
Accommodation Houses.

Quality and Specialization

*

An indication of the price range and the quality of SAHs can be
gleamed' from the assessment list produced by Regional .Accommodation
Team Services.

(The production of the list is described in Section 7).

The 1985 list covered 124 establishments in the southern suburbs
stretching from Prahran and South. Melbourne ■to-Dandenong.

The

quality of SAHs varied as follows:

58% were rated as good
16% were rated as acceptable
12% were rated as doubtful (ie suspect)
14% were rated as poor (ie substandard)

The cost was related to the quality, such that none of the expensive
places were rated poor in quality.

Conversely, only 18% of the poor-

quality places were classed as expensive, and some of these also
accommodated people for the cost of the pension.

sg. * **
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However, it was by no means true that all the good quality places
were expensive; in fact a majority (56%) accepted people with only
the pension.

(But such people would usually have to share a bedroom;

single rooms cost up to $40 per week more.)

In other words, it is

y
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possible to run a good-quality SAH for no more than the cost of the
pension.

The type of resident (or specialization) of an SAH also varies with

‘f

the quality and cost.

This can be seen by comparing the 70 good-quality

places with the 16 poor-quality places.

Of the good-quality places,

81% take mainly people classified as frail elderly or confused elderly,
while 7% take people with brain damage or a psychiatric disorder.
Of the poor-quality places, 31% specialize in the frail or confused
elderly, while 38% specialize in people with brain damage or a
psychiatric disorder.

';!

Another 31% were prepared to accept a mixture

of people from the frail/confused/psychiatric classifications.

(The

raw numbers are quite small, so these percentages are merely indicative.)

Ignoring cost, of the 42 places that accept people classified as
psychiatric/brain damaged/intellectually disabled, 20 were rated as
good or acceptable, while 22 were rated as poor-quality or doubtful.

Thus the better-quality (and more expensive)’SAHs tend to be like
the voluntary-sector hostels in concentrating on the elderly rather
than people with other disabilities; the latter tend to be found in
the cheaper (pension-only) SAHs, among which the sub-standard SAHs
are clustered.

The fact that such,people tend to be excluded from

the expensive places is easy to explain: they rarely have an income
beyong the pension.

The fact that a significant proportion are in

sub-standard places is much more problematic.

Methods and Data Sources
1!i

' ii

The brief for the study was to examine the policy options for
improving-the standards of care in Special Accommodation Houses.
While this did not mean the researcher could simply assume that

•e

standards were too low and therefore had to be raised, it did mean
that the emphasis was to be placed on the policy side rather than
the primary research side.

That is, within the resource limits

of the study, more time was spent analyzing "secondary" data than
f

j
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mounting a comprehensive survey of' SAHs.

10

Instead, a limited survey of twenty SAHs was undertaken.

The

sample was chosen in consultation with the Advisory Committee so
as to include a range of cost, quality and specialization.

The

«

proprietors were interviewed according to a schedule of open-ended
questions.

The topics covered the types of resident; cost;

„

staffing levels and running costs; qualities sought in staff;
sources of referrals; house rules; methods of handling resident
finances; services and activities offered to residents; relations
with referring agencies; relations with the Health Department;
proprietor's working background; and a great deal of discussion
about the perceived problems of running an SAH and handling its
residents.

Invaluable material was made available by the VCOSS Committee on
the Rights of Institutionalized People.

The Rev. Harry Herbert of

the Uniting Church, a member of the committee, had obtained copies
of files held by the SAH Section of the Health Commission using
Freedom of Information procedures.

A portion of the material is

reproduced in the study; the rest was used to guide the general
analysis.
%

A search of the relevant literature was also undertaken; see the
Bibliography.

Only two of three studies deal directly with Special

Accommodation Houses,

the most recent being the one commissioned

by St. Kilda Council.

Interviews with health and welfare workers were perhaps the most
important source of data.

Though their perspectives varied, there

was a large measure of agreement on the nature and extent of the
problem of poor-quality Special Accommodation Houses.

Those with

first-hand experience were the source of most of the examples and
illustrations found in the study*

.They are not directly attributed

because this study was not a commission of enquiry setting out to
investigate individual wrongs.
establishments are identified.

For the same reason, none of the

4
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Redressing the balance
A study of this nature runs the risk of damaging the reputation

■ £.

of all Special Accommodation Houses.
of the problem.

The author is intensely aware,

When interviewed, many proprietors spontaneously

expressed their irritation or frustration at the effects of bad

\

publicity (another series of unfavourable stories had just appeared
in the press).

But to a large extent the problem seems unavoidable.

The study is inevitably focussed on the question of sub-standard

■j

places, neglected or mistreated residents and failures of official
responsibility.

It cannot give equal weight to the success stories.

Nevertheless it must be stressed that the majority of Special

i

1

Accommodation Houses.provide good quality care, given the objective
difficulties they face.
A note on terminology;

It has been difficult to find convenient

terms for describing the range of price and quality among Special
9

Accommodation Houses.

Although price and quality tend to be linked,

there are cheap places of good quality and expensive places where
quality is doubtful.

In any case, to describe a place as "cheap"

k
lias implications of second-rate quality which may be quite wrong.
To use the phrase "poor quality" is precise enough, but it fails
to distinguish cheap from expensive, which is important for
describing the sort of residents who can afford it.
The phrase generally used in the study to describe a characteristic
mixture of low cost and basic quality is "down-market".

It is

contrasted with "up-market" (expensive and catering almost only to
elderly middle-class people).

Large numbers of places fall in

i

i

between, charging the full pension (more for a single room) but

4
i
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generally not catering to people with unfashionable disabilities

>i

(psychiatric illness, alcoholic brain damage, intellectual disability).
Down-market places tend to accommodate people with no income beyond

*

the pension and especially those who are socially disadvantaged,
disabled, eccentric or otherwise hard to place in more "respectable"
establishments.

"Supported accommodation services" is a collective term used to
describe SAHs, hostels and other institutions which provide full
board plus a measure of personal care.
has the same meaning.

"Residential services"

14
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2: - Inspections
The system of government inspections is critical to the maintenance
of standards in Special Accommodation Houses.

This section of the

report will survey the regulatory powers of the Health Department;
’*3
*

two case studies will then be presented which reveal some of the short
comings of the system in practice.

■

The Advisers
A team of five inspectors (known as Advisers) form the staff of the

' •

A*
•*¥

.i

SAH Section of the Public Health Division of the Health Commission
(now the Health Department).

The powers of the Advisers are set out

in the SAH Regulations to the HealthAct:
607. The Commission may at any time cause any premises
used as a special accommodation house to be inspected
by an authorized officer or other suitable person who
shall report to this Commission as to whether such
premises comply with and are operated in accordance with the.
Regulations.
S.220EA of the Health Act requires police officers to assist the

*1

authorized person if necessary.

£

The five Advisers are responsible for overseeing all the 270-odd

'4
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Special Accommodation Houses in Victoria.

In metropolitan Melbourne,

each Adviser is- responsible for a given area.
The current functions of the Advisers are:

handling registration and

re-registration proceedings (the paperwork being done by the Registrar
and clerical staff);

routine

inspections;

and offering advice to proprietors.

investigating complaints;

15

Registration
The proprietor must apply to the Health Department for registration
of the premises-

Plans of the land and buildings must be submitted,

and evidence of compliance with planning regulations.

The proprietor,

manager and assistant manager must submit character references.
The Department 'may refuse to consider the application unless the
proprietor attends for an interview'

(Reg. 201).

In practice the

proprietor is invariably interviewed by the Advisers.

However, the

interview does not seem to be particularly rigorous, provided the
proprietor demonstrates an understanding of the regulations (such as
the control of medications, storage of food, staffing and supervision,
and the prohibition on accommodating people in need of nursing care).
It seems that few if any applicants are rejected as unsuitable,
although those who perform' badly may be sent away to try again.
There are no formal prerequisites such as prior experience or qual
ifications in the health,'welfare or aged care fields or in the cater
ing industry.
The Department has not developed a detailed and explicit policy on
the personal qualities, backgrounds or capabilities which should be
required of proprietors and managers.in order to gain approval.
Nor is such a document available to proprietors to guide them in
the selection of their staff (other than advice on the necessity
of passing a test on their grasp of the Regulations).

The premises 'may' be inspected before registration, but again this is
invariably done.
Reg. 201(4).- The Commission may issue requirements directed
to the proprietor requiring him to comply With these Regulat
ions and may refuse to consider the application for registrat
ion unless those requirements are completed to the satisfaction
of the Commission.
This use of the word 'may' rather than 'shall' means that it is
possible to gain registration before the regulations have been complied
with.

An example of the difficulties this may cause will be described

below.
Re-registration
Registration must be renewed annually in December.

The Advisers claim

that each SAH is generally visited in the three weeks before the end

16
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of November.

The procedure is for the Advisers to examine the file

on each SAH and to discuss any outstanding orders.

There is no

i

automatic refusal to re-register merely because an order has not

j

yet been complied with; however, the SAH will be sent a letter at
the end of September ordering compliance by 31 December, 'otherwise

4

re-registration may be refused'.

The Advisers report that this

procedure has the desired effects
i
}’}
1

. 3
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The Department has the power to attach conditions to both the reg
istration and the re-registration.
De-registration
The Advisers are responsible for recommending to the Department whether

-y 4

\
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action should be taken to de-register an SAH.

Section 369 of the

Health Act sets'out the Department's powers:
369(1). The granting or renewal of the registration of
any premises by the Commission may be refused if any
requirements of this Act with respect to the premises
are not complied with.
(3). On the second or any subsequent conviction of any
person for an offence against this Act committed in or
on any registered premises ... the Commission ... may
suspend or revoke the registration of the premises.
As well as its power to refuse to renew a registration, and its power
to revoke a registration if the proprietor has been twice convicted
of an offence against the Act, the Department also has a broad power
to cancel registration at any time:
220D(1). Subject to sub-section (2) {the need for a hearing}
the Commission may in its discretion at any time cancel the
registration of a special accommodation house ...
Hearings and appeals
If the Department decides to refuse an application to register, or
imposes any, conditions on the registration,•the proprietor must be

st
2

informed and given an 'opportunity of placing before the Commission
any matters he considers necessary'

(S.220C(4)).

The same procedure

must be followed if the Department intends to cancel the registration
or vary its terms (S.220D).
1

i

%
i

The form of the subsequent

hearing is set out in S.9A:

... the Commission may designate any two or more persons,
who may include a Commissioner, to hear that person ...
and to make any recommendation ...

17

A Section 9A hearing is usually conducted by three senior officers.
Both sides may have legal representation, but the evidence is unsworn.
The Department then decides the matter.
If the Department refuses to grant or renew the registration, the
proprietor may appeal to a judge in the County Court (S.387).
However, a decision to cancel the registration or vary its terms
cannot be appealed against.
This anomaly will be corrected by the Health (Amendment) Bill 1985.
A new Section 220EC will allow the proprietor to make an application
to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal for a review of the Depart
ment's decision in all these cases:

registration, refusal to

register, cancellation of registration, or imposition or variation
of any terms and conditions.
Section 9A hearings are fairly infrequent:
1985.

three in 1984 and two in

There do not seem to have been any recent appeals against the

outcome of these hearings.
Inspections
According to the Advisers, every SAH is inspected at least three times
a year.

Inspections are carried out without prior notice.

The inspect

ion may be a routine visit or it may result from a complaint being
received.

A worrying place may be inspected twenty times a year, 'or

weekly if necessary'.
Inspections serve three main purposes:

to ensure that the physical

standards comply with the Regulations;

to keep the Advisers in touch

with the proprietor and staff, and thus give the Advisers a sense of
the quality of care;

and to enable the Advisers to advise the

proprietor on various aspects of running a Special Accommodation House.
Complaints

,

The Advisers have hitherto acted as the main point of referral for
complaints about Special Accommodation Houses.
system has been simple and efficient.

They claim that the

Every complaint is investigated,

whether written or telephoned, official or anonymous.
ant leaves a phone number, they are rung back.
written .replies.

If the complain

Written complaints get

Depending on the type of complaint, the investigat-

18
ion may be immediate —

i

even within the hour.

Of course, judgements

about the seriousness of the complaint are made by the Advisers
l

themselves.

They point out that some complaints (such as the type of

food) are fairly inevitable, since an SAH cannot cater to all tastes.

They believe that residents should be encouraged to take up the
complaint with the proprietor at first instance;

they mentioned with

approval a recent case in which a group of residents presented their
proprietor with a petition on the quality of food.
Orders
The Advisers are able to enforce the SAH Regulations by issuing
orders.

The amount of time allowed for compliance does not seem to

be fixed either by regulation or by Departmental guidelines.

-J

f
J

Instead,

the Advisers use their judgement as to the seriousness of the matter.

.i

If they believe the breach has created a threat to the health and safety
of the residents, immediate or short notice is given.
repaipt the premises may be treated more flexibly;

But an order to

for example, when

a new proprietor takes over an established SAH, the Adviser may work
9

out an acceptable time-scale for renovations with the proprietor.
There are no hard-and-fast rules connecting non-compliance with de-

«

registration.

It is therefore possible for an SAH to receive its

annual registration despite outstanding orders.

Nor is there an

explicit hierarchy within the regulations that could distinguish
serious from trivial breaches.

This has been a cause of friction

between Advisers and proprietors, some of whom accuse the Advisers of
occasionally issuing orders about technical breaches merely for the
sake of form.
Prosecutions
The Advisers are normally responsible for recommending any prosecutions
against SAH proprietors.

Prosecutions are reserved for serious breaches

of the Health Act or regulations, particularly in the case of an SAH
known to be sub-standard.

Two or more convictions are grounds for

immediate de-registration (though not automatically).

The Crown

Solicitor is briefed and the matter is heard in a Magistrates Court,
the Advisers generally acting as witnesses.

Residents are not normally

called as witnesses because it is believed they would not always stand
up under cross-examination.
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In 1984 there were fourteen prosecutions, all of which led to convict
ions —

a higher success rate than usual for such prosecutions.

Two case studies
The following cases are intended to show how the regulatory system
works in practice.

Some of the material was obtained under Freedom

of Information legislation;

identifying names have been either

altered or blanked but.
The two Special Accommodation Houses are of course not typical of
SAHs in general.

However, they are typical of what is meant by a 'sub

standard' SAH, and many such places continue to exist —

including

one of the two described ('Charenton').
Charenton SAH
The case of Charenton shows rather vividly how much time can elapse
between the first suspicion that an SAH is sub-standard and the
eventual proof that this is indeed so.

In this case, 2h years passed,

during which time at least 11 inspections had been carried out.
8 December 1980:

Adviser's memo.

Charenton was inspected after a

complaint had been received from the Alfred Hospital's Community
Liaison Officer.

Two hospital nurses had found a resident from the SAH

wandering in the street at night.

When they took her back they noticed

that the manager seemed to. be drunk.
The Adviser interviewed the manager;
Miss Vini does not drink alcohol and stated she certainly
would not allow alcohol to be drunk by staff when on duty.
I do not doubt the veracity of Miss Vini's statement'...
At the time of my visit all the residents ... were partic
ipating in a group therapy session, including exercises,
singing and talking. This was to be followed by a craft
lesson.*
No further action at this time.
23 July 1981:

Adviser's memo.

The SAH was inspected because of an

anonymous complaint alleging that residents were receiving only 2 or
3 cigarettes daily and nothing else from their pension.

The Advisers

found: ■
In conversation, Mrs King {the proprietor} stated that
residents ... receive $10 to $12 back each fortnight ...

*

Contrary to the impression given here, the activity session was
being conducted by the local Community Health Centre rather than
the SAH itself.

Mrs King said that she was very discouraged by the number
of {recent} complaints ...
I have made 3 visits to the house in the last 2 months and
have found, on those occasions, the house to be warm and
clean.
The food ... has appeared to be nourishing and adequate ...
The residents look clean and so far as can be judged seem
happy ...
The complaint that residents were penniless is not particularly
unusual.

Judging from the memo, the Advisers simply took the pro

prietor's word that this was not so.

No mention was made of any

attempt to interview the residents to get their side of the story,
or to examine the books.
23 November 1981:

No follow-up was suggested.

An anonymous letter was sent to the Minister,

evidently from a neighbour:
I am writing in an anonymous manner in order to protect
a dear friend who is an inpatient ...
{The proprietors} are seen frequently in an advanced state
of inebriation during their trips to and from {the local pub}.
There'.has been..one case of neglect which has been, made known
to me by other inmates, i.e. one of the patients was left
entirely unattended in the shower and was left extremely
badly scalded and is now in the Burns Unit at the Alfred
Hospital ...
Both Mr and Mrs King appear to be grasping people. Those
women able to work are given work in the kitchen, laundry
and housemaid duties. Some of the women are, of course,
mentally disturbed and may need some activity rather than
merely sitting about, but the unfortunate outcome is that
they work‘
.extremely hard and are not paid for their duties.
They also lose their entire pension to the Kings ...
... there are frequent violent feuds between Mrs King,
patients, relatives and indeed between Mrs King and her
husband who is frequently drunk as pointed out. I believe
the Prahran Police have been called to sort out these
ructions on more than one occasion ...
25 November 1981:

A second letter from the same neighbour was received,

this time signed.

It added a new charge that the proprietors 'en

deavoured to pressure me into handing over the key to the property which
was the family home of (....) and his sister (....).'

(The charge is

somewhat obscure because the names have been blanked out, but the man
referred to was evidently a resident at the SAH.)
This letter was endorsed with a note by an Adviser calling for an
'urgent investigation'.
10 December 1981:

The Advisers received a letter from the Fawkner Park

Community Health Centre:
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As you are aware, this Centre has been running an occupation
al therapy program of 'movement to music' together with craft
activities at Charenton for the past 18 months.
... we have become increasingly concerned about the welfare
of residents ...
We have constant reports from residents that servings of food
are often very small, e.g. one small sausage roll for tea,
and on one occasion we know of cans of baked beans that were
mixed with sausages and served on toast to the first sitting
for tea, leaving only toast available for the second sitting.
At afternoon tea, which is served in our presence, we have
observed residents grabbing and fighting each other for the
food. We believe that only powdered milk is used and that
residents have never seen fresh fruit or have freshly cooked
vegetables. We believe there to be a high turnover of cooks.
In many instances there is a pervading odour of stale urine
throughout the home which leads us to question whether some
residents have urinary incontinence. Staff have been asked
about this and the matter is always denied ...
Many residents ... have chronic psychiatric illnesses which
are usually controlled by use of psychotropic medication.
We have come to question the ability of untrained persons to
cope adequately ... The staff are mostly ignorant of the
effects and side-effects of such medication and are illequipped to handle the behavioural problems that arise. We
offer the staff the resources of this Centre, both in
knowledge and practical help, but these offers are usually
rejected.
When residents have 'falls' or develop small injuries, e.g.
lacerations, leg ulcers or small ulcers on their feet, the
staff reserve the right to attend to the dressings of these
wounds and reject the idea that a professional person, e.g.
a visiting nurse from RDNS, is really necessary. This
invariably results in the wounds becoming infected ...
Coming from a group of health professionals with first-hand information
over 18 months, these were serious allegations.
allegations related to (i) inadequate food;

To summarize, the

(ii) incontinence;

(iii) mistreatment of residents with behavioural problems;
of residents' health;
fessionals.

(iv) neglect

and (v) refusal to seek help from outside pro

The reference to residents suffering injuries from "falls"

(in inverted commas) might also have been .a suggestion of something
less accidental:

the Advisers might reasonably have connected it to

. the neighbour's allegation about "frequent violent feuds" between
proprietors and residents.
16 December 1981:

Adviser's memo.

been carried out at 6.45 am.

An inspection by three Advisers had

The one-page memo was mostly concerned

with the neighbour's allegation that an adjacent flat was being used

•a.

*

!>#
4

for accommodation.

*
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Only two residents were found sleeping there ('young

retarded girls1) so there were no grounds for a prosecution for breach
of Section 220B (as an unregistered SAH:

registration of the flat would

have been required if more than two persons were accommodated).
The memo went on:
A full inspection of {SAH} was then carried out.
Please consult the assessment sheet ... {not obtained under FOl}
Matters requiring attention:
1.
2.
3.

Cover all food in the refrigerators.
Cover keyhole on back door.
Extend signalling system ...

The premises were found to be clean and tidy, residents
spoken to appeared happy and satisfied with the care given,
and an atmosphere of love and concern prevailed in the
home. I feel a good standard of care is provided consid
ering the .type of resident and the fees charged.
In short, nothing was found to substantiate any of the complaints.
3

There was, however, that serious matter of the uncovered keyhole.
20 April 1982:

Letter to the Advisers from the Senior Social Worker

at the Caulfield Hospital.

A Charenton resident, while in hospital

for a minor operation, requested help in finding alternative accommod
ation:

'She constantly described Charenton as a "dirty hole" and is

quite determined she will not return there.'

-3

It seems that the

- - 'j

proprietor was 'exerting an unusual amount of pressure on Mrs R to
return there. '

A

The point of the letter was that the proprietor had lied about the
resident's fees.

First* she maintained that the resident was paying

pension only, which was consistent with the fact that she was sharing
a three-bed room.* Then she admitted the charge was $120 per week,
but she said Mrs R had a single room.
and staff confirmed;

She did not, as other residents

but when the social worker returned a second

time to collect the woman's belongings, they had been shifted to a
single room.
*

There is no record of any response by the Advisers.

*

i

The value of the pension plus SRA was $82 in 1982.
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28 July 1982:

The Alfred's Community Liaison Officer sent the Advisers

a copy of statements made by the hospital's Charge Sister:

Mrs King

was willing - even anxious - to take back a resident (currently in
hospital) who was known to be incontinent.

'I discussed the patient's

medical condition with Mrs King as she led me to believe that she
was a trained nursing sister'.

Another nurse added:

'On reminder that

patients have to be continent, before release to SAHs, Matron King
said that it didn't matter:
They're old, and they forget.

'lafter all, how many of them really are?
We just take them to the toilet every

hour or two".'
2 August 1982:

Adviser's memo,

reporting an interview with Mrs King:

{The proprietor} did not deny that she referred to herself
as 'Matron' ... although ... she had no nursing qualificat
ions ... Mrs King said she would not refer to herself again
in this way.
• <Section 220E makes it unlawful for a proprietor to advertise that
an SAH can provide nursing care, such as by using the words 'matron
in attendance'.

The section is however restricted to advertisements,

so no breach had technically occurred in this case.

The memo

continued:
Mrs King said that she made it a habit to 'do a round' at
11.00 - 11.30 pm and sometimes again at 1.00 - 1.30 am
herself, particularly if anyone was sick. She said that
at that time she would ask anyone who was awake if they
wanted help to the commode. However most residents were
quite capable of going to the toilet or using the commode
quite independently.
The points raised by the Alfred's letter raise the question
'What constitutes incontinence?' If a person would be
incontinent unless another person intervened by suggesting
they go to the toilet regularly or actually taking them,
can this person be termed 'incontinent'?
There follows more discussion about this important question, which is
reproduced elsewhere in the report (see Section

).

Finally:

However it is often not the proprietor's fault if a resident
remains in the SAH even when obviously in need of nursing
care ...
If a person does not show any signs of skin deterioration
and there is no smell of urine (even though the person could
theoretically be described as being 'incontinent') it seems
reasonable that the person be allowed to stay in an SAH.
The reasoning above seems rather confused.

Whether or not it is the

proprietor's 'fault' that a resident is in need of nursing care,
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J
1

i

Regulation 407(c) makes it unlawful for a proprietor to 'cause, permit

|

or allow' any such person to be accommodated, and section 220EB puts
an onus on the proprietor to notify the Health Commission 'forthwith'.
On the other hand, it was quite reasonable for the Advisers to raise

iJ *JS

questions about the definition of incontinence, since incontinence had
come to be the practical definition of 'in need of nursjlng care', or
'in need of more treatment, care and attention' than an SAH can legally
provide.

l

I
•I
*■

The upshot of the memo was that the Advisers were prepared to allow
incontinent residents to remain in an SAH as long as there were 'no

j

signs of skin deterioration' and 'no smell of urine'.

J

Once again, all was deemed .well at Charenton.

|

ances about frequent' toiletting of incontinent residents were accepted,

The proprietor's assur-

and no medical examination of those residents was thought necessary
to determine whether they fell short of the new, lower standards.
20 April 1983;

Adviser's memo:

'Offensive odour in Room E to be

immediately removed'.
Given all the discussion about incontinence, one might suspect that
the offensive odour signalled the presence of an incontinent resident,
not just a dirty carpet, and that this was precisely the 'smell of
urine' that the Advisers had proposed as one of the new tests of an
unacceptably incontinent resident.
But the order was to 'remove the odour', not to 'notify the
Commission forthwith' that a resident was in need of nursing care.
7 July 1983: Adviser's memo.

Another complaint had been received.

Another inspection was therefore made, at 6.45 am.

Three months after

the proprietor had been ordered to remove the offensive odour from
Room E, the following scene was revealed:
Room E — 5 beds —
The floor surrounding the beds was
covered in plastic sheeting — 3 commodes were standing
on this sheeting — one was full of very dark diarrhoea
faeces, one was full of urine and faeces and the third
a small amount of urine only. In the two beds closest
to the ,west wall were two very frail old ladies, call
ing out unintelligibly. Both beds were soaking from
head to toe. One lady had thrown off her bedding and
was very cold — their night attire was soaked. There
appeared to be areas of broken skin and areas of redden
ed skin, limbs contracted and marked oedema of extremities.
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I rang the buzzer 3 times. No one came for 10 minutes.
Then I met a young man in the foyer who identified himself
as Jim Watson.
(Unapproved). He stated he was on duty
last night and so was Alice Vini (approved). Mr and
Mrs King then appeared and questions for non-compliance
with the Health Act were put to them (attached).
By 7.30 am no staff had attended the cold and wet
ladies. Mrs King's speech was somewhat slurred and she
repeated that staff should be there to attend to the
ladies. Finally {Ms A} was placed on a commode, wearing
a singlet only (outside temperature 7°). At {the Adviser's}
request for more clothing a light sleeveless dress was put
on this lady; at this stage she had not been washed.
‘ Finally this lady was assisted by two members of staff to the'
bathroom; it was obvious she could not walk, legs contracted,
oedematous- and cyanosed. At 7.45 am {Ms B } was assisted
to the bathroom in much the same way. {Ms C } faecally incont
inent, was still in bed when we left approximately 8.10 am.
On return to the office 'assistance was sought by {the chief
adviser} from the District Medical Officer and together they
returned to the premises (10.15 am) with the view to having
both {Ms A} and {Ms b } admitted immediately for assessment.
It is hoped that {Ms C} will also be moved promptly.
The following interview with the proprietors was then recorded:
Ql:

Two ladies in very wet beds — Room E — ' obviously
incontinent. What is your explanation?

Ans.:

{Re Ms A} — We have been waiting for 8 weeks for
a nursing home bed for her. Dr Plage has filled
in all necessary papers for her. She has been
incontinent all this time.
{Re Ms B} — Occasionally she will wet the bed she is dry all day. I can't understand why she
is wet. Should have underblankets.
{Re Ms C} — Has a knee complaint. She had a wild
look in her eyes. She is on Naprosyn.
{Re Ms D} —

Schizophrenic.

My husband did a round at 2.00 am and everything
was in order then.
Adv.l: 'Did you check the beds of the ladies in Room E?'?
Mr K . : 'Yes, they were okay. Someone turns the ladies at
11.00 pm and I don't come over again unless someone
is playing up.'
Adv.2: 'Those beds were soaking.'
%

Adv.l: 'I have been nursing for 25 years and that amount of
urine and faeces is more than would be there between
2.00 am and 6.45 am.'
Q2.:

'One only approved member of staff.
explanation?'

What is your

Ans.:

'Jim Watson has been here since Monday.is also on call.'

Alice Vini
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Adv.:

'It took 10 minutes for anyone to appear after I had
rung the bell.!

Mr K . : 'That must have been an oversight on my part not
showing Jim where the bells were.'
Q3:

'One underblanket in Room E.

What is your explanation?'

MrsK: 'Ican't understand why there are no underblankets.'
Q4:
l

V.

'Lack of heating.
explanation?'

Thermostat locked.

What is your

M es K:. ' You complain about the heating if we leave the
heaters on they open the windows and throw off the
blankets.'
The memo concluded:

■ v .M

As this place has been the subject of numerous com
plaints — to date insufficient evidence to back up
the complaints — I recommend action be taken to
institute legal proceedings for contraventions of:Reg 407 (c) —

Incontinent residents.

Reg 301 (3) (b) —

-1
•I

13 July 1983:

V"1
•~1

One approved staff member only
on duty.

Reg 409 (e) -

Missing underblankets.

Reg 410 (a) -

No heating - thermostat locked
with padlock.

The Health Commission authorized the Crown Solicitor to

institute proceedings against one of the proprietors.

The Prahran

Magistrates Court heard the case on 25 November 1983 and fined the
proprietor about $1,350.
24 August 1983: Further revelations.

The Adviser's memo said:

At 4.30 pm I received a phone call from {Mr F} of the above
premises. He was insistent that we visit that evening at
6.30 pm when he would show us many things that were wrong.

i

4

!
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{We} arrived 6.30 pm and were shown instances of alleged
overdosing of residents. It was difficult to ascertain
if this was so but certainly there were many discrepancies
between the register and the drugs dispensed for residents.
Several residents gave us stories of poor food, both quality
and quantity (see statement), alleged cruelty by Mr King
(Proprietor) towards {...} (see statement) and a generalfeeling of discontent was voiced by {...}.

*

ii

i

i

We saw the evening meal - unable to describe adequately small servings indeed. Rusted tins of food, vegetables
(carrots, onions, potatoes, silver beet, cabbage) cut up
.(uncovered) in shed. This same shed had margarine, tins
of jam, fruit, biscuits, cleaning agents in 4 gall, drums.
It is impossible to name the items as we only saw them
with aid of a cigarette, lighter.
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In the kitchen we were shown soup with a thick layer of fat
on top (photo). The boiler was dirty as was the one in the
cupboard which had been washed. All the mugs were stained
with tannin and not cleaned thoroughly. In the fridge
was a plate of mashed potato with a thick crust
(uncovered). In the oven were approximately 10 chickens
which had been cooked and were still in the baking dish.
The fire extinguisher in the kitchen does not work.
The shower screen in the bathroom nearest the office
is cracked.
In Room G there were several bottles of Senega and
Ammonia (probably 4-6) stored in an unlocked cupboard.
The resident in this Room was quite aggressive.
The shed previously mentioned is not maintained in such
condition as to prevent the ingress of rats, mice, etc.
and the cleaning materials are not securely stored, being
alongside the food stuffs.
From the stories repeated to me by the residents, Mr King
manhandles the ladies, is frequently drunk on Saturday
evening and in this state has kissed one of the ladies
whilst he was in her bedroom fixing the light.
{...'} has a large excoriated area between her legs and
extending onto her lower buttocks. {...} fell over a
chair two days ago and has not been seen by a doctor.
She complained to me of being sore all over and
appeared to be unsteady on her feet.
{...} smokes in bed and her nightdress gave evidence of
this, with many b u m holes in it. This lady is on 800 mg
of Largactil daily. {...} is also on the same dose plus
Mogadon 50 mg nightly.
These premises have been a concern to the R.A.T.S. Committee*
for some time and it would appear their concern is well
founded. The file is currently with Crown Law and summons •
have been issued to the proprietors for contraventions
occurring during the last 2 months.
The case is due to be heard in the Prahran Court on ■
October 6th and following that it is my recommendation
that the Commission institute a 9A Hearing into the cancel
lation of registration of these premises.
30 August 1983:

Adviser's memo.

An 11.00 am inspection was carried

out in the company of the Senior District Health Surveyor:
Jim {the unapproved staff member} appeared during our
inspection. His appearance had been altered from last
night by the addition of a black eye and a series of
Bandaids strapped across the bridge of his nose. This
was the result, he said, of his falling down the stairs
accompanied by a vacuum cleaner. He said that he had
just been sacked.

Regional Accommodation Team Services; see Section 7
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Mrs King also appeared. She said that Jim and his brother
had come to the King's flat early this morning and had
immediately commenced to fight each other, whereupon she
had given Jim the sack.
31 August 1983: This morning I received a telephone call
from Mrs King to say that she had sacked Jim, as she had
found out that he had been hitting the ladies, and sending
them all to bed at 7.30 pm.
Lessons of the Charenton case

•5

Two things are striking about this 2% year course of events:

firstly,

the Advisers received a stream of written complaints making some fairly
specific allegations and raising other serious concerns that were
harder to quantify.

Secondly, although inspections were carried out

within days of each complaint, nothing was found that raised any
■J

serious disquiet until 7 July 1983.

On the contrary, the Advisers seem

to have returned from each inspection reinforced in their opinion that
.J

■J
•- i

•"I

the SAH was 'warm and clean', the food 'nourishing and adequate', the
residents 'happy and satisfied', and, in general, that a 'good
standard of care is provided considering the type of resident and the
fees charged.'
Ultimately the Advisers found that conditions in Charenton were very
bad indeed.

This raises,the question of whether there had been a

rapid change for the worse in mid-1983, or whether the long series of
inspections had simply failed to uncover the real .situation.
two possibilities are not mutually exclusive:

These

What caused the Advisers

to launch a prosecution was the appalling state of 'two very frail old
ladies' in Room E.

Their medical condition may have declined drastic

ally in the three months since the Advisers, had ordered the removal of
the offensive odour from that room.

But on the other hand the Advisers

had been notified 16 months earlier, by the Community Health Centre,
that 'there is a pervading odour of stale urine throughout the home
that leads us to question whether some residents have urinary incont
inence. ' And five months later the Alfred had sent a written report
that the proprietor, falsely claiming to be a qualified nurse, was
confident of her capacity to cope with incontinent residents.

Thus the

moreplausible hypothesis is that Charenton had long housed incontinent
people, and that there were strong grounds for concern about the
proprietors' adherence to the standards imposed by the legislation
(that is, the prohibition on accommodating people in need of nursing
care).
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The .investigative process
The 7 July memo admitted that the SAH 'has been the subject of
numerous complaints', but immediately added that there had been

*

'insufficient evidence to back up the complaints.'
On the written material available, it would appear that there was
more than enough evidence to establish a prima facie case and to
guide a detailed investigation.

Attention must therefore turn to

the adequacy of the investigation.
Three basic omissions seem to have characterized the investigations:
The original informants were not questioned;
questioned in any systematic way;

the residents were not

and no medical examination of the

frailer residents seems to have been carried out.
The following matters raised in the written complaints are not ment
ioned in the Advisers' memos describing each inspection:
The proprietors 'are frequently seen in an advanced state
of inebriation during their trips to and from' the .local
pub.

*

Residents were made to work without pay.
*

'Violent feuds' were occurring between proprietors and
residents.
Servings of food were often very small.
'Residents have never seen fresh fruit or have freshly
cooked vegetables.'
Suspected urinary incontinence.
Staff were ignorant of the effects of psychotropic drugs
being administered to residents, and refused professional
help.
Residents' health had suffered from the staff's inept
treatment of injuries and refusal to seek help from nurs

4b

ing services.
*

A resident was being overcharged for a shared room;

her

solicitors were misled into thinking they were paying for
a single room.
A vaguer allegation that the proprietor was falsifying
records about residents' finances.

•
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The apparent failure to investigate these matters meant that the
Commission was depriving itself of essential data on which judgements
-a

■;
i
•!

could be made as to the proprietor's suitability to operate an SAH.
The routine procedure is for all of these matters to be considered by
the SAH Section during the annual renewal of registrations around
November.

A satisfactory procedure for investigating complaints can

thus function as a monitoring device on the performance of proprietors.
A single complaint may be investigated and found to be true, false,
impossible to substantiate, trivial or serious.

Even if serious, a

single complaint may be quite insufficient to warrant prosecution or
cancelling the proprietor's registration. ' But, as in the case of
Charenton, a string of complaints, if properly investigated, can
reveal an underlying pattern.
Prosecution or deregistration?
In the present case, the proprietor was eventually prosecuted for
breaches of the legislation.
the proprietor's registration.
sold.the business to her

No official moves were made to cancel
(Subsequently, however, the proprietor

son-in-law.)

An interesting question is whether the main sanction available to the
Health Department should be the threat of prosecution or the threat
of de-registration.

In the Charenton case, it is arguable that de-

registration was the appropriate course of action because the pattern
of complaints (assuming they were substantiated) pointed to the
proprietor's general unsuitability to manage an SAH.
If de-registration is to be more widely used, however, it may be
necessary to reform the procedure for investigating complaints.
Secondly, a clearer policy would be needed to establish the connect
ion between substantiated complaints and the grounds for de-registrat
I
I
i

ion.

Thirdly, the present 'Section 9A hearings' may need to be reformed

so as to conform.to the best current practices of administrative law
tribunals.

These three matters will be discussed further below.

• I
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Acheron Lodge SAH

The case illustrates one of the more controversial features of the SAH
administrative process —

the practice of granting a certificate of

registration before (in this case) even basic standards of public
health have been met.

The problem for the Advisers then becomes one

of enforcing compliance short of closing the place down and transferr
ing the residents.
The building was a former motel which was now in a very dilapidated
condition.

The new proprietor also owned a private nursing home.

7 April 1983;

A week before the intended registration, an inspection

of the premises revealed nine 'basic outstanding factors' and 23
other items requiring attention.

The 'basic' factors included the

complete lack of heating, stained toilets, an unfunctional kitchen
and the absence of approved-staff.

In discussion with the Advisers,

the Secretary of the Public Health Division 'was in agreeance {sic}
that registration could not be granted until the standards had
improved, there were approved staff and town planning permits {had been}
received.'
12 April 1983;

The proprietor came for an interview, bringing the

Town Planning Permit, and completed the questionnaire.

The premises

were to be inspected on the following day, and staff were to be inter
viewed for approval.
4 May 1983;

The Health Commission wrote to the proprietor, enclosing

the Certificate of Registration 'subject to the following conditions'.
Twenty-five items were listed for attention under the heading 'within
one month'.

Most of these were public health and safety measures, such

as cleaning the toilets and baths, supplying soap and towels, fitting
handrails and exit signs and supplying armchairs.
Later inspections would reveal that the plumbing was seriously
defective.
water.

The kitchen and at least six ensuite bathrooms had no hot

Some had no cold water either.

These details may have escaped

the Advisers' attention during the original inspection, since they
were not listed in the 4 May letter.

The letter added:
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Your attention is directed to the requirements ... that
an approved manager must be in attendance at all times.
8 June 1983:

An inspection was made following a complaint, presumably

from Mrs Schuler, the cook/housekeeper.
Mrs Schuler was on duty. She informed me that she is the
only staff, and that she had last Saturday afternoon and
night off, leaving the premises in the care of her
daughter, who is unapproved. There are 6 residents.
I did not bother to check the list of requirements in
the Commission's letter 4 May 1983, as the place is in
such a mess. There was on the premises a plumber from
Gas and Fuel, who said that there would be hot water
in each of the occupied units by the end of the week.
At the moment only one such unit has hot water.
Items Requiring Immediate Attention
1.

:'i
;i

2.
3.
5.
7.
11.

All units and kitchen to have hot water services
functional.
All areas to have functional lights.
All toilets to be made operable ...
Freezer to be installed in kitchen ...
Proper storage to be provided-for vegetables ...
Appoint a second approved staff member ...

On the same day, the Commission sent the proprietor a list of 28 items,
allowing a week for the first eleven and two weeks for items 12 to 28.
There was no mention of the fact that a month had already expired since
a 'conditional' registration had been granted.

■i

IQ June 1983;

Adviser's memo.
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Premises revisited this morning as I yesterday received a
tearful phone call from Mrs Schuler, who said that she was
thinking of walking out. She informed me that she had
only received one, pay since 14 May 1983, and was fed up
with not being able to leave the premises.
Today she says that she has given one week's notice ...
This gives Mr Portoni only two business days to find
another approved staff member ...
16 June 1983:

An inspection was carried .out:

Room 2 - Strong smell of urine. Broken toilet seat, faecal
matter on wall, stained bath, very offensive (see photo)
carpet offcuts on bathroom floor, not fixed and dangerous.
Urine on floor, no bathmat, shower curtain or towel rails,
no hot water.
Kitchen sink dirty, containing butts, ash and urine-stained
kleenex tissues, empty biscuit wrappings ... Urine stained
underblanket drying over heater. One light in main area
not working.
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{The resident} had an abrasion on her forehead. She
claimed to have fallen over in the toilet. She appears
to have stress incontinence and usually walks with a
four-pronged stick. The cord of the heater is a hazard
for her.
Only three of the units were occupied.

Typical descriptions of the 18

vacant units were:
Room 18. No water except to toilet. Toilet and bath
stained, no shower curtain, bath or floor mat, no towel
rails. Dirty sink and bench. One bedside locker, no
beds. Stain on carpet.
The communal areas were just as bad:
Kitchen - No hot water, no lights, water pressure very
poor. No freezer, inadequate utensils.
(Mrs Schuler
used many of her personal belongings.) No freezer or
freezing compartments in fridge ...
Lounge: First entrance door not operable - key missing.
Second entrance door only operable with key and is
extremely difficult to open. Lights over far end of
lounge inoperable.
Laundry: Floor uneven - pools of water. No washing
machine or dryer (machine in situ owned by Mrs Schuler).
Two concrete troughs and old gas copper - not operable.
20 June 1983:

Adviser's memo :

Premises visited 8.00 am 17 June to verify Mrs Schuler’s
statement that {a resident} is incontinent of faeces and
urine. This indeed proved to be so. This lady has
vision in only one eye, and that is limited. Therefore
she has been locked in her room since .her.' admission
1st June 1983, as Mrs Schuler was afraid she would fall
over the railing. {The resident's} room had a highly
offensive odour, and.she had soiled her nightclothes and
bed, and also the spare bed in her room ...
Dr Wolstenholme examined both {women} and found them
unsuitably placed. As a result, arrangements were later
made for them to be transferred by ambulance to Caulfield
Hospital ...
We also rang the next of kin of {two others} and offered .
them alternative placements for their parents should they
so desire.
{The two} were accordingly taken to another
Special Accommodation House ...
With all but two residents removed, and the sole staff having quit, it
might be thought that the SAH would now be simply closed down and the
proprietor's registration cancelled.

Instead, the memo went on:

20 June 1983: I this morning visited Acheron Lodge to check
on the two remaining residents ... and to see what staffing
arrangements had been made. A Belinda Smythe is in sole
charge. She is unapproved.
{The resident couple} do not
wish to move. Their health and agility is such that they
are not at risk. The telephone is now operative. I have
arranged to interview Miss Smythe tomorrow.
Mr Portoni arrived whilst I was
gas hot water services will all
hope to arrange for him to come
so that we may put questions to

there. He says that the
be replaced this week. I
to the Commission tomorrow
him.

I feel that the Commission should make it a condition on
Mr Portoni that no other residents be accepted ... until
the Advisers are able to state that all requirements have
been met.
27 June 1983;

The new staff member was approved as assistant manager.

On the same day, the Advisers recorded the outcome of an interview with
the proprietor:

• ‘

It would seem from Mr Portoni1s answers that he was fully
aware of the fact that essential services were not functional
when he had residents transferred from his Nursing Home to
Acheron Lodge ... This was done solely as the result of
their being reclassified from intensive care to ordinary care
patients ...
I recommend that Mr Portoni be prosecuted.
17 July 1983:

The proprietor wrote to the Commission:

The final inspection of the above Special Accommodation
Home was made by Mr Harding. As requested all alterations
have been completed and passed. We are now awaiting the
relevant permit. Your early attention would be appreciated.
The inspection referred to was evidently made by the Council's build
ing inspector.
3 August 1983:

Adviser's memo:

At Mr Portoni's request, I again inspected this SAH to pass
it for occupancy, and again refused to do so.
Nine matters still required attention, including:
Plumbing in ladies toilet off dining room - not functioning.
Plumbing over sink in Dining Room - not functioning. No
washing machine in premises.
22 March 1984:
12 counts.

The proprietor was charged in the Magistrates Court on

These included:
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No adequate food storage.
Failure to keep the SAH clean (i.e. the bedrooms of the two
incontinent residents).

m

No hot water.
No 24-hour supervision.
Accommodating a person in need of nursing care.
Unlawful advertising (see below).
Given the condition of the SAH, the particulars of the last charge
were somewhat ironic:
(1)

In a pamphlet headed 'Special Invitation to Acheron
Lodge' the use of the sentence:
'A trained nurse
will be in residence.'

(2)

In the said pamphlet the use of a sentence which reads
in part:
'The standard of care is equalled to our
62 bed Nursing Home ...'

Case summary
If the proprietor had intended to open the Acheron Lodge premises as
a licensed motel rather than an SAH, it is inconceivable that the
Liquor Control Commission would have granted him a licence allowing
the place to open immediately to the public on condition that
standards be improved during the following month.

♦

Arguably, the Advisers should be allowed some discretion in these
cases so that registration is not withheld merely because some minor
aspect of the Regulations has still to be complied with.

However, the

Acheron Lodge premises fell far short of any reasonable standards for
human habitation.
Nevertheless the SAH was registered.
residents began to arrive;

Within two weeks the first

all six.had moved in before the expiry

of the month's grace allowed by the Commission.

Not much could be

done about this, because the Commission's letter of 4 May had omitted
to place any such restriction on the proprietor.
It is unclear whether any other inspections occurred during the first
month.

But on 8 June an inspection revealed that none of the essential

repairs and improvements had been completed.

The proprietor was

clearly in breach of the conditions of registration.

The Commission

would therefore have been empowered by Section 369 of the Health Act:
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369(1) The granting or renewal of the registration of
any premises by the Commission may be refused if any
requirements of this Act ... are not complied with.
This section should be read ,in conjunction with S.220C(2) (b):
The Commission may in its discretion ... grant the
application subject to such terms and conditions as
it thinks fit;
and S.220D(1):
... the Commission may in its discretion at any time
cancel the registration of a special accommodation
house ...
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However, this was not the procedure adopted.

Instead, the Commission

wrote to the proprietor, effectively extending the time allowed by
between one and two weeks.

There was no explicit threat that regist

ration would be cancelled if the new deadline was ignored.
Moreover, when the two weeks had expired, an inspection revealed that
the proprietor had breached one of the more serious prohibitions in
the SAH legislation:

*%

residents had been transferred from the pro

prietor's own private nursing home.

Two of them were incontinent.

The daughter of another told the Advisers that she 'moved her mother
*■

to 5 different rooms during her stay at {the SAH} in an effort to find,
a room where hot water, toilets and lights were operable.'

♦
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The Commission would therefore have had strong grounds to query the
proprietor's suitability to run an SAH.
Instead, the Advisers transferred all but two residents, hurriedly
approved the new assistant manager, interviewed the proprietor for
alleged breaches of the legislation, recommended his prosecution, and
resumed their efforts to gain his compliance with their original
requirements.

A month later the Advisers found that nine items were

still outstanding.
rV

Lessons of the Acheron Lodge case
1.

The Commission should not grant an initial registration to
premises which need major work to comply with basic standards
of public health and safety.

2.

Alternatively, the conditional registration of such an SAH
should include a condition that no residents be accommodated

m
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until the Advisers have passed the place as suitable for
occupation.

Such a condition could apply to either the whole

SAH (if for example the kitchen was sub-standard) or to parts
%
of it (such as sub-standard bedrooms).
3.

The Commission should develop a set of guidelines which would

*

distinguish between major and minor requirements for repairs or
improvements.

Major requirements would consist of those which

affect public health and safety (such as plumbing, lighting and
kitchen hygiene).

A new SAH could then not be registered until

the major requirements had been met, and an existing SAH could
be de-registered for a continuing failure to meet these major
requirements.
Inspections: Conclusion and recommendations
The case studies of the two Special Accommodation Houses

are, of

course, not typical of conditions prevailing in the industry.
are however typical of what is meant by a sub-standard SAH:

They
dilap

idated premises, residents whose disabilities make them highly
vulnerable, proprietors with very low standards of care whose behav-

r

iour may range from the merely eccentric to the definitely abusive.
*
This being the reality, close monitoring of the scene is essential,
and the regulating authority must have powers adequate to its task.
An examination of the Health Act and SAH Regulations suggests that
the Department does have the. necessary powers, although they could be
re-organized in various ways.

However, numerous anecdotes from

health and welfare workers, confirmed by material obtainable under
FOI, points to a long history of administrative failure to use those
powers to full advantage.

Too often an inspection fails to get to the

bottom of a complaint or leads only to an adverse report going on file
without further action.

Sometimes, as shown, the investigator gets

it disastrously wrong, accepting the proprietor's word against the
complainant's-' o r - blandly reporting that ’all the residents were
participating in a group therapy session, including exercises, sing
ing and talking' —

when actually the session was being run by

Community Health Centre staff who were extremely worried about con
ditions at the SAH.

*
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Of course, occasional lapses are inevitable in every regulatory

i

agency, and retrospective judgements are the easiest to make.

But

these problems do not seem to be isolated instances.
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Some of these problems are to do with failures of policy and admin
istrative practice;

others could be attributed to the perceptions

which characterize some of those responsible for enforcing the
regulations.

There has been, for example, a prevailing perception

that pretty basic conditions are all that can be reasonably expected
in down-market SAHs, given the type of resident and the limited
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resources available;

we recall the Commissioner's assertion that

the RATS group 'seeks to impose inappropriate upper middle-class
standards on establishments that do a lot of good work looking after
difficult people with different aspirations especially end-stage
alcoholics'

(see Section 7 ).

Charenton SAH:

Or the Adviser's assessment of

'I feel that a good standard of care is provided

considering the type of resident and the fees charged.'
Again, the regulatory authority has felt hampered by the lack of
alternatives.
l

The shortage of nursing-home beds is notorious;

it

is therefore thought necessary to allow borderline cases to remain

^ *
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in SAHs rather than insist on their removal;

therefore incontinence

*

is no longer a test of a person being in need of nursing care;
•.:■
-1i

actual

deterioration of the skin must be demonstrated.

-'■■i

Ways of improving the administration

i
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The case of Acheron Lodge revealed an anomaly whereby an initial
registration can be obtained before the Regulations have been complied
with.

One way of correcting the situation would be to amend Reg. 201(4)

so that it reads:
The Department ... shall refuse to consider the application
for registration unless those requirements are completed to
the satisfaction of the Department.

\
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The difficulty of such an amendment to Regulation 201(4) is that it
fails to distinguish between major and minor breaches’ of the Regulat
ions.

This is a general problem with the current regulatory system.

If all breaches of the Regulations are treated as equivalent, the
underlying rationale (maintaining acceptable standards of care)
becomes obscured.
]

A striking example was the Adviser's action

in the Charenton case of ordering a keyhole to be covered when far
more serious matters were at stake.

Some of the proprietors interview

ed were scornful of what they regarded as trivial and irritating
orders which made them feel that the Advisers were uninterested in the
overall quality of the SAH and the real problems they were facing.
One proprietor of an SAH with a poor reputation claimed that the key
to a business-like relationship with the Advisers was to deliberately
leave some small matter unattended before an inspection;

the Adviser

would then make the appropriate order, and depart satisfied.

Another

proprietor, in a well-kept SAH with a good reputation, was offended
at the Adviser who made no comment except to observe that there were
fly-spots on the kitchen light bulb.
Rec. 1 ;

The SAH Section should develop an explicit policy

on the physical standards required of Special Accommodation
Houses.
ments.

The policy should establish a hierarchy of require
Matters seriously affecting health and safety should

require compliance before an initial registration can be
granted.
Rec. 2 :

There should be an explicit policy on orders for

compliance with serious health and safety requirements for
premises already registered, including standard time-lines
for compliance;

once lapsed, de-registration proceedings

should begin automatically.
Rec. 3 :

All proprietors should receive copies of these

Departmental policies.
The investigation of complaints seems to be quite haphazard, despite
the Advisers' assurance that no complaint is ignored.

There does not

seem to be a systematic approach to interviewing the complainant,
residents or other persons with knowledge of the SAH (such as visiting
nurses and GPs).
Rec. 4 ;

Procedures' for investigating complaints should be

overhauled.

A policy should be developed on ensuring that

all relevant parties are interviewed.

In particular,

sensitive ways of interviewing residents should be developed.
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Hostel residents who receive* subsidies are medically examined twice
a year by a 'review authority'

(a nurse employed by the Department)

to ensure that they are eligible for the relevant subsidy.
\
i

examination also functions as a monitoring device.

The

SAH residents are

not monitored in a similar way, and there are persistent claims that
♦ !
' 4
5
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the 'house doctors' connected to some SAHs conduct very perfunctory
consultations.

i
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Rec. 5 ;

The Department should consider conducting regular

medical examinations of SAH residents to monitor their
r- -J
• .1

general health and well-being.
Rec. 6 ;

* 2t
J

The Department should routinely notify the

Medical Board when it is found that an SAH resident
has a medical condition inconsistent with regular and
good care by the resident's doctor.

. -l- * * 4
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The complaints system seems only loosely connected to the registration
system.

Yet complaints, even when they cannot be substantiated,

at least raise questions about conditions in an SAH, which ought
to be relevant to the Department's decisions on inspections and
re-registration.
Rec. 7 ;

Records of complaints, substantiated or other

wise, should be systematized and regularly reviewed to
indicate any prevailing patterns.
*
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Rec. 8 ;

The annual review of individual SAHs should pay

more attention to the complaints on file.

Special

conditions should be more readily imposed on the cert
ificate of registration to correct the practices which
have given rise to complaints.
i
i
Policy development
A
1 '

The Department seems to have done very little policy work on the state
of Special Accommodation Houses in the larger scheme' of things.

The

lack of uniformity between hostel standards and SAH standards is an
*

example.

Another is the failure to come to terms with the effects of

de-institutionalization, which often results in people becoming SAH
residents in oppressive or neglectful- conditions beyond the effective
scrutiny of the Department (See Section

..

Thirdly, the

That is, residents of hostels funded by the federal government.

pressure on nursing homes has created problems for the enforcement
of SAH regulations which are being avoided rather than confronted a situation which is as unsatisfactory for the conscientious proprietor
as it is for the ailing resident.
Fortunately, the Minister for Health has now initiated a review of
Special Accommodation Houses whose terms of reference enable it to
examine all these questions.
Rec. 9 : The Department should give priority to develop
ing a coherent policy that describes the place of Special
Accommodation Houses in the context of health, welfare and
housing policy.
Rec. 10: The Department should develop a code of practice
for Special Accommodation Houses in consultation with
proprietors, relevant health/welfare personnel and
consumers.

The feasibility of developing a uniform code

for all supported accommodation services (hostels etc.)
should be investigated.

(See Section 4.)

Rec. 11: While developing a code of practice, the
Health (Special Accommodation Houses) Regulations 1980
should be revised to ensure their congruence with the code.
Many of the problems of poor management and mistreatment of residents
can be attributed to the unsuitability of some proprietors for the
quite demanding type of work they are taking on.
two different aspects:

The business has

on the one hand it requires similar skills to

the management of a motel - catering, bookkeeping, maintenance,
laundry, and supervision of staff.

On the other hand it involves

24-hour responsibility for 20-60 residents, all of whom are dependent
to a degree, and some of whom are very difficult to cope with.

Indeed,

Special Accommodation Houses often accept people whose level of frailty
or disability deters hostels from admitting them, despite the apparent
ly greater resources available to hostels.
Yet it is.not difficult to gain Health Department approval as an SAH
proprietor or manager.

There are certainly no formal pre-requisites

such as training or experience in nursing, welfare or the hospitality
industry.

It is only necessary to produce character references and
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demonstrate a grasp of the regulations.

Staff below the level of

assistant manager do not need official approval at all, it being
-,%

assumed they are always under the supervision of someone who has been
approved.
The reason for this state of affairs is largely historical.

Special

s
f

Accommodation Houses have evolved out of commercial boarding houses.

4
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It is not clear that formal qualifications in the health or welfare
professions should be required of SAH proprietors or their staff.
As the Senate enquiry recognized, such a requirement is no guarantee of
standards!1 Some private nursing homes are sub-standard despite being
managed and staffed by qualified nurses.
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perceived role of SAHs;

The question also depends on the

this report argues that government policy

should aim at removing the more dependent and vulnerable people from
-3
5
i

,

Special Accommodation Houses rather than attempting to improve their
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capacity to care for such groups.

In other words' their role should

remain closer to that of boarding houses than to nursing homes or
specialist hostels.

To this extent, formal health or welfare qual

ifications for staff are less important.
On the other hand, there is a strong argument for in-service training
. .3
hi
‘•‘I
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programs for proprietors and their staff.

The SAH Advisers have been

conducting such sessions on a monthly basis using guest speakers,
with topics ranging from aspects of gerontology to management and
catering.

However, attendance is entirely voluntary and only a minority

of proprietors.or staff have participated.
Rec. 12:

The Department should review its procedures for

approving SAH proprietors, managers and staff.
Current tests of aptitude should be refined and
made more explicit.

The question of formal qualifications

in relevant fields (such as health, welfare or catering)
should be examined.

!
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Rec. 13;

The need for in-service training for proprietors

and staff should be studied with reference to the value of

li.
the information and’ training sessions currently conducted
1

by the Advisers.

The feasibility of requiring attendance

at in-service training sessions as a condition attached to
the certificate of registration should be examined. (See also Rec. 17.)
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Duties of the Advisers
The Advisers have a variety of duties:

routine inspections, invest

igation of complaints, approval of proprietors and staff, advice on
all aspects of management and care, and policy advice to the
Department.
It is arguable that two of these roles are in conflict:
and advice.

inspection

The change in title from Inspector to Adviser in 1981

reflected a conscious desire to play down the policing role in favour
of the advisory role.
Although the Advisers reject the argument about role conflict, it is
nevertheless a persuasive one.

The real question is not whether

there is a conflict, but how successfully it is handled.
In order to advise proprietors and staff about better management of
the business and better care of the residents, a relationship of
mutual trust is needed.

The Adviser needs to know that the proprietor

is being open and frank about the real problems that occur, and the
proprietor needs to feel confident that such disclosures will not
result in prosecution for some breach of the regulations.

Also, the

closer the working relationship that develops, the less inclined the
Adviser may be to switch to the role of impartial investigator and
prosecutor.
The Advisers themselves are conscious of the need to cultivate good
relationships with proprietors;

they make a point, for example, of

getting to know something about the proprietor's family and background.
The case of Mr A described in Section '1 is a striking example of an
Adviser's identification with the proprietor's viewpoint and hostility
to the actions of a social worker, resulting in a failure to conduct
an impartial investigation.

There are several other examples of this

tendency on file.
Arguably, the advisory role suffers as much as that of the inspector.
Most of the proprietors interviewed expressed attitudes towards the
Advisers ranging from wary to mildly hostile.

Their dominant percept

ion was that the Advisers' true role was that of inspector, albeit an
inspector who could be approachable and helpful.
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This may seem paradoxical:
i

the Advisers perceive their role as prim

arily that of adviser, but the proprietors are mostly conscious of
their policing powers.

But it is less a paradox than an indication

i
that a role conflict indeed exists.
*

One solution would be to separate the two roles.

The Adviser would

then not be hampered by the proprietor's fears, and the inspector
1

would not be compromised by familiarity.
Despite its obvious advantages, there are difficulties with this
solution. If it meant that the Inspectors ceased to cultivate good
relations with staff, their sensitivity to the prevailing atmosphere might
suffer.

i
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They might become less aware of the subtelties of the

relations between staff and residents, and be more inclined to mis
take good interactions for bad, and vice versa.
Likewise, it could be argued that the Advisers, freed from inspect
orial duties, would thereby lose some of their authority to insist
on good practices.
No perfect solution is evident.
current state of affairs.

Yet it is necessary to improve the

The advantages of splitting the role of

inspector from that of adviser would seem to outweigh the

disad

vantages .
Rec. 14:
. .
i
"i

The Health Department should re-organize the

Special Accommodation House Section so as to split the role of
Inspector from that of Adviser.

Consideration should be given

to employing some staff with backgrounds other than
n

nursing.
Rec. 15: The resource needs of the SAH Section should
be reviewed to ensure they are adequate for the range
of tasks which staff are expected to perform.

In.

particular, the Section should.have staff with appropriate
research and policy skills to advise the Department on
matters of policy.

?

An alternative approach would, be for the SAH Section to devolve most
of its advisory functions while retaining its inspectorate.

The

business of advising SAH proprietors and staff could be handled by a
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variety of people who were not necessarily departmental staff.

The

SAH Section could retain the responsibility for co-ordinating a
general program that combined in-service training with advice to
individual establishments, but both these activities could be
conducted in the field by other agencies and individuals.
The Mayfield Centre, for example, runs a variety of training
programs for health care workers, and engages outside people with partic
ular areas of expertise to conduct some of its classes.

The

Department could arrange for the Mayfield Centre to conduct the
in-service training program for SAH staff; particular sessions could
be taught by outsiders with expertise relevant to running Special '
Accommodation Houses, such as nurses, gerontologists, occupational
therapists, social workers and people active in the disability selfhelp movement.
The function of advising individual proprietors could also be
devolved to other health and welfare professionals.

Members of

groups such as Regional Accommodation Team Services have developed
considerable knowledge about supported accommodation services and
the problems of running them, based on daily contact with staff and
residents in SAHs, nursing homes and hostels.
discussion of their methods of assessment.)

(See Section 7 for a
They already offer

informal advice to SAH proprietors as a part of their general
responsibility for ensuring that their clients receive good quality
care.

A program could be readily developed for formalizing this

arrangement by negotiating with the relevant boards of management
(hospitals, community health centres, municipal welfare services
and so on).

Such an approach is also compatible with the region

alization of the health system.
Rec■ 16:

The Department should consider the advantages and

feasibility of devolving the advisory functions of the SAH
Section to health and welfare professionals with relevant
expertise employed by other agencies (such as hospitals,
local government and community health centres).

The SAH

Section should retain an Inspectorate and overall responsibility
for programs of advice and in-service training for SAH proprietors
and staff.
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Rec. 17:

The Department should develop a more systematic in-

service training program for SAH proprietors and staff, possibly
j
?■
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conducted by the Mayfield Centre, and involving the use of
practitioners with relevant expertise.

*j
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Integration and regionalization
Given the close similarity between hostels and Special Accommodation

.'
I
%
I

Houses, and the links that both have with nursing homes, there is
a strong case for integrating the administrative and
regulatory structures responsible for these three types of service.
The desirability of developing an integrated policy with common
standards between SAHs and hostels is discussed in Sections 4 and -10
of this report.

It should.be noted that many hostels are also

registered as SAHs.

The integration of staff responsible for

inspection of SAHs and hostels would facilitate the maintenance of
common standards and counteract the tendency for SAH Advisers to
become too narrowly focussed on the world of Special Accommodation
Houses.

j
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The difficulty, however, is that the Commonwealth is responsible for
hostels while the State is responsible for SAHs.

This, indeed, is

one reason for the lack of a uniform set of standards.
Integration of the regulatory system could be achieved if the
••■\
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Commonwealth devolved its responsibility for .hostel inspections to
the State, or vice versa.

(Hostel inspections are described in

Section 10.) However, such a transfer of government responsibilities
seems unlikely,, given its national ramifications.
Si

On the other hand, it is quite feasible for the two levels of govern
ment to develop a common set of policies, standards and regulatory
!

practices.

As in Britain, a uniform code of practice for supported

accommodation services could be de.vised (see Section 3) .
*•

upgrading'program for SAHs (Rec. 20) could aim for physical
standards uniform with hostels.

-t«r

An

And the development of regional

structures for the assessment of both consumers and services (which
is already happening with nursing homes) could be designed so as to
achieve better integration between the policies applying to hostels
and Special Accommodation Houses.
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Appropriate regional models have yet to be fully developed (see
Section 10).

If, as in Recommendation 16, the advisory functions

of the current SAH Section are devolved and organized regionally,
and a uniform code of practice is introduced, the result should be
a reduction in the isolation from other service providers that seems
to characterize many Special Accommodation Houses.

The aim would be

to draw them into a regional network of supported accommodation
services where problems of management could be discussed and working
relationships developed between SAHs, hostels, nursing homes and
non-residential services such as day centres and domiciliary services.
In this way the federal/state division of regulatory powers and
funding arrangements with respect to hostels and SAHs could be
effectively trancended by the development of "horizontal" links
between services, organized regionally.
Rec, 18;

The Health Department should devise a plan for

achieving a uniform federal/state policy on SAHs and hostels
with respect to standards, codes of practice and regulation.
Regional links between residential services, whether private
or non-profit, should be pursued as part of a strategy for
overcoming the problems inherent in a centralized inspectorate
responsible only for SAHs (ie the problem of the isolation of
poor-quality SAHs from better-quality services).

An upgrading program
There is a wide divergence of standards between Special Accommodation
Houses.

Up-market places offer single rooms, en suite bathrooms,

more generous staffing ratios, a range of ancilliary services such
as hairdressing and therapeutic activities, and so on.

Down-market

places are likely to cram three to four people in a bedroom and have
communal bathrooms like an old hotel.

Food is likely to be basic

and -sometimes quite inadequate in dietary terms.

Ancilliary services

and organized activities may be entirely lacking.
The number of persons per bedroom is an obvious difference between
the standards applicable to hostels and SAHs.

Under the Aged or

Disabled Persons Homes Act, the federal government requires hostels
to provide single-room accommodation, with a few doubles for couples.
The SAH Regulations allow four to a bedroom as long as the beds are
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at least one metre apart; but more than four beds can be installed
with the Department's permission.
I

(One of the proprietors inter

viewed in the present study had just obtained such permission, and
demonstrated how, by shifting a wardrobe into the passage, the
fifth bed could be squeezed in without contravening the minimum-

*<k
distance regulations.
heavily populated.

To the researcher, the bedroom already looked

This was a pension-only SAH for ladies, with a

caring proprietor and a good reputation.)
1

Remembering that these establishments are people's permanent homes,
the question of privacy and personal space ought to be taken far
more seriously that it now is.

One metre between beds is not very

generous, and the portable screens that must be provided are only
...i
-i
*
~i
i

a token gesture.

(In all cases observed they were stacked flat

against the wall.- -Given the lay-out of the typical multiple bedroom,
a screen in any other position would be an inconvenient obstruction.)

\
■l

To gain funding approval from the federal government, hostels are
generally required to provide en suite bathrooms and toilets; only
the newer, purpose-built SAHs offer similar features.

The SAH

regulations require one toilet for every seven residents of each
sex.
-i
The inconvenience of sharing communal toilets is presumably felt more
keenly with advancing age and frailty; there is always the potential
•

:<

indignity of being caught short while stumbling along a corridor at
night.

5

The bathroom ratio is not generous either:

there must be one bed

room with either a bath or a shower for every ten residents of each
sex.

Thus up to 20 women could have to share two bathrooms.

These minimum standards have fallen well behind what is considered

i
i

acceptable either for hostels (serving an identical population) or
the general public (if motels, for example, are compared with the

f
i
j■

hotels of an older generation).

5

there is the question of quality.

f

SAHs, those of poor quality are often characterized by general
dilapidation.

Apart from these matters of design,.
Within the pension-only range of

Sometimes all that would be needed is a spring clean,

a re-paint and some new furniture; other places would require more
extensive renovation and structural modification.

An upgrading program is needed.

The first step would be to conduct

a comprehensive survey of Special Accommodation Houses, grading
them according to such criteria as bedroom size, ease of access to
floors above ground level, bathroom and toilet design, structural
soundness and the need for maintenance and renovation.

The Ministry

of Housing has recently completed such a survey of its entire stock
and drawn up a four-year, costed Estate Improvement Program.

The

Ministry could perhaps be consulted by the Health Department.
Rec. 19:

The Health Department should commission a survey

of the physical design of all Special Accommodation Houses,
classifying the data so as to facilitate an upgrading program.
An upgrading strategy should have several elements, ranging from
orders for immediate compliance with regulations (in the case of
seriously sub-standard premises) to the Imposition of higher
standards on premises seeking an initial registration.
The strategy should include consultation with residents and prop
rietors.

The preferences of residents for certain design features

cannot simply be assumed.

For example, although hostels are

generally required to provide single-person bedrooms, there is
evidence that some residents tend to become isolated o.r insecure
and would prefer to have the option of sharing.

This has been the

experience of the hostel attached to Caulfield Hospital.

Appror-

riate design therefore needs to consider the preferences of the
type of intended resident.
space is also important:

The balance between private and public
especially if double bedrooms are provided,

a sufficient number of day rooms will also be necessary so that, for
example, not everyone is forced to sit staring at the television;
The current regulations merely say that a separate common room may
be required.

There is no mention of a more private room for

receiving visitors or making telephone calls.
The upgrading program would aim to improve standards over time.
Expansion and normal turn-over in the industry create an opportunity
to insist on higher standards without necessarily amending the
regulations overnight; the Department already has the power to
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impose extra conditions before granting a registration or
re-registration.
*

Rec. 20:

The Department should develop an upgrading program

along the lines suggested.
*
The current design rules are based on the assumption that all SAH
residents are frail elderly people.

Hence the insistence on hand

rails in bathrooms and corridors, non-slip floor coverings and
alarm systems.

However, some of these requirements are irrelevant

to SAHs whose residents are people with psychiatric or intellectual
disabilities but without problems of mobility or perception.
them

For

Other design features may be more appropriate, such as colour'

coding to remind forgetful people where the bathroom or their own
bedroom is.
Since Special Accommodation Houses tend to specialize in particular
types of resident (and should continue to be encouraged to do so)
there is a case for taking these factors into account when over
hauling design standards.
*

be necessary.

Changes to the current regulations would

The simplest way would be to cull out those

regulations that clearly apply to residents with particular
?

disabilities and include them instead in a departmental manual;
the manual would be available to proprietors and would indicate
the special conditions which the department would attach to the
certificate o f •registration of premises catering to people with
particular types of disability..
' the proposed code of practice.

Such a manual would form part of
Other disability aids could then

be recommended or insisted upon,-such as taps, switches and eating
utensils designed for people with•arthritic hands.*

*

%
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Standard of 'care:
proposals for legislation

SynopsisThe current regulations do not incorporate an adequate definition
of the standard of care that should be expected of SAHs.

It is

therefore much easier for the Department to insist on improvements
to the plumbing than improvements in the quality of care received
by residents.
There is an inherent difficulty in defining quality-of-life issues
in the language of regulations.

An alternative solution is there

fore proposed: an amendment to the Health Act imposing a general
duty of care (defined in terms of the abuse, neglect or mistreat
ment of a resident) and the creation of a tribunal to interpret
this general duty in the course of hearing complaints lodged by or
on behalf of residents.
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The Health Act and the SAH Regulations already set certain minimum
standards for SAHs, but these do not add up to a coherent definition
■4
of the required standard of care.

For example, Regulations 408 and

410 set standards for food and warmth:
Reg. 408
(i)

The proprietor shall provide and ensure -

that the residents are provided with varied,

nutritious meals based on an adequate diet.
Reg. 410

The proprietor shall ensure that - (a) the

temperature ... is maintained at such a level as to
provide reasonable comfort to the residents.
But the bulk of the regulations are concerned with public health and
safety (for example, food storage, door locks and lighting).

Part

of the reason for this emphasis may be the perceived difficulty of
regulating the less tangible factors that constitute the quality
of care.
*
One solution to the problem is to define the required standards of
care in a fairly general way, and then rely on the legal system to

«

fill in the detail in the process of deciding on particular cases.
This approach has been used with some success in the newly-developed
field of Equal Opportunity legislation.

Instead of attempting to

set out an exhaustive list of the acts, behaviour and circumstances
which would be discriminatory, the legislation sets out the
general spheres of behaviour (employment, accommodation, provision
of goods and services, etc.) in which discrimination is unlawful.*

*
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For example, the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 says:

**

S.21(i)
It is unlawful for an employer to discriminate
against an employee on the grounds of status or by reason
of the private life of the employee - (a) by denying the
employee access ... to opportunity for promotion, transfer
or training ...

1%
Such legislation assumes that employees, if they are aware of the
existence and purpose of the legislation, and if they have access to
its complaints mechanisms, will act in their own interests when
they believe they are the victims of discrimination.
The success of this approach depends on the development of a new
body of law expressed in the decisions of some form of legal
i
i
■»

tribunal.

In Victoria, this is the Equal Opportunity Board, whose

functions and powers are set out in the Equal Opportunity Act.
The advantage of creating a specialized tribunal is that, precisely
because of its specialized jurisdiction, it can be expected to
develop the required body of case-law more quickly and systematically
than the ordinary Magistrates Courts and County Courts.

*

Also, the

Equal Opportunity Act set up an administrative system of fact-finding
and conciliation which was intended to work closely with the Board.

•1
-i

a

Creating a similar mechanism for the Magistrates Courts would be
difficult.

i
i
j
i
j
■'j
i

i

i

Applying this analogy, a possible mechanism for regulating the
standards of care in Special Accommodation Houses would have the
following elements:
1.

Legislation requiring SAHs to provide an 'adequate
standard of care' and defining a breach of this

I

duty in terms of abuse, neglect or mistreatment'
of residents.
2.

The creation of a tribunal to hear cases involving
complaints by SAH residents or by Health Department

■♦

inspectors.
3.

The development of a Code of Practice for SAHs, which
could be used as evidence of the required standard
of care.

4.

The creation of an appropriate set of remedies for
the tribunal (including injunctions-, damages, -and
powers to de-register).
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5.

The development of a non-goverment advocacy service for
SAH residents, analogous to the Tenants Union in relation
to landlord/tenant disputes.

Proposed legislation on standards of care
The following is a proposed amendment to the Health Act 1958 which
would place an explicit duty on SAH proprietors to provide an
adequate standard of care.

The amendment could be inserted as

Section 220 DA in the principal Act.

Proposed amendment to the Health Act 1958
•220 DA

(1)

The proprietor of an SAH must ensure that
residents receive an adequate standard of
care.

(2)

In proceedings before the Supported Accommo
dation Tribunal, evidence of a failure to
maintain an adequate standard of care may
include evidence of physical abuse, mis
treatment or neglect of a resident or former
resident.

(3)

For the purposes of this section (a)

'Physical abuse' means inappropriate physical
contact; contact which harms or is likely to
harm the resident.

(b)

'Mistreatment' means inappropriate isolation,
inappropriate use of physical or mental con
straints, inappropriate control over a
resident's personal finances, ,or inappropriate
invasion of a resident's privacy.

(c)

'Neglect' means failure to provide timely,
consistent, safe, adequate and appropriate
services and care, including but not limited
to nutrition, medications, personal hygiene,
clothing, personal comfort, and activities
of daily living.

(4)

In order to determine the required standard of care
in relation to proceedings brought under this
Section, the Tribunal may hear evidence relating

«-
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"i
to:
(a)

an approved Code of Practice then in
effect; and

7»

(b)

the common practices of Special Accommodation
Houses and like institutions, provided these

t

do not derogate from the standards contained

♦f

in the approved Code of Practice.
(5)
\j
ij

In proceedings brought under this Section, where
the Tribunal finds that the proprietor failed to
maintain the required standard of care, the Tribunal

i

•

may make the following orders:

.1

*■U
\I

(a)

An order cancelling the proprietor's
Certificate of Registration.

(b)

•5

i
.‘ i
t
*1

An order imposing or varying such terms and
conditions on the Certificate of Registration

?

as the Tribunal considers necessary to ensure

I
i

that the proprietor maintains an adequate
standard of care.

*
(c)

An order that the proprietor pay compensation
to any resident or former resident in respect

?

of whom the Tribunal has made a finding of
abuse, neglect or mistreatment by the proprietor
or his/her employees or agents.
(d)

An order that the Health Department carry out
inspections of the SAH, with or without notice,
for a period and at intervals determined by the
Tribunal, and that the Department report to
the Tribunal on the proprietor's maintenance
of the required standard of care during that

■i

period.
(e)

An order that the proprietor ceases to employ
in the SAH,any named member of staff including
the manager.

*

(6)

The Tribunal may, in the course of proceedings before
it, make an interim order to prevent a party to the
proceedings from acting in a manner prejudicial to
any order that the Tribunal might subsequently make.

(7)

A person who contravenes or fails to comply with
an order under this section is guilty of an
offence and liable to a penalty not exceeding 20
penalty units and to a further penalty not
exceeding 5 penalty units for each day during
which the offence continues after the making of
that order.

(8)

The Tribunal shall if so required by a party to
proceedings under this section state its reasons
for an order that it makes in those proceedings.

Notes on the proposed legislation
Sub-section (1):

This places a general duty of care on SAH proprietors

Its scope is further defined in (2) and (3) .
Sub-section (2) :

The Tribunal.

What is proposed is a specialized*
)
i
(

tribunal whose jurisdictions would cover Special Accommodation
Houses and similar residential institutions.

Its function would be

analogous to the jurisdiction of the Residential Tenancies Tribunal
over landlord/tenant disputes.
The proposed tribunal would have two major functions:
(i)

Hearings initiated by the Health Department;

(ii)

Hearings of complaints initiated by SAH residents
advocates.

and their

The tribunal would replace the present use of "Section 9A hearings"
which are currently performed by an ad hoc committee of Departmental
officers.

The tribunal would also replace the use of Magistrates

Courts in prosecutions for a breach of the SAH legislation.
further details, see Section
Sub-section (3):

4

(For

)

The wording is adapted from American nursing home

legislation: New York State's Patient Abuse Reporting Law 1977.
key word in these definitions is 'inappropriate1.

The

This gives the

Tribunal the power to decide, in the circumstances of each case,
whether the behaviour complained of is or is not lawful.

For

example, what amounts to 'inappropriate control over a resident's
finances' will depend very much on the resident's capacity to
handle money responsibly.

It may be appropriate for a proprietor

to hand over only small sums of money to someone who has suffered
brain damage from alcoholism, if it is known that the person would
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spend it all on drink; but the same control over a mentally retarded
resident's finances may be inappropriate.

This level of detail cannot

be satisfactorily spelled out in the legislation, although further
refinements will be found in the Code of Practice described in (4)(a).
Sub-section (4) (a) :

The Code of Practice. * The concept is.borrowed

from two sources - a British working party on residential care, and
the Occupational Health and Safety Bill now before the Victorian
Parliament.

The Code would be drawn up by the Health Department

in consultation with the SAH industry and consumer advocates.

It

would supplement the SAH Regulations by adding a "standard of care"
dimension.

The current regulations would be overhauled at the same

time.
The purpose of the Code would be two-fold: it would be a working
document for SAH proprietors and staff, describing "maximum" standards
to be aimed at; and it would set minimum standards.

The Code would

therefore be used as a yardstick to help the Tribunal decide whether
the subject of a complaint amounted to a breach of the standards
of care imposed by the legislation.
The Code of Practice is discussed further in Section 4

of this

report.
Sub-section (4)(b): 'Common practices of.SAHs'.

Instead of relying

on a code of practice, the Tribunal would be able to hear evidence
as to the common practices of SAHs and similar establishments.

For

example, if the resident's complaint was that the proprietor was
not handing back any money from, the fortnightly pension cheque but
was handing out cigarettes instead, the Tribunal would be able to
hear evidence about practices in other SAHs accommodating similar
residents.
Sub-section (4)(b) would obviously be desirable if no code of
practice had been developed, or if it failed, to cover the matter
being complained about.
The proviso to (4)(b) is intended to prevent a situation in which
evidence is adduced that many SAHs were habitually ignoring the
standards imposed by the code of practice.
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Sub-section (5):

Orders of the tribunal.

It is proposed that the

tribunal have access to a range of orders that could be tailored to
the circumstances of each case.
5(e):

De-registration.

The Health Department already has this

power by virtue of S.220D of the Health Act:

*

220D (1) Subject to sub-section (2) the Commission may
in its discretion at any time cancel the registration of
a special accommodation house or vary the terms and
conditions to which such a registration is subject.
(2) ... {The need for a "Section 9A" hearing.}
Under the proposed tribunal, this rather sweeping power would be
more clearly circumscribed.by the requirements of due process.
5(b): Terms and conditions.

Again, this power is inherent in S.220D.

The range of these terms and conditions should be outlined in a
departmental circular, so that SAH proprietors and others become
more aware of departmental expectations.

For example, it might

be reasonable for the department to restrict a particular SAH from
accommodating residents with an intellectual disability, if it
s

were found that they were not receiving adequate care.
5(c): Compensation.

The power to order financial compensation to

*

the aggrieved resident may sometimes be the most appropriate remedy.
It is, of course, a common outcome in civil cases of negligence
or breach of contract, and it is a remedy available to the Equal
Opportunities Board in cases of discrimination or harrassment.
5(d):

Inspection.

This merely formalizes the current practice of

the Department, though it also requires the Advisers to report to
the tribunal.
5(e): Dismissal of staff.

The tribunal should have the power to

order a proprietor to dismiss a member of staff in cases where it
is apparent that the staff's behaviour has been the cause of the
failure to maintain an adequate standard of care.

Regulations 302(1)

*

and 303 already put a similar onus on the proprietor:
%
Reg. 302 (1) The proprietor shall not appoint or
continue to employ as a member of staff ... any
person who - (b) is not physically or.mentally
capable of adequately performing the work ...
Thus the proposed order simply gives the tribunal explicit power
to order the proprietor to conform to the spirit of these regulations.
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The current wording of Reg. 302 (1)(b) is unsatisfactory because it
does not seem to cover a circumstance in which a staff member, though
'capable', is guilty of unacceptable behaviour.
Sub-section (6); Interim orders.
Equal Opportunity Act.

The wording is adopted from the

Its value is self-evident.

Sub-section (7); Penalties.

This achieves a similar effect to

S.220B(3) of the Health Act:
(3)
If there is ... any failure to comply with this Act
or the regulations or the terms and conditions subject to
which the registration operates, the proprietor shall be
guilty of an offence against this Act and liable to a
penalty of $2000.
Siab-section (8) :

Reasons, for decision. There seems to be no similar

requirement in the Health Act.

Publication of the tribunal's reasons

for decision would be an invaluable means of informing the industry
and the community about the tribunal's current interpretation of the
required standards of care.

Again, the published decisions of the

Equal Opportunities Board have been essential to the growth of
public awareness.
Rec. 21:

The Victorian Government should introduce legislation

along the lines suggested above.
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4:

Towards a code of practice' ■
*

Synopsis

The previous section proposed a method of legally defining the
standard of care required of Special Accommodation Houses.
section explores the model in more detail.

This

It argues that a

code of practice should be produced which would serve two purposes:
it would be a practical handbook for SAH proprietors, showing how
to achieve a better quality service? and it would, be usable in
proceedings by the proposed tribunal to determine whether
minimally acceptable standards had been maintained.

Some aspects

of the proposed tribunal are also described further; it is argued
that the tribunal's jurisdiction should cover all supported

l

accommodation services, including the voluntary-sector hostels.
Finally, the need to set up consumer advocacy services is stressed:
without -these, residents will be unable to take advantage of either
the present or the proposed complaints procedures.

^
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The limits of regulation
Reliance on the current SAH Regulations has not proved sufficient
to define the standards of care expected of Special Accommodation
Houses.

The Advisers, the proprietors and health/welfare workers

all agree on this point.
One solution would be to revise the Regulations.
difficulties with this approach.

There are two

Firstly, regulations invariably

take the form of a series of statutory obligations, such that
any breach enables disciplinary action to be taken by the regulating
authority.

Regulations therefore impose minimum standards, rather

than describing any higher standards which should be aimed for.
Secondly, the language of regulations is a difficult medium for
handling quality-of-care issues.

It is much better suited to

defining tangible, measurable things like the minimum size of
1

bedrooms or the method of storing foodstuffs.

No doubt this

explains the heavy emphasis of the current Regulations on the
physical design and operation of the premises, to the virtual
i
■

exclusion of the qualitative, human factors that constitute the
difference between good and bad care.
Hence the need for a code of practice.
replace, the current Regulations.-

•*;
i
j

i

It would supplement, not

(The Regulations should however

be revised at the same time, particularly if there are found to
be contradictions between them and the practices recommended by
the Code.)
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The Code would function

as a practical handbook for the management

and staff of Special Accommodation Houses and similar establishments.
Not being a part of the statutory regulations, the .language of the
Code could afford to be more discursive and less formal than the
regulations.

*

It would recognize an important fact: that questions

of good practice are often unclear and require judgements to be made
between competing principles.

«

This sort of ambiguity is very

difficult to translate into the legally precise language of statutory
regulations.
The Code would also function as an explicit measure of the standards
of care expected of Special Accommodation Houses.

In this sense the

Code would be legally enforceable.
The Occupational Health and Safety Bill 1985 provides a useful
legislative model.

Codes of practice are included in its regulating

mechanism in the same way as is proposed here.

That is, the codes

will describe safe working practices in all the regulated industries:
a breach of the relevant code can then be used as evidence in pro
ceedings. against an employer for contravention of the health and
S
safety legislation.
The health and safety codes of practice are given a definite legal
status in Section 55 of the OHS Bill.

*

They are to be published

in the Government Gazette, and made freely available to the public.
However, their status is not identical to that of an Act or Regula
tions, breach of which is itself illegal:
55(8) A person shall not be liable to any civil or
criminal proceedings by reason only that the person
has failed to observe any provision of an approved
code of practice.
Instead, the relevant code is usable as evidence of the required
safety or health standards when a court is asked to decide whether
a person has contravened the Act.
*
In the OHS Bill, it is stated that the codes will be drawn up by
the Occupational Health and Safety Commission, a body comprising
t
representatives nominated by employer groups, trade unions and
the Minister.

The same tripartite arrangement could be applied to

the task of devising a code for SAHs (that is, consumer advocate
groups, the SAH industry and Health Department nominees).
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This is a possible model for the regulation of Special Accommodation
Houses.

A code of practice would be. drawn up in consultation with

j *

consumer groups and proprietors.

It would be published in the

j
}*
3

Government Gazette and circulated to all SAHs.

It would be explicitly

mentioned in the Health Act as admissable evidence of the standard of
care imposed on SAHs.

An infringement of the code would also be

grounds for an actionable complaint by a resident.

Content of a code of practice
"’i
••I
!
!

The Code would describe all aspects of running a Special Accommodation
House.-

management, staffing, a general philosophy of care, physical

design, health careof residents, food preparation, a guide to the
•i
’■I

special needs of different sorts of residents (such as the intellectually ,
disabled), suggestions for house rules, a model boarding agreement,
how to deal with residents' finances, and so on.

Most of these

matters are absent from the current Regulations.
:<a
x
Vi
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An excellent example of such a code of practice has been published
in Britain.

In 1984 a Working Party sponsored by the Department of

Health and Social Security and convened by the Centre for Policy on
Ageing published Home life: a code of practice for residential care.
J

Although the Code has no statutory authority,■it was deyeloped in
close co-operation with the Department's production of the Registered
Homes Act 1984.

'Every effort has been made to ensure that the Code

!
is consistent with legislative requirements and with guidance issued
.4

by central government departments'

(Chairman's introduction).

The Code applies to establishments identical to Victoria's Special
:*

Accommodation Houses, as well as to government and non-profit
institutions.

Where good practice will vary with the circumstances,

the Code tries to provide flexible but consistent guidance.
i

For
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example:
2.7.3. Administration of drugs. No drugs except simple
'household remedies' should be given without a doctor's
prescription. Not all residents will be able to retain
and administer their own prescribed medication, but it is
desirable that those who are deemed to be so able, should
be encouraged to do so ... Where residents administer their
own drugs, facilities should be provided for the safe
keeping of medications in a personal, lockable drawer or
cupboard... Staff responsibility does not extend to
insisting upon or making residents take medication. Failure
to take prescribed medication should be reported to the
resident's general practitioner ...
The lines omitted from this paragraph relate to the circumstances in
which proprietors have a statutory responsibility for residents'
medication.

In Victoria, SAH Regulation 511 makes little allowance

for residents to control their own medications, even if permitted by
a doctor, because all medicines are required to be kept in a single
locked medicine cupboard whose key is held by the manager or assistant
manager.

Yet there is no reason to assume that all SAH residents are

incapable of controlling their own drugs.

A more flexible approach

seems desirable.

Another section of the British code deals with privacy and personal
autonomy.

For example:

2.5.1. Private space. It is highly desirable that all
residents in long-term care should have their own room
(unless they prefer otherwise), as well as the use of
communal areas. Private rooms should be looked after
as much as possible by the resident, with staff, in
normal circumstances, entering by permission of the
resident.
Ideally doors should be lockable from both
sides, staff members holding a master key. If the rooms
in established homes cannot be fully divided to provide
private accommodation, every effort should be made to
create 'private space' by the use of room dividers and
other furniture. Residents should be encouraged to
'personalise' their private space with the use of their
own soft-furnishings, ornaments, pictures, plants, etc.,
and, as far as possible, furniture. Each resident
should have the use of an easy chair in his private
space, lockable storage and sufficient room for the
storage of personal possessions and hanging space for
clothing. Residents who so wish should be able to
have their own television set. As these rooms should
be available for sitting in during the day, they should
be kept at a similar temperature to that of the rest
of the home. In homes catering for elderly and physically
handicapped people, an emergency call system should be
installed, though the availability of this should not
be used as a means of avoiding appropriate personal contact.

4ft
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All residents should be able to dress, wash and use the
toilet in private, even when needing assistance. Residents
should be able to meet whom they wish in private, either in
their own room or some other comfortable accommodation.
Privacy and autonomy should also be promoted by the pro
vision of an appropriately positioned or moveable coinoperated telephone, suitable for use by disabled people,
including those who are hard of hearing, if appropriate,
and by the opportunity for long-term residents who have
their own rooms to install a personal telephone at their
own expense.
The British code takes the form of a booklet of 114 pages.

It is

clearly designed for the practical use of proprietors and staff,
and it includes appendices on relevant legislation and a guide to
useful organizations.
i
■ 'a

Extracts from the code's summary of recommendations are reproduced
in Appendix A of the present report.
Jurisdiction over other residential services
The proposed reform of regulatory mechanisms for Special Accommoda
tion Houses could also be adapted to cover other similar establishments.
Among these are the voluntary-sector hostels funded under the Aged
or Disabled Persons Homes Act, government-run hostels and training
centres for people with an intellectual or psychiatric disability,
hostels for young people, and nursing homes.
All these establishments, like Special Accommodation Houses, provide
full board and lodging with some degree of personal care for
residents who cannot be presumed to have the power or the
opportunity to enforce their rights under the prevailing legal
or administrative arrangements.
The exclusion of 'hostels,homes for the sick, old or disabled people'

1
1

from the Residential Tenancies Bill highlights the problem: a major
reform of housing rights will actually exclude the most disadvantaged

j

class of residential occupier.

Hence the need for some alternative forum

for resolving disputes.

•J
l

The reform package for the regulation of Special Accommodation
Houses has four basic elements: a statutory duty on proprietors to
provide adequate care; a code of practice describing the desirable
standards of care; a tribunal to interpret these standards when

t

{

arbitrating complaints by residents or inspectors; and an advocacy

i

service to help residents enforce their rights.

i
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The same four elements could be applied to the other supported
accommodation services.
The proposed code of practice could be drawn up so as to cover all
these services, including SAHs.

*

The British working party proved

that this was feasible:

*

The Code is based upon the belief of all members of the
Working Party that there are sufficient common elements
of good care, as well as sufficient shared needs and
rights of residents, to render too great an emphasis upon
particular client groups unncessary and undesirable.
(Home Life, p.10)
The British code applies to all establishments required to register
under the Registered Homes Act 1984, including for example children's
homes. The Working Party believed it should also apply to governmentrun homes.
Likewise, the proposed Special Accommodation Tribunal could be given
jurisdiction over all residential services which met some appropriate
definition.

The following definition in Britain Registered Homes Act

could be adopted:

*

Any establishment which provides or is intended to provide,
whether for reward or not, residential accommodation with
both board and personal care for four or more persons in
need of personal care by reason of old age, disablement
past or present dependence on alcohol or drugs or past or
present mental disorder.
Alternatively, the definition of a Special Accommodation House in
Victoria's Health (Amendment) Bill 1985 could be used.

It has the

advantage of omitting any definition of the characteristics of
residents:
... a place which provides or offers to provide accommoda
tion to persons (other than members of the family of the
proprietor) and which provides or offers to provide
special or personal care to the residents.
'Special or personal care' is defined as assistance with feeding,
dressing, taking medication, or maintaining personal hygiene.
*
Such a definition of its jurisdiction would be included in the
legislation setting up the proposed tribunal.
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A Supported Accommodation Tribunal
What is proposed is a specialized tribunal whose jurisdiction would
cover Special Accommodation Houses and similar residential services.
1 .*
\

\
S*

Analogous bodies are the Residential Tenancies Tribunal (with
jurisdiction over landlord/tenant disputes in the private and
public rental sectors) and the Equal Opportunities Board.
The Tribunal would have two major functions:
(i)

Hearings initiated by the Health Department;

(ii)

Hearings of complaints brought by residents or their advocates.

Thus the first of these functions would replace the "internal" ■
hearings authorized by Section 9A of the Health Act.

These S.9A

hearings are currently required if the Department intends to
cancel the registration of an SAH or vary its terms and conditions.
Section 9A hearings are conducted by "two or more persons, who may
■j

include a Commissioner ... but the final determination of the matter

'j
’I

shall be made by the Commission".

5
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formed with three senior officers.

In practice, a committee is
Parties to the proceedings may

have legal representation, but evidence is unsworn.

The committee

may make four sorts of recommendation:
1.

That the SAH's registration be revoked.

2.

That the registration remain, with the proprietor
under close supervision.

j
i
<

t
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i
j

3.

That the proprietor be ordered to dispose of the
business.

t

i
i

4.

That the proprietor remain but take no active
part in the management of the SAH.

Since a hearing under Section 9A is a powerful exercise of
•administrative law (being able to terminate a proprietor's
livelihood) there is a strong case for re-constituting'the process
under a tribunal operating under more explicit guidelines, an
identifiable membership, and a visible separation from the
bureaucracy.
The second function proposed for the SAH tribunal is that of
hearing complaints lodged by SAH residents or their advocates.
Currently they can obtain redress only indirectly, by lodging a
complaint with the SAH Advisers.-

(Theoretically, a resident could
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also seek redress in a common-law action for negligence or breach
of contract, but in practice this is a fairly remote possibility.
See Appendix B .)

i

The fact that a resident's complaint must be taken up by the Advisers
is unsatisfactory, for four reasons. Firstly, the Advisers are not
unambiguously the resident's advocate.

As the change in their title

from Inspector to Adviser suggests, their principal role has become
one of advising the proprietors about management.

Secondly, the

absence of any explicit standards of care in the legislation means
that many complaints will fail to establish a clear breach of the
legislation.

Thirdly, where a breach is proven, the remedies

available (fines in the Magistrates Court, or de-registration by
the Department) may not be particularly satisfactory to the resident.
These remedies are part of the system of criminal law, whereas the
substance of many complaints by residents would be more appropriately
seen as matters of civil law.

Finally, it can be argued that SAH

residents should have the same direct access to a decision-making
tribunal as ordinary tenants do to the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal.
Burden of proof
%
The burden of proof in the proposed Tribunal would be that required
in civil, not criminal cases.

That is, the complainant would have

to establish the case "on the balance of probabilities" rather than
"beyond a reasonable doubt".

The Equal Opportunities Board operates

according to this principle.
Centralization
By giving the proposed Tribunal jurisdiction over the SAH Regulations,
it would no longer be necessary for the Health Department to request
the Law Department to- launch prosecutions in the Magistrates Courts.
The result should be a more predictable regulatory environment
through a tribunal with specialized knowledge of the industry and a
wider range of remedies.

At the moment jurisdiction is split

between the Magistrates Courts (regarding breaches of the Regulations)
and the Commission's internal hearings under Section 9A.

One con

sequence is that the procedural rigours of the criminal law must
be followed to gain a comparatively trivial $50 fine for a breach
of a regulation, while the much more- serious sanction - cancellation
of registration - can be obtained through an internal hearing by a
body of uncertain membership and removed from public scrutiny.

Si

Development of case-law
The proposed Tribunal, like the Equal Opportunities Board and the
Residential Tenancies Tribunal, would be in a position to develop
a coherent body of case-law on the respective rights of residents
and management in SAHs and similar establishments.

This is a

necessary process, given the practical difficulties of defining
the required standards of care merely through legislation.
Advocacy for residents' rights
The proposed reform of regulatory controls over Special Accommoda
tion Houses would be incomplete without the development of advocacy
services.

Their role would be to enable residents to exercise the

rights conferred under the proposed complaints procedure.

See

Section 5 below.

Recommendations
Rec 22:

The Health Department should draw up a code of

practice for Special Accommodation Houses.

Proprietors,

residents and relevant health/welfare workers should be
consulted.

The code should be published in the Government

Gazette and circulated to all SAH's in the form of a suitably
designed handbook.
Rec 23:

In the course of producing the code of practice, the

Health (Special Accommodation Houses) Regulations 1980 should
be revised to ensure their congruence with the code and the
principle of normalization.
Rec 24:

The Health Department should consider the feasibility

of producing a common code of practice for all supported
accommodation services (private, government and non-government)
in consultation with the federal government and other relevant
agencies.
Rec. 25:

The Victorian Government should pass legislation to •

establish a Supported Accommodation Tribunal with jurisdiction
over Special Accommodation Houses (and other supported accomm
odation services).

In relation to SAHs, the main function of

the tribunal would be to hear matters brought by the Health
Department's inspectorate, and to hear complaints brought by
residents or their advocates, or by proprietors and their staff.
The tribunal should have a range of remedies at its disposal,
along the lines suggested.
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5:

Advocacy

Synopsis
A large minority of SAH residents have some form of intellectual
disability.

According to a consultant with the (former) Mental

Retardation Division, a thorough survey of SAH residents would
reveal that this was true of a majority. They include many people
who are or have been clients of the Office of Intellectual Dis
ability or of Psychiatric Services, as well as elderly people
suffering from a confusional disorder such as Alzheimer's Disease.
Due to the way access to supported accommodation is controlled
and rationed, all these groups find it much easier to gain entry'
to Special Accommodation Houses than to the voluntary-sector
hostels.
Section

3

recommended an improved regulatory system that would

more adequately define the standards of care in SAHs and enable
them to be enforced.

The following section will discuss the need for

advocacy services for all users of supported accommodation services,
and ways of improving the civil rights of people with an intellectual
disability - namely guardianship and advocacy.

These measures would

not replace the more general need for better regulation; they would
merely improve the capacity of the more disadvantaged residents to
exercise those rights.
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Consumer Advocacy
A good analogy is the role of the Tenants Union and the Tenants
1t

Advice Service.

These organiszations maintain a watching brief

1
i
\
1

over the rental housing sector.

They offer advice and guidance to

tenants, both in circumstances where there is no dispute (such as
advice on how to negotiate a lease) and in cases where there is a
dispute.

They can advise tenants about how the Tribunal operates,

inform them about their likely chances, and offer them representation

i

i
i
i
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if necessary.
Many residents of Special Accommodation Houses are in a more vulnerable
position than ordinary tenants.
seems even more necessary.

A strong advocacy service therefore

It would need special expertise to deal

effectively with people with developmental or emotional disabilities
and who, without such support, would find it difficult or impossible
to pursue a complaint through the official channels.
There is thus a strong case for funding one or more consumer advocacy
services, similar to the Tenants Union but concerned with the rights
of people in supported accommodation.

For reasons of independence,

i
I
■
t
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a non-government auspice seems indicated, with core funding coming

•;'U
$

Community Services).

-i

from a relevant government department (Consumer Affairs, Health or

•
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Advocacy services for people with an intellectual disability are
discussed more fully below.

As well as such specialized

services, there is a need for services that would offer help to
'4

*i
r

older people who form the majority of SAH and hostel residents.
This is something that could be investigated by the Victorian Council

'.1

..1

on the Ageing or the

Tenants Union.

Connection to legal services
In 1983 the Commonwealth Legal Aid Council commissioned the Redfem
i

Legal Centre in Sydney to investigate the legal needs of institutionalized
people.

i
*

studied.

Hospitals, psychiatric institutions and nursing homes were
An action-research methodology was used, which involved

setting up a pilot legal service within each of the four institu
i

iU

tions.

This interventionist approach was considered essential to

overcome the expected problems of the inacccessibility of residents
to outside legal services.
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The experience of the pilot legal service in one of the two nursing
homes gives an indication of what might be expected within Special
Accommodation Houses:
In Nursing Home 1, the majority of problems were directly
related to clients' grievances about the conditions in
the home, the way they were treated by staff and the fee
charging arrangements. A substantial proportion of the
remaining problems would have been readily resolved by
nursing staff had they been inclined or had'the inmates
felt confident to approach them. (The Legal Needs of
Institutionalized People, p.44)
The report concluded:
4.5.1. The legal needs of this population in any
traditional sense are outweighed by the very urgent
need for regulation of nursing homes and aged care
accommodation arrangements (hostels, retirement,
villages, etc.) generally.
It made the following three recommendations:
4.5.2. In addition to any such improved regulation,
however, it is recommended that the powers of the
State Ombudsman (or Commonwealth Ombudsman, if more
appropriate) should be expanded to cover all categories
of aged care accommodation and that an adequately
resourced section in the Ombudsman's offices be
established.
4.5.3. Consideration should be given to the extension
of the "outreach service" ... so that they cover
immobilized people in aged care accommodation and, for
that matter, people who are immobilized and living in
their own homes.
4.5.4. Client and community organisations (aged
pensioner groups, physical and intellectual•disability
groups, etc.) should be consulted in the establishment
or extension of such services and should be given the
opportunity to participate in their planning and management.
The present report supports these recommendations, although preferring
the establishment of a tribunal rather than merely extending the
jurisdiction of the Ombudsman.

It should be noted that the Office

of the Public Advocate, as proposed in the Guardianship and
Administration Board Bill, would have the same investigatory powers
that the Redfern Legal Centre's study suggested be given to the
Ombudsman.

Either way, some sort of judicial or administrative

tribunal is necessary in order to take appropriate action once an
investigation has revealed an abuse.

Guardianship
In December 1980, the former Health Minister, W.A. Borthwick,
established a committee on Rights and Protective Legislation for
Intellectually Handicapped Persons.

In December 1982 the Committee

released its final report, which included a proposal for legislation.'

.'
•'V/*

•
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In May 1985 the Guardianship and Administration Board Bill was
introduced into Parliament; it substantially adopted the recommenda
\
t

tions of the Minister's Committee.

A

The Report of the Minister's Committee defined guardianship as
*

follows:

'i
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,The term "guardianship" or "personal guardianship" describes
the control which may be exercised and protection which
may be afforded in relation to personal life decisions ...
The right to decide where and with whom a person lives, what
medical care he should receive and what vocational training
should be afforded are three of the most important types of
personal life decisions.
When a person lacks the ability to make these sorts of
decisions for himself and when there are no available
support services to help him make a considered and
independent decision, that person may be in need of
guardianship. A guardian is a competent adult who is
legally authorized to make decisions on behalf of some
other person who lacks decision-making ability (p.18)
The Report gave some examples of situations in which guardianship
might be required.

Two are particularly relevant to the present

study:
An intellectually handicapped man is living in a Special
Accommodation House. There is evidence to show that the
proprietor of the house refuses to hand over his pension
cheques and is requiring him to work long and tedious
hours cleaning the premises. The man is too frightened
to leave of his own free will. He does not even seem to
be aware that he has this right;
An intellectually handicapped, middle-aged woman living in
a hostel is taken, out of the hostel and ill-treated at
home. The relative refuses to return her to the hostel.
Under the Guardianship and Administration Board Bill it would be
i

possible for a friend or relative of such a person to apply to be
made their legal guardian.

•f
x
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After notifying relevant parties and

holding a quasi-judicial hearing, the Board could appoint either
a "limited guardian" or a "plenary guardian".

(The person in

respect of whom such an Order is made is to be known as the

2

"represented person".)
Whether plenary or limited, the guardian could be given one or
more of the following powers (Clause 24):

(a)

to decide where the represented person is to live,
whether permanently or temporarily;

(b)

to decide with whom the represented person is to
live;

(c)

to decide whether the represented person should or
should not oe permitted to work and, if so (i)
(ii)
(iii)

(d)

the nature or type of work;
for whom the represented person is to work;
and
matters related thereto; and

subject to Division 6, to consent to any health
care that is in the best interests of the
represented person.

The concept of a limited guardianship is an important feature of
the Bill's philosophy of "the least restrictive alternative".

If

the person's needs could be met in some other way, then no guardian
is to be appointed.

If limited guardianship is enough, then a

plenary guardian will not be appointed..
After the hearing, the Board is to issue a "tailor-made" order that
fits the individual case.

For example, the guardian could be given

only the power to decide where the represented person is to live.
Presumably the Board could also make a short-term order so that,
for example, the guardian would have authority just to transfer
the person from a particular Special Accommodation House to some
more satisfactory living arrangement.
The case of Mr. A. described in Section 7 was one in which a
guardianship order might have been appropriate.
Mr A. was a brain-damaged alcoholic who had no relatives in
Australia.

Caulfield Hospital's senior social worker had assumed

responsibility for his well-being over a period of four years.
When she heard from his brother overseas that he was unhappy in
his Special Accommodation House, and found.on visiting him that
he appeared neglected, she decided to move him to another SAH.

The

proprietor objected, and complained to the Health Commission.
Had the proprietor positively obstructed the transfer (which she
did not) then the social’worker's legal position would have been
quite unclear.

In these circumstances a hearing before the

proposed Guardianship Board might have been the most practical way
to resolve the dispute about what arrangement was in the best

interests of Mr A.

The social worker (or Mr A's friend in Melbourne)

could have made an application to be appointed as limited guardian.
The case also demonstrates the difference between the functions of a
"guardian of the person" and those of an "estate administrator".
Mr A's financial affairs were be’ing handled by the Public Trustee,
but it is not normally part of the Trustee's role to investigate the
client's satisfaction with a living arrangement in the wa-y that a
relative or welfare worker will do, nor to take responsibility for
what the Minister's Committee described as "personal life decisions".
Under the proposed legislation, the Board would normally appoint the
Public Trustee as the represented person's estate administrator
unless there were special reasons why another person should be
appointed (Clause 49(4) ).

This differs from the recommendation

of the Minister's Committee, which debated the question and con
cluded that the Public Trustee should not be given preference,
although "a reasonable Tribunal would be likely to appoint the
Public Trustee in many cases".

(p.88)

In a dissenting report,

the Public Trustee argued strongly for the position ultimately
adopted in the Bill.
Estate administration is an even more contentious issue than
guardianship, because of the scope for fraud or innocent conflict
of interest.

As a submission from the Australian Physiotherapy

Association pointed out:
A sibling who might be a very appropriate guardian for
the person might be unwilling, in the role of guardian
of the estate, to advise major financial outlays which
would deplete a fund he might expect to inherit on the
death of the represented person.
(p.88)
Hence the case for appointing the Public Trustee.

On the other

hand, the limited role of the Public Trustee means that, in the
absence of a legal or de facto guardian, too little -protection
is afforded to people who, by definition, are regarded as incapable
of looking after their own affairs.

The most common abuses reported

by welfare workers in this regard are cases in which the Public
Trustee has continued to authorize payments to an SAH proprietor
without being aware that the resident is not getting value for
money.

A notice by the proprietor that fees have risen will not

normally be challenged (not that this necessarily indicates fraud).
More seriously, the Public Trustee may be paying for single-room
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accommodation, unaware that the resident has actually been placed
in a shared room.

If the resident has extra money beyond the

pension, claims for personal expenses (such as clothing) are routinely
authorized on sight of the receipts, without anyone having checked
whether the resident actually received the goods.
A more spectacular case was recorded in the Social Development
Committee's Interim Report on Complaints Procedures against Health
Services (Parliament of Victoria 1983):
An elderly migrant woman with severe memory problems was
discharged from Hobsons Park Psychiatric Hospital,
Traralgon. A cheque for $18,000 was sent to her at a
Special Accommodation House. The owner banked it in her
own bank account.
This was discovered three months later when the lady was
admitted to a public hospital. After initially denying
knowledge of this, the owner later told the Public
Trustee she had used the money for renovations and could
not repay it.
In November 1982 the Proprietor was ordered by a court to
repay this money. This Proprietor is still running a
Special Accommodation House.
(p.42)
It seems that the Public Trustee had failed to check where the money
had been banked, or to notify the woman's son, her de facto guardian.
But cases like this are, hopefully, rare.

As another study pointed

out:
More generalized forms of financially-related abuse occur
in relation to skimping on food and heating, provision of
inadequate second-hand clothing, holding cheques and
advance board paid after residents leave, etc. In other
cases residents may do "jobs" around the house and garden
for which they receive no official payment but usually
have an informal arrangement for reducing their board by
a few dollars. As can be seen, the statutory flexibility
in relation to financial accountability lends itself to
these forms of abuse. Few cases are detected and even
fewer are prosecuted.
The individual sums of money involved in these abuses
are, in the main, very small by general community
standards and may therefore seem too petty to warrant
the action of an overseeing structure. However, if an
SAH resident's total spending income is only $5 or $6
per week, any loss is significant. The loss is not
just financial; money in hand is an important source
of self-esteem, independent choice and autonomy.
(Money Protection and Rights VCOSS, 1980, p.2Q)
To summarize the. argument so far:

the financial affairs of many
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intellectually disabled SAH residents are currently handled by the

t

Public Trustee.

However, the role of the Public Trustee does not

extend to close monitoring of the actual living situation of an
4

SAH resident, so that minor abuses tend to escape detection.

Some

of these problems could be solved by amendments to the SAH Regula
■ti
j

tions, so as, for example, to require more detailed accounting for
residents' finances (see Section 6

).

But the enforcement of

such rights is unlikely to be effective without an extension of
guardianship and other forms of advocacy.
The Public Advocate
■i
j

7j

The Minister1s Committee recognized that a reform in the. law of

!i

guardianship would not itself be sufficient to ensure that people

i

i

availed themselves of these new forms of protection.
interventionist approach was needed.

A more

The Committee therefore

recommended the creation of the office of Public Advocate.

As

described in Clause 13 of the Guardianship Bill, the functions
of the Public Advocate include the following (paraphrased):
1.

To promote the independence of persons with a
disability.

2.

To maximize their use of government and non-government
services.

3.

To minimize restrictions on their rights.

4.

To encourage the involvement of voluntary organiza
tions, relatives, guardians and friends in the
management of services.

5.

To co-ordinate and support the establishment of
organizations involved in citizen.advocacy, community
education and the promotion of guardianship.

6.

To promote public awareness of guardianship legisla
tion.

4
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7.
<
<*■

T o •investigate and make recommendations to the Minister
•on the operation of the Act.

As well as these functions, the Public Advocate has the following
powers (among others):
1.

To act as guardian or administrator.

2.

To initiate guardianship-proceedings, or intervene in
them.

3.

To seek assistance in the best interests of any person
.with a disability from any government or non-government
organization.
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4.

To investigate any complaint that a person is under
inappropriate guardianship or is being exploited or
abused or in need of guardianship.

5.

To advise potential or actual guardians.

*

Thus the office of the Public Advocate is potentially very important
for the protection of the rights of residents of Special Accommoda
tion Houses and similar establishments.

Three functions will be

commented on further: initiating proceedings; investigating
complaints; and encouraging the formation of advocacy services.
Initiating proceedings:

The Public Advocate will have the power to

apply to the Board for the appointment of a guardian or an
administrator.

Given the Public Advocate's investigatory powers,

this means that the protection offered by the legislation will
not be withheld from vulnerable people merely because no friend or
relative could be found to act on their behalf.

In the absence of

any such person, the Public Advocate can be appointed guardian.
Investigating complaints:

The Public Advocate will have a broadly-

defined power to:

*

investigate any complaint or allegation that a person
is under inappropriate guardianship or is being
exploited or abused or in need of guardianship.
(Clause 14(1)(h) )

$

This should be linked to the power to "make representations on
behalf of or act for a person with a disability".
Thus the Public Advocate has a brief to investigate complaints and
follow them up with other authorities, not only on behalf of people
under guardianship, but also on behalf of any other person with an
"intellectual disability, mental illness, brain damage, physical
disability or senility" (Clause 3: definition of disability).
Such a definition would cover the majority of residents of Special
Accommodation Houses.
%■
In Section 3 of this report, it is recommended a Supported Accommo
dation Tribunal- be formed, which, among other regulatory functions,
would adjudicate complaints arising within SAHs.

The Public Advocate

could therefore bring complaints before the proposed tribunal, just
as, in other circumstances, it could take up cases before the
Residential Tenancies Tribunal or the Equal Opportunity Board.
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(The Guardianship Bill specifically mentions the Public Advocate's

5

power to make reports and recommendations to the Equal Opportunity

1

Board-)
Jc«t
If nothing equivalent to the proposed Supported Accommodation Tribunal
were established, it would still be open to the Public Advocate to
;*
investigate and lodge complaints with the SAH Section of the Health
Department.
The formation of advocacy services
;■)
One of the Public Advocate's functions is:
■ |
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13(b) ... to co-ordinate and support the establishment of
organizations involved with persons with a disability,
relatives, guardians and friends for the purpose of (i) instituting citizen advocacy programs and other
advocacy programs ...
Advocacy is similar to guardianship in that both are intended to
protect and enhance the human rights of people unable to act
completely on their own behalf.

But an advocate is not invested

with the legal powers of a guardian.

Instead, the relation between

an advocate and the represented person is more like the relation
between a lawyer and client.
Advocacy can either imply a one-to-one relationship (as between
lawyer and client) or.a more general relationship between an
advocacy organization and the class of people in whose interests
J
i

it acts.

Both types of advocacy have their value, and both seem

to be envisaged in the Guardianship Bill.

M
Citizen advocacy is a model most fully developed in America (see
W. Wolfensberger and H. Zauha Citizen Advocacy and Protective
Services for the Impaired and Handicapped.

Toronto 1973).

Welfare

agencies set up programs in which a volunteer (the citizen advocate)
y
$

is matched with a "protege".

The advocate- is supposed to form a

long-term non-professional relationship based on friendship and a
Gommon commitment to improve the quality of life of the disadvantaged
person.

In one case cited by Wolfensberger, the person rang his

advocate when he was being summarily evicted by his landlord. The
advocate.was able to clear up the serious misunderstanding that
had caused the problem

(The young man had invited some boys back to

his room for a mug of cocoa.
molesting.)

A neighbour .wrongly suspected child
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Collective advocacy, on the other hand, is a manifestation of the
self-help movement.

An organization is formed whose structure and

style tries to overcome the imbalance of power between "professionals"
and "clients".

To be successful, the consumer group must ultimately

run the organization and set its agenda in some real sense.
In Victoria, both these models of advocacy are currently being
developed.

Reinforce (the Union of Intellectually Disadvantaged

Citizens) is an example of the collective, self-help approach.
Several of its members are or have been residents of Special
Accommodation Houses.

Questions of housing rights are high on the

agenda of Reinforce, though limited by available resources.
The STAR, association has been developing a Citizen Advocacy Program
in the inner eastern suburbs of Melbourne, along the lines of the
American model described above.

About 40 intellectually disadvantaged

people are using the service, each having been matched to a volunteer
Citizen Advocate.
The Victorian and Commonwealth governments have begun to allocate
modest amounts of money to Citizen Advocacy projects.

About $70,000

from the State government will enable four projects to employ
volunteer co-ordinators; private trust money is also being used.
The co-ordinator is responsible for recruitment, training and
matching.
The co-ordinators of two of the projects report that demand for
advocates has continuously outstripped supply, because of the very
limited resources hitherto available.

Most users of the service are

people who have lost contact with their families.
The capacity of advocacy projects to reach intellectually dis
advantaged residents of Special Accommodation Houses is limited by
two significant factors: awareness and access.

So far the services

have relied on referrals from health and welfare staff and people's
relatives.

However, many SAH residents are extremely isolated from

formal services, and many are in SAHs precisely because they have
no family contact.

It will therefore be necessary for the Citizen

Advocacy projects to devise a strategy for informing SAH residents
about their existence.

It should be noted that such public education

is also one of the statutory functions of the proposed Public Adovcate.

Access could also be a problem in the case of some SAHs.

Welfare

staff frequently report cases in which certain SAH proprietors
make it difficult for them to visit residents, or interview them in
private.

Citizen advocates might experience the same unco-operativeness

This question should be dealt with in the proposed Code of Practice
for SAHs under the rubric of Visitors.

For example:

Residents have the right to receive visits from family
members, friends and others of their choice at all
reasonable times. The proprietors should encourage
residents to maintain such contacts.
Residents have the right to refuse visits from those
they choose not to see. If necessary, the proprietor
should accept responsibility for informing the visitor
of the resident's wishes.
If in special cases the proprietor believes it would be
contrary to the resident's best interests to see a
particular person, the proprietor should record these
facts and be able to explain the reasons to the
satisfaction of the SAH Section, the Public Advocate
or other relevant authority. Unreasonable denial of
access to visitors may be grounds for an actionable
complaint against the proprietor.
Residents have the right to receive visitors in privacy
either in their own bedroom or in a special room.
Conclusions and recommendations
Guardianship, estate administration and advocacy (both individual
and collective) are important mechanisms for protecting the rights
of SAH residents with an intellectual or developmental disability.
The report of the Minister's Committee on Rights and Protective
Legislation for Intellectually Handicapped Persons suggests that
it is possible to devise legal procedures and service-delivery
models that will both protect vulnerable people from abuse and
maximize their capacity for self-determination.

Rec. 26:

The Victorian Government should consult with relevant

agencies and community groups (including the Office of Public
Advocate, when established) with a view to the development and
funding of consumer advocacy services for the residents of
Special Accommodation Houses and similar establishments.

Such

advocacy services should have the capacity to help residents
to negotiate for the best possible conditions of accommodation
and to resolve disputes’ with service providers, both formally
and informally.
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Rec. 27:

The Victorian Government should immediately enact

,

the Guardianship and Administration Board Bill .1985, and
establish both the Board and the Office of Public Advocate.
Rec■ 28:

a

The Public Advocate, in consultation with the

Office of Intellectual- Disability and relevant community
groups, should survey the SAH population to determine the
extent of the need for guardianship and advocacy, and should
devise a strategy for extending such services to eligible
residents.

Liaison with SAH proprietors will be a necessary

part of such a strategy.
Rec. 29 : Non-government, and self-help advocacy services
should be funded at a viable level and in a way that recognizes
their need to maintain independence from regulatory and servicedelivery authorities controlling residential services to
intellectually disadvantaged people.
Rec. 30:

Policy on housing advice and assistance for

intellectually disadvantaged people should be developed along
"generic" lines and not as the exclusive responsibility of
specialist groups.

That is, mainstream services such as those

provided by the Tenants Union, the Ministry of Housing and
local government Housing Officers should be adapted so as to
improve their accessibility to intellectually disadvantaged
people.

i
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Support services

Synopsis
Although Special Accommodation Houses are legally distinguished
from boarding houses by t&e requirement that they provide personal
care, neither the range nor the quality of such care has been
adequately defined.

As a result, the variations are considerable.

Only part of the fault lies with proprietors.

Most of the fault

can be attributed to the government's failure to ensure that
appropriate and sufficient support services are available to the
people living in SAHs.

Some of these services ought to be

provided within the SAH as part of its boarding agreement.

Respon

sibility for others (especially those requiring professional skills)
ought to be met by the government, either directly or indirectly
through other agencies.
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A lack of support
Very little has been done to ensure that the residents of Special
Accommodation Houses have access to services other than those which
must be provided by the SAH itself.

The latter comprise three meals

a day, provision of bedding, a laundry service, room cleaning,
dispensation of medicines, liaison with doctors and relatives in the
case of illness, and an appropriate (but unspecified) level of
assistance with such tasks as bathing and eating.
Apart from these, it is generally left to the

proprietor to

decide what else ought to be available and how to provide it.
Yet is is important to remember that proprietors are not health or
welfare professionals with any particular calling or training to
devise programs of support for their residents.

Nor is it necessarily

desirable that they should be burdened with this responsibility: to
do so would make sense only if SAH proprietors were required to
have the same sorts of professional skills as are demanded of the
directors of rehabilitation units, psychogeriatric hospitals and so
on.

*

If this sounds exaggerated it is because one has got used to

the idea that a rehabilitation unit for the brain damaged is a far
more specialized and skilled undertaking than running a cheap
boarding house registered as an SAH.

Yet the residents are freq

uently the same people - with one important difference:
in the SAH as home for months or years at a time.

they live

They rely on it

for all their daily needs, which, apart from the mundane but vital
matters of good food, warm surroundings and clean clothes, include
the need for social stimulation, purposeful activity and at least
the opportunity for rehabilitation.
The current range of services
%
Most proprietors probably do their best, within the limits of their
own experience,- backgrounds and lack of resources.

(But in a

minority of cases their ideas about therapy appal the professionals.
A worker with MRD recounted the case of Janine, a 19 year old
retarded woman with a baby, living in a northern suburban SAH

with

A

a poor reputation.

The worker tried for months to get her out,

believing that an SAH was a very bad environment for a child.
proprietor maintained that the

The

baby was good therapy for the other

residents, and even had ideas of adopting it.)
The sorts of services provided also vary with the type of resident.
A more expensive establishment for the frail aged may provide
hairdressing, chiropody, activities like bingo, and may organize
outings and regular transport to day centres and clubs.

Residents

may be seen regularly by the visiting nurse or physiotherapist as
well as their private doctor and members of the clergy.

The range

of services will be the same as that in a well-run hostel.
Pension-only places for the frail or confused elderly are more
haphazard.

Since the residents will have no more than $10 a week

after the tariff, much will depend on the proprietor's enthusiasm,
persistence and awareness of available resources.

(In practice .

the proprietor often has effective access to a pool of money,
being responsible for the residents* banking.

Fraud is not being

implied; merely that the proprietor often assumes responsibility
for deciding on, and paying for, the collective costs of extra
services.)
Visits from a hairdresser are a common service in such establishments,
no doubt at a discount rate negotiated by the proprietor.

Commercial

podiatry and manicure services may also be used.
In SAHs of all types, especially those accommodating people with
intellectual or psychiatric disabilities, public-sector health and
welfare services are relied on.

Again, the proprietor's liaison

role is critical, since it is the proprietor who has day-to-day
care of the person and is therefore aware of their ups and downs.
The proprietor is also responsible for dispensing medications; the
problem, as pointed out by the community health centre in the
Charenton case described in Section 2, is that the proprietor may
be unaware of the effects and side-effects of the drugs being
prescribed.
In theory, many residents who have been referred to an SAH from
psychiatric services, MRD training centres, repatriation services
and so on are under the continuing responsibility of the referring
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agency.

In practice, however, the extent of real responsibility

is a frequent subject of criticism from proprietors and professionals
alike.

The resource limitations of statutory services are certainly

*

part of the problem.
«
According to a consultant with the Mental Retardation Division, the
division has records of 14,000 intellectually disabled people in
Victoria.

Conservative international criteria indicate that the

figure is likely to be 20,000, ignoring the mildly disabled.

The

figure is based on a ratio of 0.5% of the population; a more generally
accepted ratio is 3%, which would include many people who do not need
special services.

Even if there are only another 30,000 mildly hand

icapped people, a significant proportion of them will inevitably
become SAH residents because no agency is currently capable of meeting
their needs.

An accommodation crisis can be expected over the next

five years; at least 4000 beds are needed, and another 3000 people
are currently living in large institutions which are admitted to be
a poor and often degrading environment.

One indicator of future

need is that 2000 intellectually disabled people are now living
with primary care-givers (usually their parents) who.are themselves
over the age of 60.

When they die or become unable to cope, some

alternative will have to be found.

Under present circumstances, it

*

is likely to be Special Accommodation Houses.
The Health Commission has not had a co-ordinated approach to its
responsibilities.

In the first place, the SAH Section, responsible

for establishments where many of the Commission's clients are living,
has worked in comparative isolation, with an implicit set of
standards which,as we have seen, are not particularly high.

In a

1984 case, a man convicted of sexual assult on a retarded person
was found to have collected a group of such people and was running
a kind of opshop with live-in staff.

Since the case seemed to fall

within the SAH regulations, .the Advisers were notified and
visited the premises in the company of the police, but concluded

*

that no intervention was needed.
%■

Secondly, there have been failures of co-ordination between the
Commission's psychiatric services and its mental retardation
service.

If an intellectually disabled person living in an SAH

suffers a psychotic episode, MRD may decline to intervene because
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its mandate does not extend to psychiatric cases. Psychiatric
services may likewise decline, arguing that retarded people are -

i
t
4

4

»

not its responsibility.

Psychiatric services are structured on

a pathology model (disease and cure).

Retardation is not

regarded as a disease.
The lack of professional expertise or appropriate resources among

-

SAH proprietors, and the referral links between certain SAHs and
psychiatric institutions and training centres, means that moving
from an institution to a SAH results in no improvement in a person1s
quality of life or future expectations.

There are plenty of

anecdotes of SAH proprietors trying to control a misbehaving person
by threatening to send them back to the institution, or by requesting
a stronger drug regime.

Before rushing to condemn such methods, it

must be appreciated -that abberant behavtour can be very wearing on
the proprietor (especially if he or she is the live-in manager on
24-hour call) and disruptive to the other residents.

Consider a

northern suburban SAH accommodating intellectually disabled people
(referred from the Middle Park Centre), ex-psychiatric patients
f

(from Royal Park), former alcoholics and a couple of former
prisoners.

Such a mixture creates its own problems.

Other cases are illustrative.

A social worker ( a member of the

CATS assessment team) visited an SAH to do a routine assessment.
She found it unsupervised.

A. young man with a bruised head claimed

he had been assaulted by the proprieter because he had witnessed a
sexual encounter.
V
r*
*:

A young woman said she had been hit because she

had gone visiting her boyfriend without permission.
(The place has since changed hands.)

The proprietor of a second place

was prosecuted on a complaint lodged by CATS when a resident was
found locked in a laundry for punishment.
j

Another proprietor,

according to former residents, used to quell fights by turning the
hose on the belligerents.

Visiting an SAH classified as "not

recommended" by the assessment group, a worker found it apparently
=*
J

deserted at 9.30 am.
down the street.

The proprietor said all the residents were

Actually most of them were still in bed, fuily

clothed and presumably not yet fed.

It was dark, filthy and stank

of rotting vegetables; the residents were the usual mixture of
brain-damaged alcoholics, ex-psychiatric patients and intellectually
disabled people.
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To repeat:

these abuses are symptomatic of the environment

created when an assortment of people with complex disabilities
are placed in the 24-hour responsibility of a boarding-house
proprietor with no particular expertise and few outside resources
to call on.. The proprietor’
s imperative is to keep a full house,
minimize disturbances and avoid trouble with the authorities;
organizing programs of individual therapy must be a secondary
consideration.
Wavs
i f;■■ forwardi
One mental disability worker pointed out that the "normalization"
goals of training centres can be set back when the person is
referred to an SAH.

Independent living skills such as cooking and

budgetting will lapse because an SAH resident has no chance to
practise them.
Conversely, there is a fine line between work therapy and
exploitation.

Many such SAHs have disabled residents working

around the place as kitchen hands, cleaners or gardeners.

The

arrangement is purely informal, although one proprietor has a definite
policy of reducing the tarrif by $10 to $40 per week.
»
The whole question of informal work by SAH residents should be
investigated, and an explicit policy developed.

It would have

to take into account the problems of DSS income tests, attitudes
of relevant trade unions, and ways of negotiating the arrangement
between the proprietor, the resident and the professional staff
of the relevant agency.

Once, a policy had been developed,

guidelines to proprietors could be included in the proposed code
of practice.
Rec.-

31:

The Health Department, in consultation with the

Department of Employment and Industrial Affairs and the
Disability Resources Centre, should develop a policy on the

*

work performed by residents within an SAH, taking into
account the factors described above.

Guidelines should be
%

distributed to SAH proprietors and residents.
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Social and therapeutic programs are not widely available to the

4

residents of pension-only SAHs of either of the two main types
(frail elderly, or people with a mental disability).

Sporadic

efforts have been made by community health centres, municipal
welfare departments and church groups.

St Kilda Council has been

organizing an activities program at the community centre,

5

proprietors contribute $10 a month towards the cost of a parttime worker.

The Prahran Uniting Church Day Centre takes some

SAH residents; so does the Brotherhood of St Laurence's Coolibah
Club.
The Fawkner Park Community -Health Centre used to run programs in
four SAHs using an occupational therapist and a nurse.
stimulation and exercise program.

It was a

The Red Cross Society has made

periodic efforts to run similar programs.
to maintain the proprietors' commitment.

One of the problems is
The community health

centre had to discontinue its program in one SAH when it became

-*

clear the proprietor had lost interest and was neglecting to
-I
f

prepare the premises or the residents beforehand.
These programs have had the aim of eventually transferring respon
sibility to the proprietor.
realistic aim.

It is doubtful whether this is a

Of course, some proprietors are prepared to make

the effort (as evidenced by the continuation of the St Kilda
program) but these are likely to be. the better-quality establish
f W ^ p n r in w 'W f'f ................... .

ments anyhow.

But even committed proprietors cannot be expected

to bear the whcQJe cost themselves, except in the more expensive
establishments.
Activity programs based in SAHs have the advantage of enabling
health and welfare workers to monitor conditions.

An example of

their observations was cited in Section 2.
The SAH Advisers have raised the possibility of a program that
*
would enable suitable agencies (such as community health centres)
to employ skilled people assigned to work in one or a group of
i
Special'Accommodation Houses.
w w ^i

\?
1

They could run activity programs

and provide on-the-job training to SAH staff.
monitor conditions in suspect establishments.

They could also
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The concept has merit and should be further developed.

The problem

of non-cooperation by proprietors of sub-standard places could be
overcome by making participation in the scheme a condition of
registration.

The department already has this power.

Before introducing new programs, it is necessary to get a more
accurate picture of the extent of the need and of the capacity of
existing services.

Such data do not seem to be available in a

systematic form.
Under the terms of the Intellectually Disabled > Persons Services
Bill 1985, the relevant government authority would be required to
undertake a large-scale survey and planning exercise that would
produce much of the necessary information.
The Bill sets out a strategy for drawing up a "general service plan"
and an "individual program plan" for every eligible person.

An

eligible person is anyone assessed as having a developmental or
intellectual disability.

The two case plans must be drawn up

within 30 or 60 days (respectively) of the person being admitted to
a residential or non-residential service for intellectual disability
run by the government or a registered non-government agency.
SAH would not be so defined.)

(An

For persons already receiving such

services, the plans must be drawn up within 12 months.

All plans

would be reviewed at least annually.
The Bill also requires the government to prepare a 1state plan1 and
1regional plans'.

Among other things, these plans would identify

the needs of all eligible persons within the region and evaluate
the extent to which their needs were being met.

Objectives would

be set for improving their access to services.
The principles set out in the Bill are admirable, but they contrast
sadly with the-current reality of life in many Special Accommodation
Houses.

For example:

(a)

Intellectually disabled persons have the same right as
other members c>f the-community to services which support
a reasonable quality of life.

(b)

Every intellectually disabled person has a capacity for
physical, social, emotional and intellectual development
and a right to individualized educational and developmental
opportunities.
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(d)

The needs of intellectually disabled persons are best
met when the conditions of their everyday life are the
same as, or as close as possible to, norms and patterns
which are valued in the general community.

(i)

... no single organization (should) exercise control
over all or most aspects of an individual's life.

The gap between these principles and the present circumstances of
most SAH residents is a measure of the task ahead.
Rsr. 32:

The Office of Intellectual Disability should under

take the identification of the needs of eligible persons as
proposed in the Intellectually Disabled Persons Services Bill.
In so doing, the needs of Special Accommodation House residents
should be given priority.

The needs of residents not classified

as having an intellectual disability (eg the frail elderly)
should be included in the survey.
This rather complex exercise would initially yield estimates and
options.

For example, programs of the nature of social activity,

therapy and training for non-elderly people with certain disabilities
would not only have to be compared with each other in terms of their
appropriateness, but would also have to be compared to programs
offering genuine employment.

The Department of Employment and

Industrial Affairs is only now begining to seriously address the
problems of implementing an affirmative employment program for
people with disabilities.

Major problems remain to be resolved in

the long-established field of sheltered workshops (which employ
many people resident in SAHs).

The actual delivery of services, once their range has been identified,
could occur through a variety of channels.
run within an SAH, others externally.

Some programs are best

As at present, a range of

■ agencies may be suitable, including community health centres, local
9

government, day centres and more specialized units.

The extent to

which a"generic" rather than atargetted approach is appropriate is
also debateable.

In the present experience of Special Accommodation

3*
Houses, access to generic services like day centres (ie services open
to a broadly defined group) can be quire problematic.

In a typical
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case, an MRD worker approached a day centre but found that its
staff were very reluctant to accept elderly retarded people:
they said it was too upsetting for the other old ladies.

Such
M

difficulties cannot be simply dismissed.
It need hardly be said that the participation of residents in
these programs should not be compulsory.

.

Some elderly people in

particular may genuinely prefer to engage in no organized program
and resent the thought of being dragooned into some activity for
their own good.
Rec. 33:

In carrying out the proposed survey, consultations

should be held with SAH residents, proprietors and agencies
that have had experience in delivery or participating in
programs of support for SAH residents.

The aim of the ,

consultation would be to' evaluate the most suitable models
for service delivery and to recommend a strategy for
implementing (or continuing) them.
Finally, there is the question of minor but important services such
as the availability of newspapers and other .reading material, hair-

*

dressing and podiatry, alcohol (eg wine with meals) and transport.
None of these matters are directly mentioned in the regulations,

»

and their availability varies widely.
Clothing and heating are more serious concerns.

The regulations

insist on a "comfortable temperature" being maintained in at least
one room (lounge or dining room).

Bedrooms need be heated for only

an hour at morning and night, unless residents are confined to their
rooms.

One of the commonest criticisms of sub-standard places is

the lack of heating.

The capital costs of installing an efficient

heating system throughout a building, especially an old mansion
with large rooms and high ceilings, are considerable; so are the
fuel costs.

In a sub-standard place the temptation is to rely on

strip heaters that are turned on for only a few hours a day.

«

Clothing is a problem in establishments catering for people referred
from institutions or public hospitals who have no money beyond the
pension and no regular contact with outside friends or family.

They

sometimes arrive with nothing but the pyjamas supplied by the
hospital.

In the long run the proprietor becomes entirely respon

sible for keeping them dressed.

A conscientious proprietor will

*
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shop around for suitable bargains or manage to obtain free supplies
of new clothing.

Less desirable is the common practice of obtaining

second-hand clothing from op-shops or charities.

Small frauds are

not unknown when the Public Trustee authorizes an expenditure that
is actually spent on second-hand goods.

Another deplorable practice

is to dress people inappropriately or to re-cycle garments between
people indiscriminately.
early

To an assessment group like RATS, an

warning that a place might be sub-standard is the

sight of a resident wearing a jumper that was seen on another
person the week before, or the spectacle of women dressed oddly in
woolen socks and beanies.

A personal taste for the eccentric is

one thing? it is another when the choice is the proprietor’s.
Electric blankets are now regarded as almost essential comfort of
modern life; but not in Special Accommodation Houses.

The policy

of discouraging the use of electric blankets presumably reflects
a concern with possible hazards of fire or shock, particularly if
someone was incontinent.

A note from the doctor is needed before

an electric blanket can' be used.

It would seem far more sensible

to revise the rule, such that electric blankets were standard
unless there were contra-indications.
Rec. 34;

in the course of revising the regulations and

preparing a code of practice, attention should be given
to the desirability of requiring Special Accommodation
Houses to provide, as part of the boarding agreement, such
services as a telephone for the use of residents, daily
newspapers and other reading material, regular visits'from
a hairdresser (at pensioner rates) and a podiatrist
(preferably from a free service such as a community health
centre).

The code should recommend the provision of

electric blankets except where this would present a hazard
to a particular resident.
Rec. 35: The proposed upgrading program (Rec. 20) should
include the achievement of higher standards of heatinq
(such as central heating throughout).
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Rec. 36:

The code of practice should include guidelines on

the provision of clothing to needy residents, such as the
desirability of obtaining new rather than second-hand clothing,
the importance of ensuring that residents are dressed in an
appropriate manner, and the importance of ensuring that clothing
remains personal to its owner.

(Under the proposed amendment to the Health Act imposing a duty of
care on proprietors, transgressions against these guidelines could be
grounds, for an actionable complaint. See Section 3.)

a

%
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7:

Assessment of quality

Synopsis

The steady growth in the number of SAHs over the last ten years

t

has seen the'industry consolidate its position in the spectrum
of residential services for aged or disabled people.

Regretably,

the industry has always been characterized by a proportion of
sub-standard places, some of them guilty of outright abuse.

Health

and welfare workers whose job involves referring people to SAHs,
;f *
■f

hostels and nursing homes (here described as Accommodation Officers)
have responded to the variation in the quality of services by
devising ways of assessing them.
formalized for this purpose.

At least two groups have been

Their work in the assessment of

services and the monitoring of residents has heightened their
concern for quality-of-life issues, and they have perforce
become advocacy groups.

They have periodically lodged complaints

with the inspectorate (the’ SAH Advisers), addressed meetings of
I . II II I J . ^ . I ' >11 ii«

professional associations, make submissions to government enquiries
\

and occasionally briefed the press.
A central concern has been the effectiveness of the Health
Commission's regulation.

As this section of the report shows,

(»*<***#•**#«!•«•(.■ *>■ »(

the assessment of the quality of SAHs has become a matter of
controversy.

The issue has been what constitutes an unacceptably

low standard, and who has the right to make and act on such
judgements (the Accommodation-Officers, the SAH Advisers-or the

8

proprietors).

This section recommends a review of both the

process of assessing quality and the criteria on which it is
based.

T
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The need for assessment of SAHs*
The regulation of SAHs by the Health Department has the effect of
imposing a" minimum acceptable standard.

*

Above this standard

(and indeed below it) there is a considerable range of quality,
cost and specialization.

Accommodation officers based in local government,

hospitals and welfare agencies must be able to advise their clients
about the range of alternatives.

Hence the need for some organized

system of assessment.
Inevitably, assessment becomes a controversial issue.

SAH

proprietors operate in a commercial environment where vacancies
mean loss of income; for a good proportion of their customers
they rely on referrals from health and welfare professionals. At
its most threatening, an unfavourable assessment means potential
black-listing.
Professional assessment teams

^

The first group to concentrate on the assessment of SAHs and
Nursing Homes (as distinct from the assessment of potential
residents) was the Regional Accommodation Team Services, well
known by its acronym RATS.

The group was formed in 1978 and

s
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consists of staff working at five public hospitals, a community
health centre, a day centre, a local council and the Royal District
j

Nursing Service.

Their catchment area includes Prahran, St Kilda,

Malvern, Caulfield and the bayside suburbs as far as Frankston.

To

quote from a paper presented to a 1983 conference:

j

Group members meet monthly. The most important function
performed in this meeting is the pooling of assessments
of the Nursing Homes and Special Accommodation Houses in
the region. Up to 35 facilities a month are visited by
group members. Comparisons and challenges to assessments
sharpen assessment skills, and in our view increase the
worker's accountability for what is said. Visits to
facilities combine the need to follow up residents as well
as maintain current assessments. These assessments are
documented in a coded form, and distributed to group members,
and to approximately 40 other workers across Melbourne who
have requested to receive these lists. Group members have
been a source of information and education t o .new workers
in the field, and have been the stimulus for similar groups
to set up in other regions.
(Helen Goodman, speech at the 18th AASW Conference,
August 1983).
It can be seen that the assessments are made entirely by professional
staff whose work requires them to make regular visits to SAHs, and
to advise people whether to seek such accommodation and, if so,
where.

Members of the RATS group saw its main advantage as being

tdie standardization and greater time-efficiency of the assessment
process: before the group was formed, each Accommodation Officer
j

had to rely on personal knowledge of those SAHs which it was
possible to visit, supplemented by an informal "grape vine" of

-j

information picked up in the process of ringing around while making
a placement or a referral.
'i

Once the group had been formed, however,

it was possible to talk constructively about the criteria on which
these essentially qualitative judgements were being made.

It was

also possible to share the burden of visiting each SAH or Nursing
Home, thus’greatly improving the efficiency of the network.

J
t

One indication of the value of an assessment team is the demand for
its product: the assessment list.

The list produced by RATS is

r
•?

regularly circulated to some 40 professionals beyond its immediate

I*

membership.

I
Other assessment teams
1
i
i

|
!

The success of the RATS group at first led to an expansion of its
membership and its geographical

coverage.

Realizing that such an
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expansion would at some point result in a loss of efficiency, it
was decided to encourage the formation of :other regionally-based
teams.

The first of these was Central Accommodation Team Services.
The CATS group

*

covers the suburbs of Melbourne, Footscray, Brunswick, Coburg and
Fitzroy.

The group uses a similar assessment process to RATS, and

circulates its own lists of SAHs and nursing homes.

m

It has been in

existence since 1982.
Other regions currently lack any groups similar to RATS and CATS.
Although Regional Assessment Teams are being set up to rationalize
the whole system of supported accommodation and health/welfare
services for aged and disabled people, these regional teams are
currently pre-occupied with Nursing Homes. Nevertheless, the assess
ment of SAHs would be a logical extension of their work.

For

further discussion, see Section JO.
The assessment list
The list produced by RATS is catalogued along six dimensions:
location (suburb) ,- number of beds and sex ratio; price; type of
resident; age range of residents; and qualitative rating.
Of these categories, the first five are relatively straight-forward,
and essential in any such directory.

**

It is the sixth dimension -

the rating - that has made the whole assessment process rather
controversial.
The price range in the 1985 list is divided into four: "P" (pension
only); "P+". (say
"VE" (over $210).

$110 to $150 per week); "E" (say $150 - $210);
A single SAH may span two of these categories,

for example by charging the basic pension for a shared bedroom and
$140 for a single room.
The type of resident is divided into five: frail elderly; confused
elderly; brain-damaged alcoholic; psychiatric; and mentally retarded.

%

Many SAHs are assigned two or more of these types, the most usual
combinations being brain-damaged/psychiatric, and frail elderly/
*
confused elderly.

The categories are somewhat arbitrary, being

based on the assessor's impression of the most common character
istics of the residents at any one time.

There is a correlation

between cost and type of resident: none of the SAHs categorized
as expensive are listed as accepting residents other than the frail
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elderly (or sometimes the confused elderly as well).
The age range is divided into three: over 60; 30-60; under 30.

A

few places take people in all these age groups, but most confine
themselves to over-60 year olds, particularly those places listed
at the higher end of the price range.
The rating system consists of a hierarchy of six symbols, which for
convenience we will call stars.

Thus the best-quality SAHs have a

6-star rating, while the worst have a 1-star rating.
an index of the "total care" provided by the SAH.

The rating is

it incorporates the

consensus of the assessment of group's opinions about the quality of the
building and its environs; the quality of the "stimulation" provided to
residents; the-quality of life of the residents; and the attitude of the
Use of the assessment list
As explained, the list is intended for use by health/welfare workers
whose jobs involve advising people about SAH and nursing home
accommodation.

For example, it would be considered poor practice to

refer a frail aged person to an SAH whose residents were mainly brain
damaged alcoholics - or vice versa.
However, the use of the assessment list goes further.

Since the

lowest-rating category is reserved for establishments that are
assessed as providing unacceptably low-standard care, users of the
list are expected not to refer anyone to these establishments.

It

is understood that worker who ignores this condition will not
receive further copies of the list.
In practice, the RATS group has found that users comply with this
condition.

It is easier for them to do so with respect to SAHs

than nursing homes, because of the extreme pressure on available
beds in nursing homes.

There is rarely a shortage of SAH beds.

However, the personnel who subscribe to the RATS assessment list do
not have complete control over referrals;
be equally important.

Relatives and doctors can

For example, an Accommodation Officer may

strongly advise against a particular SAH, but find the advice ignored
by the person's relatives.

Or a referral may be arranged by a

doctor without reference to the Accommodation Officer.
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Controversy over the list
Since the use of the assessment list implies a boycott on referrals
to establishments with the lowest rating, it is hardly surprising
that the list, and the group that compiles it, have been criticized
by some proprietors.

Their case was put in an article which

appeared in the newsletter of the SAH Association, Like Home (July 82):
The RATS ... is a group of social workers, etc., involved
in assessing the various forms of sheltered accommodation
available to the elderly ...
The Association wholeheartedly backs any organization
which endeavours to raise standards of care for the
elderly.
However, the Association has not been approached by this
group, although it would obviously welcome any sort of
dialogue with them. '
This could overcome problems which have cropped' up in the
past. An example was a hard working proprietor who took
over an existing SAH which was not a recommended establish
ment. Standards were dramatically raised, but through lack
of communication, the establishment remained on the nonrecommended list. The proprietor inadvertently discovered
this and the situation was finally corrected ...
The association is most concerned that an apparently closed
group of welfare organization officers is attempting to
exert some control or influence over special accommodation
houses, and therein lies the danger that the' proprietor .
has little or no chance to redress any wrong or correcting
shortcomings in his or her establishment.
Finally, the Association believes that the Health Commission
is (and should be) the sole arbiter of standards in the
control of special accommodation. If any other group
wishes to educate and inform the public and proprietors,
then it should be open to public scrutiny (like the
proprietors themselves).
The Health Commission's attitude to RATS

•*
1

The issues raised by the Rest Homes and Special Accommodation Houses
Association in its July 1982 newsletter were also taken up by the
Health Commission between September 1982 and January 1983.
them still remain unresolved.
1 Nov. 1982

Most of

There follows a chronicle of subsequent events.

The Acting Senior Adviser wrote a memo to one of the

Commissioners, describing the functions of RATS and the SAH
Association, and summarizing the assessment issue:
A proprietor who is "black listed" may be unaware of the
fact that no more residents will be referred from a
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particular area until such time as his (lack of) business
reflects it.
Advisers are put in the unfortunate position of not being
able to inform proprietors regarding assessments, made by
other than the Commission, because of the barrier of
professional confidentiality.
It would seem appropriate, and fair, to make known, to
proprietors/managers at (our) initial interview of them
the fact that not only SAH requirements must be met but
also detailed expectations of placement officers upon
whom some proprietors may largely depend ...
This last point is interesting because it suggests that the SAH
Section's interpretation of the legislative standard of care was
that this standard was lower than that upheld by RATS.

The memo

continued:
Placement Officers, Advisers, the Rest Homes and SAH
Association and other interested parties should be
involved in openly formulating a standard, and recourse
given to proprietors who wish to appeal.
12 Nov. 1982

The Health Commission's Legal Officer wrote an opinion

on the legal position of the RATS group and its assessments:
The RATS is an unofficial group of persons and has no
statutory basis for its existence. Accordingly its
members are subject to the common law. In particular
it is subject to the law relating to defamation
regardless of whether it is acting in the public interest
by trying to advance the well-being of needy members
of society ...
It seems to me that if a special accommodation house has
been the subject of an adverse report by the RATS
committee and as a result suffered a loss of income by
being banned, the proprietor would be able to sue the
authors and publishers of that report in defamation, and
that unless the authors of that report were able to prove
that the report was true or that they were protected by
the defence of "qualified privelege" (which I consider
would not be available) they would be liable to an award
of damages. Accordingly I advise that officers of the
Commission should be extremely cautious of being, involved
in the compilation of the reports ...
15 Nov. 1982

The then Minister of Health wrote to the secretary of

the Regional Accommodation Team Services:
I am aware of the general aims of Regional Accommodation
Team Services. I support all reasonable efforts to up
grade and maintain standards of care in special accommodation
houses and nursing homes. I also believe that the Regional
Accommodation Team Services has an important and useful role
to play in this area.

However, I am concerned at reports that suggest that
representatives of Regional Accommodation Team Services
may be involved in assessments of special accommodation
houses and nursing homes which are secret and are not
necessarily known or available to the proprietors of the
establishment themselves.
I believe that the whole issue of assessment of standards
of care should be considered by a representative group of
people who can make representations and suggestions to the
Health Commission. Such a group could include representa
tives of Regional Accommodation Team Services, placement
officers, social workers, officers of the Health Commission
and proprietors of special accommodation houses. X would
very much welcome your response to this suggestion and an
indication that your organisation would be willing to
participate in such a co-operative exercise.
There is one further matter to which I would draw your
attention and that is the potential liability of members
of your organisation for legal action for defamation. As
I understand it, a person, who has been defamed in respect
of his business or profession can take legal action for
defamation. If such an action were successfully brought
against members of your organisation the Government would
not be in a position to indemnify them for•any award of
damages as they would not have been acting pursuant to any
legislative authority nor as servants or agents of the
Crown.
It concerns me that your members acting in good faith may
be leaving themselves open to legal and financial
difficulties.
I would like to conclude by assuring you that neither I
nor the Health Commission have any fundamental objection
to the objectives of your organisation.' The real issue
is whether any assessments which are made are open to
scrutiny and I look forward to your involvement in the
development of standards and criteria for assessment
which can be provided for proprietors and which will allow
proprietors to question and appeal from any assessments
which may be made.
26 Nov. 1982

A Commissioner wrote a memorandum summarizing the

Commission's position.

It read in part:

Our people believe that the (RATS) organization seeks to
impose inappropriate standards (they could perhaps be
described as "upper middle class standards") on establish■ ments which do a lot of good work looking after difficult
people with different aspirations especially end-stage
alcoholics.
A matter of particular concern is a form of secret assessment
which can affect the livelihood of people running this type
of accommodation at the lower end of the market.

Excessive standards?
The Health Commission claimed that the RATS group was attempting
to impose "inappropriate upper middle class standards" on SAHs at
the bottom end of the market.
An inspection of SAHs in the "pension only" bracket of the market
is perhaps the only way to come to some judgement.

In the

experience of the present researcher, the life-style of the upper
middle classes does not extend to sharing a bedroom with three or
four strangers in a decrepit, crowded building lacking both privacy
and meaningful activity - enlivened by an uncontrollable television
and institutional food.

Yet this is a fair description of plenty of

SAHs rated by the'RATS group as acceptable.
Actually, accommodation officers seem very conscious of the question
of social class.

They implicitly take it into account when assessing

SAHs and people seeking referrals.

It would be considered unprofessional

to ignore it and place a frail middle-class lady of sober habits in
a Special Accommodation House that catered mostly to working-class '
former alcoholics.
Members of the RATS group maintain that places are given a "not
recommended" status not so much because they are "sub-standard",
but because there is evidence or strong suspicion that they neglect
or mistreat residents.

While a dilapidated environment may be

symptomatic of this, the determining factor is the treatment of the
residents.

In this regard, class is an irrelevant factor.

Evidence

of malnourishment, untreated incontinence, lack of adequate clothing,
or unheated surroundings are the kind of data on which an SAH may
be judged as unacceptable - not some notion of gentility.
Conflicting expectations
The Commissioner's memo of 26 November 1982 described the SAHs of
concern to the RATS group as "establishments which do a lot of
good work looking after difficult people with different aspirations
especially end-stage alcoholics".
The question here was whether in fact the RATS group was discrimina
ting against proprietors who were "doing a lot of good work".

It
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is a question of what level of care can be expected of proprietors
who, without any special training, are responsible for the-well-being
of difficult people such as brain-damaged alcoholics.
To answer this question, it may be appropriate to describe the case
which appears to have led the Health Commission to express its
concern over the RATS assessment lists.
a
The case concerned Mr A, a resident of a St Kilda SAH.

He was a

former alcoholic who had suffered severe brain damage.

He had no

family in Australia and his financial affairs were being handled by
the Public Trustee.

After being admitted to the Caulfield Hospital

in 1978, the hospital's Senior Social Worker became "involved in
making many social and financial arrangements for and with him"
during the next 4 years.

Such help included placing him in a

Special Accommodation House, arranging'his attendance at day
hospitals, neuropsychological assessments and rehabilitation pro
grams, arranging the Public Trustee's involvement, contacting his
known friends in Melbourne, and corresponding with his brother in
Europe (via a translation service).
Worker

In short, the Senior Social

had an on-going involvement in Mr A's well-being.
•9

In June 1982 she received a letter from Mr A's brother which said
that a Melbourne friend of Mr A had expressed concern at his con
dition in the SAH, and suggested that he be sent over to join his
family in Europe.
visited Mr A.

Acting on the letter, the Senior Social Worker

Her case notes describe his condition:

Dirty, long nails, grubby clothes, place cold and smells
of urine. Woman running it very dirty. {Mr A} says he
is happy there and does not want to return to {Europe}
because of National Service .... Did not know why he was
there. Did not remember {the hospital} or me.
The SAH had changed hands since the initial referral.

Three weeks later she had a long phone call from Mr A's friend,
who felt he was a little better but the‘food was terrible and
4,

Mr A wanted to move as soon as possible.

She rang the Health

Commission's SAH Adviser to discuss the situation and suggested an
inspection.

Over the next few weeks she wrote two letters to

Mr A's brother and another to his friend suggesting a meeting of
his friends to discuss moving him. * Towards the end of August she
rang the SAH Adviser and was told that the SAH had not yet been
inspected.

She informed the Adviser of her intention to-move

Mr A elsewhere.
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When Mr A was admitted to the hospital, he was found to be in good
health, though he needed two dental extractions and his fingernails
had been jaggedly cut and were bleeding. After three weeks he was
transferred to another SAH.

Eight months later his doctor reported

on his condition there:
«
Dr B visited last week and says they have done wonders.
He is very bright and cheeky. Showers himself. Will
pick up leaves in the garden, etc.
So far the case looks fairly straight-forward.

Friends and relatives

of an SAH resident, too disabled to look after himself, believe he
is being neglected and ask the help of a social worker with 4 years1
involvement to transfer him elsewhere.

She does so, and his doctor

reports some months later that he is thriving in his new environment.
An altogether different picture emerges from the records of the SAH
Section.

The Adviser who had handled the case described it in a

memo as follows (3 Sept. 1982):

*

{The hospital's Senior Social Worker} rang me approximately
a month ago to say that she had visited Mr A and felt
that he was not clean and that his fingernails needed
attention. She also said that she thought {the proprietor's}
hair needed washing.
(The Social Worker had observed that an SAH proprietor who evidently
neglected her own hygiene might be suspected of equally neglecting
the residents.

The SAH Regulations, of course, lay particular stress

on the need for basic hygiene.)

The memo continued:

She asked me to go and see Mr A as she was thinking of
moving him. Unfortunately I did not return prior to
her so doing. I had last visited 15 June 1982 and
found an acceptable' standard.
(The report on the earlier visit had occupied only 4 lines, and did
not describe the condition of any of the residents.

However, the

Social Worker's account of the phone conversation was that the
Adviser agreed that the SAH was "pretty basic" and "doesn't have
a good feeling".

The proprietor was "having trouble getting

Mr A to bath".)

The memo continued:

Mrs K {the proprietor} rang me on 25 August 1982 and asked
me to go and see her. I did so on 27 August 1982.
f

(The Adviser responded to the proprietor's call within 2 days, but
had failed to visit for 6 weeks' after a complaint on behalf -of a
resident).
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{The proprietor} was extremely upset and cried frequently,
saying she felt a complete failure. She had been rung {by
the Social Worker} and had been asked to tell Mr A that he
would be called for the next day and taken to a different
place. She did not feel able to do this, because she felt
it would upset him and she herself was upset. She packed
his clothes and told him the next day. He was very upset
and accused her of sending him away.
{The Social Worker} came and collected him, giving as an
explanation that this was a competitive business, and that
she could get better accommodation for him elsewhere. She
said that she had not asked Mr A his preference.
(The implication that Mr A could have made up his own mind was clearly
at odds with the facts of his disability, as detailed in medical
records.

The Social Worker maintained that she had discussed the

question with him within the limits of his understanding.)
According to Mrs K, this was only the second time in
2h years that a social worker had visited Mr A. Prior
to Xmas of this year, when there had been a property
settlement, none of his family had visited.
(He had no family in Australia.

It was not part of the Social Worker's role

to make .routine visits; visits by the local doctor and the RATS group
were regarded as adequate.)
They have been to see- him 5 or 6 times this year. Mrs K
had-found them very difficult as they had several times
given Mr A alcohol and cigarettes after she had informed
them that Mr A had to be watched when he smoked, as he had
on one occasion set a lounge on fire.

*

(The visits would have been from friends in connection with the
sale of his house.)I
I rang Dr B who has been attending Mr A for a long time.
He said that Mr A is a schizophrenic, ex-alcoholic, with
short-term memory loss, liver damage and that he is
careless about his hygiene. He feels that it would be
an upsetting experience for Mr A and that he would not
benefit medically by the move. He had not been contacted
by anyone regarding Mr A's medical history.
*
(The Social Worker's impression of Dr B's attitude was quite
different.

The reason why Dr B was not contacted regarding Mr A's

medical history was that all of Dr B's background information came
from the hospital itself, where the Social Worker had made the
original referral to Dr B.)

t
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Dr B also expressed concern to me over Mrs K. She had
felt slighted and very hurt over what had happened and
was feeling totally inadequate.
(
t
j
j*

J
*

Mrs K specifically asked me not to take this matter any
further. She feels she will get no referrals from Social
Workers if she makes a complaint. I informed her I would
abide by her wishes but that I would write a report which
would go on file.
This situation illustrates the position of proprietors who
feel that they are unfairly assessed by Social Workers to
the detriment of their business, and who have no redress.
The Acting Senior Adviser added a comment to the memo:
We are achieving nothing if by our silence we condone
the actions of Social Workers as illustrated here.
Two months later the Health Commission began warning the RATS group

.

and hospital managements about the dangers of a system of assessment

I

that had the effect of black-listing certain SAHs and private

j

nursing homes.
Role of the Advisers
The memo quoted above displays a strong sense of sympathy with the
position of the proprietor, and a corresponding hostility to the
action taken by the Social Worker.

Unfortunately it is marred by

a failure to investigate the case in any depth, for example by
inspecting the SAH and Mr A when first requested, or attempting to
establish Mr A's preferences (other than the proprietor's account
of them), or by discussing with the Social Worker the nature of
the concerns troubling Mr A's brother in Europe or friends in
Melbourne.
Equally surprising is the assumption that the role of the Advisers
extends to protecting the business interests of an SAH proprietor.
Yet this is the common thread running through the Commission's
evident concern at the system of assessments developed by
Accommodation Officers.

social workers

While it is perfectly understandable that

the SAH Association should worry about a loss of business for its
i? t”
F
4

members from dissatisfied referral agencies, it is a wholly different
matter that the same fear should motivate the statutory agency set
up to regulate the industry.

J

!

Consumer choice
The dispute over assessments highlights the tension between two

conflicting rights:
1.

The right of consumers to choose between SAHs.

2.

The right of proprietors not to be denied business as a
result of incorrect advice given to consumers by third
parties.

A resident in a Special Accommodation House who is dissatisfied with
the level of service is certainly free to move elsewhere, with or
without the benefit of professional advice.

Indeed, one of the

advantages of the SAH industry, compared to hostels or other forms
of supported accommodation, is the consumer's freedom of choice.
Entry to an SAH is not fenced around with professional "gatekeepers"
demanding medical and social assessments, or with waiting lists, means
tests or incoming donations.
Of course, this theoretical freedom of choice is often limited in
practice by lack of information, poverty, lack of mobility, or the
selection policies of particular SAHs.

Cases even occur in which

residents are virtually held prisoner - or, conversely, where they
are swapped between places without being consulted.

In two such ■

cases of "imprisonment"- the residents were mentally retarded and
the proprietors were running unregistered premises.

(Both were eventually

fined and closed down).
In policy terms, it is clear that consumer choice should be strongly
encouraged.

The three necessary conditions for this to occur are

knowledge of one's rights, ability to exercise them, and knowledge
of the alternatives offered by the market.
In reality, few of the people likely to use Special Accommodation
Houses will have an extensive knowledge of the market.

Many will

have relied on relatives to check out two or three places, and
the relatives are unlikely to have had any prior experience of what
to expect or look for.

Others will simply have accepted the

recommendation of their GP and the social work department of a
public hospital.

Hence the importance of reliable information

compiled by people with experience and first-hand knowledge.
Some consumers will need to be made aware of their basic rights,
and how to act on them.

People with developmental or psychiatric
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disabilities who have lived for years in residential institutions
may become effectively trapped in an unsatisfactory SAH, either
because of real or imagined intimidation, or because of their total
inexperience with the business of moving out - checking out alternative
places, giving notice to the proprietor, organising transport,
notifying the Department of Social Security, and so on.

People in

this situation need not only the impartial advice of a professional
such as a social worker or nurse, but also the help of an advocate.
The case of Mr A was such an example.

(Advocacy for such people is

discussed in Section S.)
So far we have established that the exercise of consumer choice is
an aim furthered by the ready availability of informed advice..
The assessment list circulated by the RATS group is part of this
information system.

But because the role of referral personnel

extends beyond mere_advice into actual decision-making, their
refusal to refer people to a particular establishment (or their
intervention to remove someone from it) will have a direct effect
on that proprietor's business.

So the’ accuracy or otherwise of

their advice becomes a matter of some importance.
Wrong advice
The Health Commission's stated concern over assessments was that
,*
Accommodation Officers might be leaving themselves open to actions
’
J

for defamation.

However, the Minister's warning letter to the

secretary of the Regional Accommodation Team Services failed to
consider all sides of the question.

Whether this was because of

defective legal advice within the Commission or because the real
purpose was to put pressure on the RATS group is difficult to say.
The Minister's letter correctly summarized part of the law of
defamation.

The RATS assessment list would be defamatory if it

contained words which were calculated to injure the reputation of
a proprietor by exposing him/her to hatred, contempt or ridicule 'or
if they lowered him/her in the estimation of right-thinking members
of society.
i
h

The defamation would be a.libel because the assessment

list was "published" (that is, put in writing and circulated).

A

proprietor suing for libel would not have to prove that any special
damage had been suffered.
However, the Minister's letter did not adequately consider whether

!
i

?

the RATS- group would have any legal’defences to such an action.

The

most obvious defence (apart from truth) is "qualified privilege".
Qualified privilege is a defence available to a person who has a
legal or moral duty to the person receiving the information.

It

would seem very likely that a court would hold that an Accommodation
Officer had such a duty, because the recipient of the information
(a person wanting advice on accommodation, or another welfare
professional having to give such advice) would be said to have the
necessary "interest" in the matter.
The professional's duty of care
It is likely that the Accommodation Officer would not merely have a
defence against defamation, but a positive duty to assess the quality
of the places which people were being advised about.
The legal principle was stated‘by the High Court in the landmark
case of MLC v Evatt (1968) 122 CLR 556:
Wherever a person gives information or advice to another
person upon a serious matter in circumstances where the
speaker realizes, or ought to realize, that he is being
trusted to give the best of his information or advice as
a basis for action on the part of the other party and it
is reasonable in the circumstances for the other party
to act on that information or advice, the speaker comes
under a duty to exercise reasonable care in the provision
of the information or advice he chooses to give.
The High Court re-affirmed the principle in the case of Shaddock
v. Parramatta (1981) ALJR 713.
Thus it seems quite clear that the Accommodation Officer has a
legal duty of care to ensure that correct advice is given.

A

resident who acted on the advice and subsequently suffered injury
in a sub-standard SAH could actually sue the Accommodation Officer
in the tort of negligent advice, if it could be proven that the
Accommodation Officer had "failed to exercise reasonable care in
the provision of the information or advice".

Failure to personally

assess an SAH, or failure to use available information (such as
that provided by the RATS assessment list) might well be held as
a failure to take reasonable care that the advice was accurate.
It would be a strange result if a Court held that an Accommodation
Officer had such a duty of care and yet was not protected by the
defence of qualified privilege when furnishing such advice to people
with a right to use it.
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Towards a better assessment system
The letter of the Minister of Health to the secretary of RATS raised
one constructive point:
I believe that the whole issue of assessment of standards
of care should be considered by a representative group of
people ... {including} Regional Accommodation Team Services,
placement officers, social workers, officers of the Health
Commission and proprietors ...
Following this, at least one meeting was held between the Commission
and RATS.

However, nothing seems to have come of it.

Some of the unresolved issues are:
Whether the Health Commission should participate in
assessments.
Whether (and how) proprietors should participate.
Whether the criteria for assessments could be improved.
Role of the Health Commission in assessment
Given the Commission's role in setting and maintaining standards,
there is a good case for their involvement in the assessment process.
For this reason, some of the SAH Advisers have argued that they should
attend meetings of RATS, CATS and other assessment groups.

So far,

however, these groups have declined the offer, believing that it
would not help their work.

Part of the reason is of course the

history of poor relations between the SAH Section and the RATS
group, and the inability of the two to agree on a common standard.
There is however another" argument that it would not be appropriate
for the SAH Advisers to participate directly in assessing individual
establishments.

The Advisers are government officials charged with

enforcing the legislative standards; arguably the qualitative
assessment of SAHs should be left to non-government groups formed
for that purpose.

,

Nevertheless the Health Department should be involved in discussions
about the quality of care expected of SAHs and about the best criteria
for setting such standards and measuring performance.

Under such an

arrangement, the comparative rating of individual SAHs could still
be a matter for an unofficial body.

Involvement by proprietors
One of the main complaints of proprietors is that the assessment
lists are "secret", and that proprietors therefore have no redress
against an unfair rating.

This could be overcome if the lists

were circulated to all proprietors.

However, the question of access

to the list is logically distinct from the question of appeals.
For example, the Michelin Guide to restaurants is available to any
proprietor who wishes to buy it, but the publishers would certainly
regard its credibility as resting on its perceived independence
from restaurant owners.
But the analogy with the Michelin Guide is defective in one
important respect: the Guide does not cover all restaurants
and therefore is able to avoid the problem of rating certain
establishments as being of an,unacceptably low standard.

To be

left off the Guide may be hurtful, but it is hardly defamatory.
One of the main reasons why the agencies using the assessment list
are reluctant to distribute it to proprietors is that, unlike the
.(hopefully) anonymous inspectors from the Michelin Guide, the
Accommodation Officers who compile the assessment list are well
known to the proprietors.

They depend on a good working relation

ship in order to monitor and assist the residents whom they have
referred there.

The last thing they need is a confrontation with

a proprietor aggrieved that a poor rating is losing him business.
In this regard the Accommodation Officer's position is much more
vulnerable than that of the SAH Adviser acting with the authority
of the state like any other government inspector.

Conversely,

another problem with circulating the.list (and a problem familiar
to well-known food writers) is that of being given the 5-star
treatment by a normally mediocre establishment.
Thus the principle of proprietor involvement in the assessment
process, although attractive at first sight, is actually quite
problematic.

The credibility and value of the list depends on

its perceived independence from the establishments being assessed.
A system of quasi-judicial appeals against an adverse rating could
be imagined, but not within the present arrangement, based at it is
on the voluntary commitment of hard-pressed Accommodation Officers.
And circulation of the list to proprietors would be opposed by
its users in the interests of more harmonious working relations
with SAHs.

Nevertheless there is a good case for the involvement of industry
1
representatives in a more general review of standards and the
criteria for measuring them. As the Minister's letter suggested,

■s

such a review should be initiated by the Health Department.

Its

outcome would not be a revision of the rating of individual establish
ments, but an agreed formula for doing so.
Updating the.' .list
The more regularly it is updated, the more reliable the list.

The

RATS group discusses about 35 establishments at each of its monthly
meetings, and attempts to review the whole list every 6 months.
Places of doubtful quality, or those that have changed hands, are
reviewed more frequently than places known to be reliable and stable.
One problem with the system is that an SAH with an adverse rating may
cease to be visited by those compiling the list, sometimes because
management refuses them entry.

Although a change of management will

result in a fresh inspection, an improvement in quality while under
the old management may fail to be noticed.
..

However, such cases are

said to be compatively rare, because the assessment group usually
continues to receive some information on conditions from members

•'
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or associates of the group who happen to be visiting the place, or
from residents admitted to hospital in poor condition.
Measuring the quality of care
The Regional Accommodation Team Services group developed its own
method of assessing the.quality of care in Special' Accommodation
Houses and Nursing Homes, as described previously.
sidered various methods developed overseas.

The group con

Most of these were

designed for Nursing Homes, with an emphasis on the quality of
nursing and medical care which is not particularly appropriate to

i

SAHs.

-s

Recently the RATS group has become interested in the Gustafson

M«s

assessment check list described in the report of the Senate Select

t
i

Committee on Private Hospitals and Nursing Homes:

*
.1
s
I

No methods dealt adequately with quality-of-life measures.

4.144 A number of systems have been developed to assess
quality of care. The Committee was attracted to the
assessment check list developed by Gustafson. The basis
of the system is a screening instrument with eleven major
criteria (e.g. philosophy, care management, residents1
condition, activities and so on), each with several weighted

components that can be used to determine quickly whether
the care delivery system is breaking down ...
4.146 Recommendation: That the Commownealth fund pilot
studies to examine quality indicators with a view to
introducing these indicators in the assessment of quality
of patient care and to provide a basis for thorough
nursing home inspection.
The same approach should be taken in Victoria with regard to the
assessment of quality of care in Special Accommodation Houses and
similar residential services such as hostels.
Conclusion and recommendations:

Assessment

Assessment of the characteristics and quality of supported accommo
dation services is both necessary and desirable.

Recognizing this,

referral personnel in two regions of Melbourne have organized them
selves and standardized their methods of assessing.

They produce

updated guides to SAHs and private nursing homes which are circulated
(in confidence) to many health and welfare agencies whose staff
are required to advise people about admission to these accommodation
services.
The assessment guides have become controversial because a small but
significant proportion of places are rated as unacceptable in terms
of quality of care or mistreatment of residents.

Users ofithe

guides agree not to refer people to,these places until a re-assessment
demonstrates improvement.
Some proprietors have attacked the assessment lists as being secret,
inaccurate, and causing them a loss of business.

Less understandably,

the Health Commission in 1982-83 took the same view, warning the
Regional Accommodation Team Services that continued production of
the list would leave them open to charges of defamation.
The Health Commission's legal advice was probably wrong, because
it ignored the legal defence of qualified privilege and the fact
that referral personnel have a professional duty of care (a legal
duty to ensure that their advice about an accommodation service
is accurate).
Accepting that assessment is desirable, there is an argument that
proprietors should be involved in the process.

However, such

involvement should be at the level of general criteria' for assessment,
not the rating of individual premises.

The credibility of the system
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1

depends on its perceived independence from the service providers.
(But there is nothing to stop the SAH industry from producing its

I
$

own guide
The Health Department should also be involved at least in the
process of setting the criteria for assessment.

Historically,, there

has been a difficulty in the mistrust between the Advisers and the
RATS group.

Assuming this were overcome by an agreement on the

standards to be expected of SAHs, it would still be difficult for
for the Department to involve its inspectors in the qualitative
rating of SAHs.
Prime responsibility for assessment should therefore remain with
the personnel involved in making referrals to SAHs and similar
establishments.

Standard-setting and information exchange require

that the process be* undertaken in organized groups (such as RATS
and CATS).

Their work should be facilitated rather than discouraged

by the Health Department.
The criteria for assessment should include both quantitative and
-;■/<9

qualitative factors (that is, details such as cost, and assess
ments of quality).

As recommended by the report of the Senate

Select Committee on Private Hospitals and Nursing Homes, government
".S'

should fund pilot studies to examine quality indicators with a
view to introducing these indicators in the assessment of the
quality of care.

Rec. 3 7 :

The Health Department should support and facilitate
Such assessments

should include data on location, cost, preferred type of

Mniivviihiihi-r-fg -ratflnTi - ■.
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.........

the assessment of SAHs by referral agencies.

• resident, facilities offered and quality of care.

Organizations

appropriate to carry out such assessments should be considered
in the light of government policies on the regionalization and
co-ordination of health and welfare services.
Rec. 3 8 ;

Government agencies which refer people to SAHs (such

as the Psychiatric Services Division of the Health Department,
and the Intellectually Disabled

Persons Services Division of

the Department of Community Services)'should be actively involved

ta.t-h'Jwn'v

in the monitoring and assessment of SAHs.

1
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Rec. 39:

The Special Accommodation Houses and Rest Homes

Association should be involved in consultations convened by
the Health Department with a view to determining the criteria
for assessment, including the quality of care.

However,

individual proprietors should not have the power to review
particular assessments.
Rec. 4-0:

Assessment lists should remain available only to the

personnel actually involved in making referrals.
Rec. 4-1:

A similar assessment system should be developed for

the non-profit hostels.
Rec. 4 2 ; A guide to Special Accommodation Houses and similar
services should be produced for the use of potential consumers
and their relatives.

It should inform people about all matters

relevant to their choice of a service.

If practical, it should

include updated information on individual establishments, as
well as advice on things to look for when making an inspection.
•>
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Comparison with hostels

Synopsis

So far this study has concentrated on the quality of care in
Special Accommodation Houses.

Three main strategies for improvement

have been suggested: better regulation; a reform of complaints
procedures; and better provision of support services to SAH
residents.
.I
;S
't
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The next three sections will examine the broader problem of-the
provision of residential services (or supported accommodation services).
It is argued that the lack of access to the (usually better) services
in the non-profit sector is largely responsible, for the concentration
of disadvantaged and vulnerable people in Special Accommodation
Houses.

X
Role of hostels

As described in the McLeay Report (In a home or at home AGP5 1982);
Hostel accommodation provided under the Aged or Disabled
Persons Homes Act 1954 or the Aged or Disabled Persons
Hostels Act 1972 relates to care for those unable to care
for themselves fully and who are provided with three meals
a day, assistance with room cleaning, bathing and dressing
where necessary. (Para.. 5.100)
The description equally fits Special Accommodation Houses.

Hostels and SAHs are virtually identical in terms of their target group
and the type of service they provide.
t

J

|

The main differences between them

are:
(a)

Hostels are non-profit; most SAHs are commercial.

(b)

Hostel residents are eligible for subsidies; SAH residents
are -not.

j
|
I

(c)

The government will subsidize the capital costs of hostels,
but not SAHs.
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(d)

Most hostels are more closely integrated into the health/
welfare system than most SAHs.

(e)

*

The rationing of hostel admissions has discriminated against
some of the "most disadvantaged groups.

(f)

On the criteria of space, amenities and staffing, hostels
offer a higher quality of care than SAHs (except at the top
end of the market).

(g)

For residents without assets, hostel fees are cheaper than
SAH fees.

These differences point to a serious,anomaly in the provision of supported •
accommodation:

the services which receive government subsidies do not

cater for the most vulnerable segment of the target group.

The resulting

gap in the market has been filled by the growth of "pension only" SAHs.

Some characteristics of hostel and SAH residents
A research report published in 1985 by the Health Commission (Census of
the Aged in Institutions by George Preston and Bernadette O'Connell)
contains a valuable statistical analysis of the overall situation in 1981.
The statistical material which follows is drawn from this report.
£
The age range of hostel residents differs somewhat from that of SAHs.
Hostel residents tend to be older.

Excluding under-65 year olds, 32%

of SAH residents are aged less than 75, compared with only 16%.of hostel
residents.

At the other end of.the spectrum, 35% of hostel residents

are aged over 85, compared with 23% of SAH residents.

The most plausible explanation for this difference lies in the admissions
policies of the two types of establishment, and in the effect of the
subsidies available to hostels.

Before 1984, hostels were able to receive

a Personal Care Subsidy for all residents over the age of 80 and for those
under 80 who actually-required help with bathing, dressing, laundry etc.
The demand for hostel beds has also been a spur to rationing admissions
on the basis of frailty rather than, for example, time spent on a
waiting list.

Since SAHs receive no such subsidy, the pressures are likely to be in
the opposite direction, towards accepting people as self-sufficient as
possible.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*
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However, the most significant reason for hostel residents being older
relates to the perceived role of hostels as accommodation for the frail
elderly.

Other groups needing supported accommodation (including the

confused elderly) tend to find it difficult to gain access.

Special

Accommodation Houses are less discriminating (across the industry).

The sex ratio of hostel and SAH residents is nearly identical.
residents are 72% female; SAH residents are 71% female.

Hostel

In both, males

tend to be younger than females.

The proportion of females rises with age.

Thus while the .numbers of each

are roughly equal among 65-69 year olds, women outnumber men 4 to 1 at
age 90-94.

The marital status of residents differs considerably from the general
population, and differs between SAHs and hostels.

Marital Status by Institution Type

Never married
Divorced/Separated
Widowed
Now married

SAH

Hostel

Gen. Population

%

%

%

24.1

22.1

8.6

7.4

4.2

3.8

63.6

66.8

36.8

4.9

7.0

50.6

100

100

100

Compared to the general population of over-65 year olds, single persons
(divorced, separated or never married) are over-represented in SAHs and
hostels.

Conversely, now-married persons are very under-represented,

especially in SAHs.

Both sets of facts support the assumption that the

absence of a partner often precipitates the move into institutional
accommodation.

When sex is taken into account as well as marital status, further
differences appear.

Marital status by sex and institution type

SAH

HOSTEL

GENERAL POPULATION

Male

Female

Male

Female

Never married

39

18

25

21

8

9

Divor ce d/S eparated

15

4

9

2

4

3

Widowed

38

74

52

73

8

4

14

100

100

100

Now married

Male

Female

16 *

51

4

72

36

100

100

100

Nearly three-quarters of the women in both types of establishment
widows, and over half the men in hostels are widowers..

are

In the general

aged population, roughly equal proportions of men and women have never
been married, but never-married men are more heavily concentrated in
SAHs than in hostels.

The table suggests that widowed men are more likely to be admitted to
hostels and SAHs than widowed women, once allowance is made for the
greater longevity of women.

This can be explained on the basis that women

have more success at living independently (i.e. managing a household)
than once-married men.

It is further supported by the data on divorced,

separated or never-married men, who are also over-represented in hostels
and SAHs, compared to women.

The concentration of never-married men in SAHs compared to hostels may
be partly explained by the .boarding-house nature of SAHs.

Adult men

generally out-number women in boarding houses, and the progression to
an SAH may represent less of a break in life style.

Conversely, it may

be that never-married women are more likely to have lived with relatives
and to have remained there in old age or have been referred to a hostel
run by a welfare organization.

Birthplace and language: The study by Preston and O'Connell, shows that
non-English speaking people are under-represented in institutions: while
about 14% of Australia's aged population were born in non-anglophone
countries, only about 6% of aged people in institutions came from such
countries.

It can be inferred from the data that hostels and SAHs
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had the same low percentage of non-English speakers as the other
institutions (5% and 4% respectively, though the figures are not
%

directly comparable).

■W-

Ethnic access to supported accommodation

It was noted above that only about 4-% of SAH residents were born in
non-English speaking countries, compared to about 14% of the general

I

aged population.

The study by Preston and O'Connell also estimated

that, of the residents whose main language was not English, 28% spoke
no English and 38% spoke English poorly.

The above data raise two different concerns:
ethnic aged

to supported accommodation; and the problems of language

and culture experienced by those who do gain access.

Rash assumptions are sometimes made that the low proportion of ethnic
aged in residential services reflects a cultural preference:

ethnic

families, unlike the rest of the community, prefer to look after their
own elderly in the family home.

The reality'is certainly more complex.

In the first place, there is no evidence that the Australian-born
if

i—
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the limited access of the

simply institutionalize their elderly; only about 9% of over-60 year olds
■live in non-private dwellings, while about 4% live as "ancestors" with
their children or other- relatives.

The preferred choice of the great

majority is to live neither with their younger families not in an
institution, but independently.

A recent study by the Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs
(Ageing in a multicultural society 1985) found that the great majority
of ethnic aged would prefer to live at home.

This is not surprising;

it accords with the preferences of the non-ethnic aged.
n
I

ethnic aged already living in residential care, a clear majority "would
prefer a facility catering specifically for the aged of their own ethnic
birthplace group" (p. 44).

j t
£
*
l

*
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But of those

A
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An analysis of the 1981 .Census (Ageing of the Australian Population by
Graeme Hugo and Deborah Wood, NILS 1984) showed that fewer of the overseas
born elderly were living in institutions, and more with their families,
than was the case for the Australian-born.

For example, among 70-74 year

olds, 21.4% of those born in Southern Europe were living in a household
where they were an ancestor of the household head, compared to only 4%
of the Australian-born.

Conversely only 2.7% of Southern Europeans in

this age group were living in non-private dwellings, compared to 6.9%
of the Australian-born.

(Hugo & Wood pg. 123)

However, it is impossible to tell from these statistics how far they
represent choice, and how far they result from necessity.

The efforts

of various ethnic communities to establish their own nursing homes and
hostels is certainly evidence of an underlying need, and of the problems
facing an elderly person in an institution where the language, food and
customs are entirely foreign.

The assumption that certain ethnic communities have a cultural preference
for the inter-generational household is also a two-edged sword.
precisely these communities where cultural, change is most rapid.

It is
As the

second and third generations become more "Australianized", and grand
children can hardly speak their grandparents1 language, the older
generation may find itself in an increasingly difficult position (at home,
but isolated and without alternatives).

Economic factors are important too.

The lower proportion of ethnic aged

living independently is partly explained by the numbers who arrived in
this country after retirement.

Those who had assets or who were formerly

owner-occupiers will often have sold up and contributed towards the
purchase of their adult children's house.

They are thus not in a position

to either return to independent living or buy their way into hostel
accommodation.

Policies for ethnic access
At the most general level, it must be assumed' that the ethnic aged will
have the same range of needs as the majority community.

Among these

will be the need for supported'accommodation - that is, full board and '
lodging plus assistance with certain activities of daily living.
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Since supported accommodation services necessarily create a "total
environment", there is a strong case for setting up services which cater
exclusively or predominantly to people with a common language or
cultural background.
}
!„
To quote a recent monograph:
Many of the above measures (domiciliary services) will
reduce the need for the aged migrant to seek special
accommodation, and this move should be made only as a last
resort. Non-English speaking elderly people are even less
willing to enter homes for the aged than the Australian
aged appear to be, and may refuse to go unless they have
become a burden to their families. Where this is necessary,
however, it is important that hostels for the frail ethnic
aged be located appropriately within the community. They
also must employ staff with language skills and provide
acceptable food and the opportunity for contact with
familiar past-times.
It is critical to provide an "ethnic" atmosphere, to
lessen the communication gap. Experience has shown that
the placing of non-English .speaking elderly in ordinary
accommodation, as at present, is most damaging. The
consequences... are literally fatal for the aged migrant,
who deteriorates mentally, physically and socially, and
may die prematurely in a foreign, English-speaking
environment.

s

•I
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(Spiro Moraitis "The Migrant Aged" in Towards an Older Australia
ed Anna Howe UQP 1981.)
Of the 220 hostels now operating in Victoria, only seven are run by ethnic
groups: Jewish, Greek, Italian, Dutch, Russian and Latvian.

These 7 hostels

constitute only 3% of all hostels, yet 14% of over-60s were born in nonEnglish speaking countries - and this proportion is expected to rise to
20% by the year 2001 (Hugo and Wood, p. 158).

The capital subsidy arrangements under the Aged or Disabled Persons Homes
Act are unfavourable to ethnic groups:
f
i
\
?•
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The communities with the greatest need with be, almost
by definition, those with the least resources. The twoto-one method of subsidizing organizations favours those
groups with the most resources.
Funding through approved organizations with adequate
resources and managerial skill further handicaps those
ethnic groups which, although they have great need, do
not have the organizational resources to attract
funding.
(Susan Hearst, Ethnic Communities and their
Aged, CHOMI 1981 p. 33).

1
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Thus there is a good case for ethnic groups to be given priority in
programs for the provision of supported accommodation for elderly people.

Conclusions: ethnic access
The low use of hostels and SAHs by people from non-English speaking
backgrounds does not indicate an equally low demand for supported
accommodation; on the contrary it indicates the . current difficulties
of access to appropriate services faced by these groups.

Rec. 43:

Future provision of supported accommodation for ethnic

minorities should occur within a reform of the major government
funding program for hostels.

(See Section 10J

Priority should be

given to residential services which cater to particular cultural
or linguistic communities.

Rec. 4 4 :

Special attention needs to be paid to the position of

non-English speaking residents in mainstream SAHs and hostels.
One possibility is a conscious effort by management and referral
personnel to encourage transfers between these establishments so
that residents with the same background are brought together.

^

The employment of bilingual staff should then be encouraged.
t
Other improvements are possible within the sphere of domiciliary services,
particularly meals-on-wheels and home nursing.

Given the importance of

food to people's quality of life, ethnic organizations are beginning to
stress the need for meals-on-wheels services that cater for ethnic
minorities.

So far only the Jewish and Chinese communities have

established such services, on a voluntary basis.

If they became more

widely available, they could cater for isolated residents in SAHs.

%
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The boarding-house alternative

Synopsis
Special Accommodation Houses can be seen in two different contexts:
the "non-welfare" context of boarding houses, and the health/welfare
context of supported accommodation services such as hostels and
nursing homes.

Attention is usually paid exclusively to the latter.

This is unfortunate, insofar as it diverts attention from the things
which SAH residents have in common with people who live in boarding
houses.
This Section will explore some of the policy connections between
SAHs and boarding houses:

the.legal definition of an SAH;

to codify the rights of boarders;

the need

and .the reason for the steep

decline in the number of private boarding houses.

It recommends

expansion of boarding houses within the public housing system in
order to widen the options available to some of the present or
potential residents

of SAHs.

The legal definition of a Special Accommodation House
All Special Accommodation Houses must be registered with the Victor
ian Health Department.

Registration is the basic mechanism for

ensuring their compliance with certain minimum standards.

Because

an SAH is a particular type of boarding house, it is necessary for
the legislation to be able to distinguish between an ordinary board
ing house and an SAH.
The current legislation (Section.220A of the Health Act) requires
the registration as an SAH of- any boarding house in which more than
two of the boarders or lodgers are aged or disabled persons:
S.220 A (1) ... 'Special accommodation house' means a
boarding-house'in which more than two of the persons,
exclusive of the family of the proprietor thereof, who
are lodged or boarded are persons -
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(a)

who are aged 60 years or over;

or

(b)

who are physically or mentally handicapped to
the extent that their ability is significantly
impaired.'

A major difficulty with the legislation became evident in 1982.
Hawthorn Council found that six boarding houses contained more than
two residents over the age of 60.

Since they were not registered

as Special Accommodation Houses, the proprietors were technically
liable to a $5,000 fine under S.220 B.

The Health Commission

inspected two of the boarding houses which had more than four
residents over the age of 60.

It reported:

... it was found that the residents were ambulant, fit
and active. In fact many of them were still employed,
and many indicated that they prized their independence
and had no wish to live in a Special Accommodation House.
It is assumed that most would have no desire to pay the
higher amount.required to stay in an SAH. In fact,
letters were received from two residents aged over 60
years which stated very forcefully that they wished to
stay in their present residence and would regard being
forced to shift as an invasion of privacy.
The current legislation could not cope with this situation.

The best

it could do was to exempt the proprietor from some "or all of the
requirements of the SAH legislation.

However, because of the word

ing of S.220 A A (2), it would appear that such an exemption would only
apply to a boarding house with four or fewer residents who were aged
or disabled.

If there were more than four such residents, no exempt

ion was possible.
Consequently, the government set up a small working party with these
terms of reference:
1.

To review the application of the Health (Special
Accommodation Houses) Act to boarding houses and
other lodging places, and

2.

To recommend appropriate action and, if necessary,
appropriate amendments to the legislation, having
regard to the" need to maintain the power of the
Health Commission to prosecute unscrupulous
proprietors.

The working party came.up with four options:
A.

The Commission could be empowered to grant an exemption.

B.

The definition of an SAH could be amended such that a boarding
house would be deemed to be an SAH if more than two residents
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were 'physically or mentally handicapped to the extent that they
require the assistance of others in protecting their health in
(a) feeding or clothing themselves;
V

cation;
C.

(b) taking prescribed medi-

(c) maintaining personal hygiene;

or (d) any other way'

Proprietors of all boarding houses could be obliged (under
penalty) to notify the Commission if any resident was in need of
the type of care provided by an SAH.

It would then be up to the

Commission to remove the resident.
D.

An SAH could be defined in terms of its function rather than the
status of its residents.

An SAH would be a place whose function

was to provide accommodation and special or personal care.
As the working party explained, none of these options was entirely
satisfactory.

Option A

had the advantage of enabling the Commission

to exempt a boarding'house whose residents, though aged, were fit;
while the Commission would retain the power to prosecute the propriet
or of an unregistered place whose residents were found to be in need
of the higher standards of care applicable to an SAH.

However, this

option would be awkward to administer, because:

^

... premises which are exempted today," because the current
residents are -fit, may well be required to be registered
next month because of either the deterioration of a resident
or residents' health, or an .intake of new residents whose
'ability is significantly impaired'.
(p.ll)
Option B

had the .advantage of defining an SAH according to the

higher standard of care which its residents actually require.

If two

or more residents are found to require the sort of help specified(such as help with feeding) then the premises constitute an SAH.

But

the mere presence of two or more residents over the age of 60 would
no longer create a presumption that the boarding house was an SAH.
The disadvantage with Option B

is that it denies the freedom of

people to remain in the boarding house once they have been assessed
*

as needing assistance in the ways specified.

Or, if they do stay,

the proprietor is compelled to upgrade the boarding house to SAH
standards, to the possible detriment of the other boarders.

£4

Option C

would place an onus on the proprietors of all boarding

and lodging houses to notify the Commission about the presence of
a boarder in need of SAH-type care.

In turn, the Commission would

be responsible for assessing the boarder and, if the person consent
ed, arranging their transfer to an SAH.

The main difficulty with

this option is that:
The very nature of a boarding house or lodging house
implies that the residents have independence and free
dom, and that there is no special responsibility on
the proprietor for the continued good health of the
residents or indeed for any special concern about their
movements or behaviour ... Other proprietors may use
the proposed notification onus as a ploy to evict
unwanted residents.
(p.13)

The working party recommended Option D.

Subsequently, an amendment

along these lines was included in the Health (Amendment) Bill 1985.
The Bill proposes to re-write Section 220 A of the Health Act so as
to remove from the definition of an SAH any reference to the age or
disability of a resident.

The new Section 220 A would then read:

TSpecial Accommodation House' means —
(a)

a place which provides or offers to provide
accommodation to persons (other than members of
the family of the proprietor) and which provides
or offers to provide special or personal care to
the residents; or -

(b)

a place that is registered under this Division —
but does not include a place that, under the
regulations, is exempt from this Division.

'Special or personal care' means one or more of the
following:
(a)

Assistance in feeding or dressing;

(b)

Assistance in the taking of medication;

(c)

Assistance in maintaining personal hygiene.

Discussion
The proposed amendment seems a good one.

The split between SAHs and

boarding houses will, always be problematic as long as health-care
policy tries to enforce higher standards of care on one type of
establishment.

The history of the SAH industry and the legislation .

regulating it suggests that these sorts of controls will remain
necessary;

legislative amendments have typically been responses to
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the attempts of unscrupulous or ignorant proprietors to operate
beyond the reach of the health-care system.

When such establish

j

ments come to light, they usually display the characteristics of a

j'

'down-market' SAH:

]

ent, paying the full pension and living in premises that may lack the

,5
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boarders who are physically or mentally depend

basic amenities of warmth, comfort, hygiene and reasonable food.
Requiring such places to register as SAHs then gives the health-care
system the power to demand appropriate standards and to maintain some
level of scrutiny over the well-being of the residents.
There are, however, three other strategies that would minimize the
jurisdictional problems that.led the Health Commission to set-up its
working party:
1.

Legal definition of the tenancy rights of ..residents
in boarding houses (via a Residential Occupiers Act).

2.

Encouragement of boarders and lodgers to enforce their
rights through the Residential Tenancies Tribunal.

3.

Public-sector involvement in boarding houses via the
Ministry of Housing's acquisition program.

■Tenancy law re boarding houses
Firstly, the legal basis of boarding agreements should be clarified
and codified.

The matter was considered in 1976 by the Community

Committee for Tenancy Law Reform.

The committee noted that the

current state, of tenancy law affecting boarders was completely un
■i
-I

satisfactory.

The.law drew subtle distinctions between a 'tenant'

or 'lessee' and a 'mere licensee':
Tenants (or lessees)- have certain basic housing rights,
such as the right to exclusive possession and quiet
enjoyment, notice of termination and hence some security
of tenure ... Licensees on the other hand have none of
these rights even though they may have lived at the same
premises for years.
i
(Reforming Victoria's Tenancy Laws, p.63)
%*
The committee recommended new legislation modelled on Britain's Rent
f
is

Act 1965, creating the category of 'residential occupier':
All-residential occupiers should have certain basic
-housing rights, such as rights to decent housing,
repairs and services, privacy, quiet enjoyment, a fixed
period,of notice in writing which is to include stat
utory reasons for notice, a fair legal contract, the

}
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right to receipts and protection from excessive rents,
harrassment and forcible eviction.
(p.65)
However, Victoria's Residential Tenancies Act 1980 failed to in
corporate these recommendations.

As a result, the legal position

of boarding-house residents remained obscure.

Boarding houses were

not explicitly excluded from the Act, but neither were they included.
Faced with this ambiguity, the Residential Tenancies Tribunal has
taken the view that its jurisdiction does cover rooming houses, in
certain cases.

The resident must demonstrate that the living arrange

ment confers a degree of autonomy comparable to that of an ordinary
tenant - for example, that the residents do their own cooking and
cleaning.

But if the resident receives full board, the Tribunal has

no jurisdiction.
The Residential Tenancies Bill 1985 clarifies the position at the
cost of excluding boarding houses:
S.6

This Act does not apply to a tenancy agreement
if the premises rented are (a)

part of a lodging-house or boarding-house;
or ...

(e)

part of a hospital or home for sick, old or
disabled people ...

Note that SAHs and hostels are also excluded.
Assuming the Bill is passed, the legal rights of residents of board
ing houses, SAHs and hostels will remain minimal.

They will not be

nearly as strong as the rights of ordinary tenants regarding security
of tenure, standard-form leases and procedures for raising the rent.
They will have no access to a special tribunal for resolving disputes.
Instead, they will have to rely on whatever rights are conferred by
virtue of the State's regulation of these establishments, or by
common law.
A legislative code for boarding houses
The exclusion of boarding houses from the Residential.Tenancies Bill
(RT Bill) makes it urgent to frame legislation that would cover these
establishments.
matters:

Such legislation would have to cover the following
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Security of tenure:

A distinction could be made between 'casual'

and 'permanent' residents, the latter having the same measure of
security as ordinary tenants.

i

Continuous residence for some

specified period could be deemed to confer permanent status.
(Compare the RT Bill's distinction between a ’’minimum term" and an
'ongoing' tenancy agreement.)

s .
Tariff rises;

minimum periods of notice should be set.

Excessive

charges could be arbitrated by the Tribunal.
Dispute resolution could most simply be handled by the present
Residential Tenancies Tribunal.
Boarding Agreements should be regulated in the same way as the
Standard Lease prescribed by the RT Bill.

That is, all Boarding

Agreements would have to be in writing and conform to a prototype
set out in a Schedule to .the Act.

It would specify:

Weekly charges, including any additional payments.
The amount of notice to be given.
Reasons for notice.
vDegree of access to the premises (i.e. bedrooms, communal
rooms,.keys to rooms and
building).
Services to be provided (e.g. meals, room cleaning,- laundry
arrangements).
Complaints procedures.
Daily time-table for meals etc.
Arrangements for safe-keeping of money, personal belongings
and medicines.
Respective responsibilities of staff and residents.
As with the RT Bill, variations to the standard form would need the
Tribunal's approval.
21(2)

The Tribunal may refuse to approve extra terms —
(b)

V

Note Clause 21 of the RT Billi

if including them would make the agreement,
as a whole, unfair.

Jurisdiction over SAHs?
y
If, as recommended, a legislative code is developed for boarding
houses, -the question arises as to whether its jurisdiction should
also cover Special Accommodation Houses.
f
t
s
I

f'
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Doing so would accord with the principle of 'normalization'1.

An SAH

resident would then have the same rights as the resident of any
other boarding house, including the right to take disputes before
the Residential Tenancies Tribunal.
On the other hand, it could be argued that the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal has no particular expertise to resolve the sorts of complaints
that would arise within SAHs.
The latter is perhaps the better view.

It is therefore recommended

that a specialist tribunal be established to resolve disputes arising
within Special Accommondation.Houses and other types of supported
accommodation (see Section 3).
The result would be that an SAH resident would have access to the
proposed specialist tribunal, while a boarding-house resident would
have access to the present Residential Tenancies Tribunal.
Boarding houses as an alternative
Although, under the Health (Amendment) Bill 1985, an SAH will no
longer be legally defined as a type of boarding house, the reality is
that the two sorts of housing form part of the same continuum.

The

availability of cheap boarding-house accommodation is an important
consideration for any public policy that tries to improve the
position of current and potential SAH residents.
Melbourne has suffered a considerable decline in the stock of board
ing houses.

In 1948, for example, there were 916 boarding houses

(with 18,237 beds);

in 1983 there were only 122 (with 8,991-beds) in

the Inner Urban region;

today there are perhaps 100.

Several factors account for this decline:
Accommodation Houses;
houses;

conversion to Special

conversion to self-contained flats or rooming

sale to wealthy owner-occupiers (many boarding houses having

been originally built as mansions);
residents' incomes;

high staffing costs compared to

and the long-term failure of managers to carry

out maintenance (eventually resulting in expensive orders from health
and safety authorities).
No doubt the demand for boarding-house accommodation has also fallen
since 1948 as a proportion -of all households, given the general rise
in standards of living and hence the affordability of owner-occupation.
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For example, many young single workers are putting a deposit on an
$18,000 0Y0 flat where their grandparents would have been content
to board.

I
u

Nevertheless, there is a continuing demand for boarding-house
accommodation which the current market is too small to satisfy.

The

large capital costs of buying or constructing new boarding houses,
and the labour costs of staffing them, are prohibitive.

Or rather,

the resulting tariffs would be beyond the reach of most of the people
seeking this sort of accommodation —

that is, single people who are

either low-paid workers or recipients of statutory incomes.

This is

one aspect of a now familiar problem in the private rental market:
the minimum rents necessary to justify private investment are higher
than the maximum rents affordable by low-income people.
The only growth in the sector is among Special Accommodation Houses,
largely because they are able to charge much higher tariffs than
ordinary boarding houses.

Even in the cheapest SAHs, the tariff is

close to 100% of the resident's income.
As a result, a significant group in the population is not being
adequately catered for.

These are people on low incomes, especially

single people on statutory incomes, whose preferred living arrange
ment is full or partial..board and lodging in a 'non-welfare" setting.
For them, SpecialnAccommodation Houses are unsuitable, both because
the tariff leaves them no money for the other needs of daily life,
and because the SAH model assumes a high level of dependence.
At the moment, for example, many SAH residents are people with
intellectual disabilities .who have been discharged from institutions
or who are unable or unwilling to board with their families.
Workers in the field of intellectual disability are experimenting
with various

community-based' options, including co-residencies,

•Community Residential Units and households supported by non live-in
1*-

staff.

A

The boarding-house model is a logical part of these developments.

s

It particularly suits people who either don't want or are not capable
of managing their own household (cooking, cleaning, buying groceries
etc.) but who don't need the fairly intense support of health or
welfare workers.

In these circumstances there is a clear need for public-sector
intervention.

Victoria's Ministry of Housing has responded by

including boarding houses under its Rooming House Program.
only one such boarding house has opened:
town.

As yet,

the Old Royal In Williams-

Three or four others are under way.

The Old Royal accommodates 24 residents in single or double rooms.
Costs range from $50 per week for an unemployed person in a shared
room, to $75 per week for a worker in a single room.
breakfast and dinner 5 days a week;

The cost covers

furniture and linen are provided

but residents are responsible for room cleaning and personal laundry.
Most of the residents are males, with a wide range of ages.

Most

are permanents.
The boarding house was spot-purchased and renovated by the Ministry
of Housing on advice from the Williamstown Rental Housing Co-operative.
It is managed by a community committee which employs a live-in
manager.
charge.

The tariff has two components:

the rent and the service

The rent is calculated according to the Ministry's cost-rent

formula, which is intended to make the whole public housing system
self-financing with respect to-interest charges, maintenance and
administration.

The rent component of the tariff is rebateable;

that is, residents on a low income pay less than residents on a
higher income.
The non-profit boarding house program is still -in its infancy.

Some

questions are still being worked out, particularly the necessary
levels of staff and the formula for setting tariffs.
the basis of the program seems well established:

Nevertheless

capital costs are

met by -the Ministy of Housing with funds allocated under the Common
wealth State Housing Agreement;

suitable premises are either spot-

purchased or purpose-built;

management is vested in a local committee

with public accountability;

and the committee employs the necessary

staff.
There are three advantages in this approach to boarding-house accom
modation.

Firstly, the government can directly intervene in a market

.where supply is falling short of demand (because the demand is not
an 'effective demand' in economic terms).

Loss of stock can be

directly countered in inner-urban areas where land values are very
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I
high and where demand for cheap boarding accommodation has always
been strong.

Program guidelines, particularly the requirement that

community groups demonstrate a real need for such accommodation and
i&
1S

a capacity to manage it, can be used to ensure that funding decisions
are rational.
Secondly, the establishment of boarding houses in the non-profit
sector should be some guarantee that costs to the user will remain
affordable in the longer term.

Public-sector stock is insulated

from many of the costs that affect private-sector boarding houses,
particularly commercial interest rates and the higher re-financing
costs incurred in the event of the owner selling out at a capital
gain.

Publicly-owned stock is also partly insulated from the effects

of rising land values which have induced many private owners to
sell up.

■ ■<-

Thirdly, subsidies to the incomes of boarding-house residents are
more effective and controllable if the stock is managed on a non
profit basis.

As an analogy, the government's experience in sub

sidizing resident fees in private-sector nursing homes has been less
than satisfactory:

the cost structure and the quality of care have

proved very hard to control.
Conclusions:

SAHs and the boarding-house scene

Public policy must continue to recognize the fact that Special
Accommodation Houses are merely a specialized type of boarding house.
They are distinguishable from other boarding houses in that they cater
to more highly dependent types of resident and .they hold themselves,
out as providing a higher standard of personal care (short of nursing
care) than an ordinary boarding house.
In the

Health (Amendment) Bill 1985, Special Accommodation Houses

are no longer to be regarded as a particular type of boarding house.
In itself, this is not an important change, because SAHs have long,
had to comply with a different set of regulations from other board

ft*: f ”<

J
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ing houses.
The Health (Amendment) Bill significantly alters the definition of an
SAH so as to eliminate reference to the status of the residents (age
or disability) and concentrate on the type of care provided.

1

This
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amendment has the advantage of recognizing the right of aged of
disabled people to live in an ordinary boarding house; under the
current legislation, the mere fact that such people are residents
creates a presumption that the boarding house is an (unregistered)
SAH.
Rec. 45;

Sections 220 A and 220 AA of the Health Act should

be amended as proposed in the Health (Amendment) Bill 1985.
Whether or not SAHs are legally defined as a type of boarding house,
there will continue to be difficulties in deciding which boarding
houses ought to be required to register as SAHs.

The problem has

been worsened by the exclusion of boarding houses from the
jurisdiction of the Residential Tenancies Act.
need to be pursued:

Two other strategies

legal clarification of the rights of boarding

house residents, and expansion of the stock of boarding houses.
Rec. 46:

New legislation should be enacted which creates for

boarders and lodgers similar rights to those applying to tenants
under the Residential Tenancies Bill 1985.

The legislation

should include a standard-form-Boarding Agreement.

Jurisdiction

should be given to the .present Residential Tenancies Tribunal.
Non-profit boarding houses and rooming houses have certain advantages
for the implementation of "normalization" strategies in the field of
intellectual disability.

As the Intellectually Disabled Persons

Services Bill recognizes, it is undesirable that a person should be
dependent on a single service (eg. the housing service) for all
their needs.
The term "rooming house" generally includes both boarding houses and
establishments that provide less than full board.

A rooming house

may provide a private bedroom with or without a kitchenette, plus
the use of a communal kitchen, dining room,, laundry and bathroom.
Residents may do some or all of their own cooking, cleaning and
catering.

The manager may have different arrangements with different

residents.
The physical design of these premises is usually compatible with
operation as either a boarding house or a more self-contained set
of rooms (or anything in between).
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A normalization strategy can take advantage of this flexibility in
a way difficult or impossible with an SAH under the current regul
atory regime.

Residents with an intellectual disability can be

provided with the type and level of support services tailored to
their exact needs.

Progress in acquiring independent living.skills

would not necessarily mean that the person had to find somewhere
else to live.

Operating in the non-profit,sector, the management

would have more scope to vary the level of service than an SAH
proprietor.

Few if any proprietors would be willing to cut the

tariff by 50% to enable a resident to do some of their own catering,
cooking, cleaning or to eat some meals off the premises.
Rec. 47;

The Ministry of Housing should expand the Boarding

House component of its Rooming House Program to the extent
necessary to ensure- that the supply of affordable boarding
house accommodation is capable of meeting the demand.
Rec. 48;

Access to non-profit rooming houses and boarding

houses should be improved as part of a strategy for widening
the choices available to groups, such as people with
intellectual disabilities, who want to live in a less
institutional environment than an SAH.

1 0

An integrated approach
to residential services

Synopsis
This section enlarges the theme in Section 8.

It examines the case

for introducing subsidies to SAHs, but concludes that this would
not necessarily improve standards at the bottom end of the market;
other strategies are better.' It explores ways of modifying the
system of referrals to supported accommodation services so that
groups such as the confused elderly can gain better access to
hostels.

While rationalization of referrals and transfers is a

necessary step, this approach is ultimately limited by the present
capacity and structure of the hostel system.

The need to retain

a degree of internal homogeneity and specialization within each
hostel (and SAH) is a barrier to any referral policy based on a
simple criterion of need.

That is, hostels have a right to be

selective in order to serve a particular community of interest.
An overall expansion of non-profit residential services is there
fore needed, rather than a more sophisticated rationing of access
to' the current stock.

It is doubtful whether an expansion of

appropriate services can occur within the current funding guide
lines, because these assume the prior existence of an organized
group with internal resources ready to take up the capital .
subsidies.

The study therefore recommends a review of funding

formulas; involvement by the Ministry of Housing (eg non-profit
boarding houses with staffing supplied through other programs);
and consultation with potential providers of residential -services
for consumer groups who are currently forced to rely on Special
Accommodation Houses.
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We have noted the paradox whereby the bulk of government subsidies
Hr

for supported accommodation are flowing to the voluntary-sector
hostels, while the needs of some of the most disadvantaged groups
are being primarily met by private-sector Special Accommodation
Houses without any subsidies.

The tariffs paid by residents in the

cheapest SAHs for a shared room amount to almost 100% of their
incomes, and are higher than the fees paid by hostel residents
classified as 'financially disadvantaged'.

A major overhaul of the

system seems indicated.
There appear to be three alternatives for reform:
1.

The extension of subsidies to SAHs.

2.

An expansion of hostel funding under current'arrangements.

3.

A new method of funding supported accommodation.

The question of subsidies
The SAH industry, aware of the favoured treatment of hostels, has for
some time been suggesting the need for subsidies.

It sees itself

providing a very similar service to the subsidized hostels, and there
«*,

is a strong precedent in the subsidization of the private nursing
homes.
No systematic data were collected on the financial viability of the
SAH industry.

Such a study would need to be undertaken before

government seriously considered subsidizing the industry.

An attempt

to do so was made in South Australia (Review of Private Rest Homes in
South Australia South Australian Health Commission 1984).

Although

the review was set up with terms of reference agreed on between the
the Health Commission and the Rest Homes Association, and although
all 19 of the state's rest homes participated, the results were
disappointing:
*

J,

It is not possible to present a credible argument on
the financial viability or otherwise of the rest homes.
Most rest homes did not provide audited accounts
covering the last several years operation and only two
submitted verifiable data (in the form of tax returns).
(p. 32)

Similar problems beset the Price Waterhouse survey of the profit
ability of private nursing homes, commissioned by the Senate Select
Committee:
2.57 The Committee believes that the results of this •
survey are inconclusive ... The proprietors' return
on investment was based on the proprietors1 own valuat
ion ... Without validation the results of the survey
cannot be relied on.
(p.57)
In Victoria, one's general impression is that the SAH industry is
at least moderately profitable.

New, purpose-built places are

continuing to come onto the market.

Corporate ownership is not

nearly as widespread as among nursing homes, although it seems to
be increasing.

Most places are managed by their proprietors, and

as in other small businesses the key to profitability is for the
proprietors themselves to work long hours with the minimum of
paid staff.

The SAH Advisers believe that incompetent management

is the main cause of financial difficulty, and therefore an indirect
cause of poor quality from cutting food, fuel and staff costs.
Financial over-commitment in.purchasing the business and good-will
is the commonest miscalculation, according to the Advisers.
If it is. true, as the Advisers and some proprietors maintain, that
a well-managed SAH is a viable proposition, then the market-place
itself can function as a device for weeding out badly run establish
ments .
happens.

The steady rate of turn-over suggests that this in fact
However,, the extent to which the market can work efficient

ly in this regard depends on the vigilance of the Advisers in enforc
ing minimum standards rather than relaxing them because of the
financial burden facing an individual proprietor.

Costly orders for

the maintenance and up-grading of dilapidated premises are the most
obvious example.

In the absence of any definitive data on the financial viability
of the SAH industry, it is nevertheless worth exploring the form
that government subsidies could take, if they were considered
necessary.
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Subsidies to SAHs could take three forms:

(a) capital subsidies;

*

(b) staff subsidies;

$

Capital subsidies would help defray the costs of buying, building
or leasing properties.

or (c) resident subsidies.

Rental costs of $2,000 to $3,000 a month

are not uncommon for a 30 or 40 bed SAH in a suburb l'ike Prahran
or Malvern.

Grants or loans could also be given as part of a

program to up-grade premises that were judged to be physically sub
standard.

Such an approach would have to be compared with the

alternative of relying on market forces;

that is, an up-grading

strategy that gave proprietors the choice of complying or selling
The latter has much to recommend it.

Staff subsidies would have the advantage of being able to be
tied to certain job roles.

If, for example, an SAH catered mainly

to people with an intellectual disability, it would be possible
for the government to subsidize the cost of employing someone with
specialized skills at rehabilitation or therapy.
^

An alternative

strategy, which however, would not reduce the staffing costs of an
SAH, would be for the government itself to employ such people and

2
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up.

.

assign them to one or more SAHs.

See Section 6.

. Resident subsidies are apparently the option favoured by the
industry itself.

The best analogy is of course the private nursing

homes, where the level of subsidy to residents is calculated so as
to ensure some level of profit to proprietors.
The administrative infrastructure for such subsidies already exists

3----- -.

. .%....

under the Aged or Disabled Persons Homes Act.

It would only be

necessary to extend eligibility to residents of registered Special
Accommodation Houses, and to come to some arrangement about the

1

assessment of individual residents.
*

Under the ADP Homes Act, hostel residents may be eligible for two

Jt* » >*li* V W

levels of subsidy.

"I
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In effect, all residents receive the Hostel Care

Subsidy, currently worth $11 a week, to defray the costs of providing

the basic services prescribed by the Act.

As well, residents may

be individually assessed as eligible for the Personal Care Subsidy
of $44 per week.

Eligibility for both levels of subsidy is assess

ed by a person (usually a staff member) nominated by the hostel
itself.

Regulations to the Act specify the types of services which

the hostel must provide, and each hostel must sign an agreement
with the Commonwealth Department of Community Services which includes
a set of Hostel Care Assessment Standards, and a set of Personal
Care Assessment Standards.

The latter, for example, state:

2(2) A person who requires daily assistance in perform
ing the majority of all of the tasks within at least one
of the functions listed ... and who also requires daily
assistance with at least two other functions or needs
... may be assessed as requiring personal care services.
A total thirteen functions’ or needs are listed.

They include:

1(a) ability to get in and out of a bath or shower, wash
comb hair, wash face, shave, clean teeth, apply make-up
and cut nails;
1(b) ability to organize and administer own prescribed
medication;
...
In short, the Assessment Standards .are a fairly,rigorous attempt to
categorize levels of frailty or dependence.

In the interests of

accountability, the Department also has a system of inspections.
Each resident is. personally examined by a "review authority", in
practice a trained nurse employed by the Department who visits
twice yearly.
The subsidies paid to hostel residents are also tied to certain
minimum levels of staffing.

Thus, to receive the basic subsidy, the

hostel contracts to provide "one responsible staff person at thehostel who is on call 24 hours a day to render assistance to
residents in case of emergency", and must also provide "an average
of 5 hours of staff-time per resident a week."
Conditions attached to the higher level of subsidy are as follows:
7. Personal care services shall be provided by at least
one appropriately experienced (and preferably qualified)
staff member whose exclusive duty is the provision of
personal care services to residents.
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Each eligible resident must receive, on a daily basis, at least
12 hours of personal care staff-time every 28 days.

The hostel

is required to fill in daily time-sheets to demonstrate that all
this has happened.
The whole system could be extended to cover SAH residents, with
little modification.

A registered SAH, for example, is already

required to provide 24-hour attendance by the manager or assistant.
The minimum staffing levels applicable to hostels could probably
be met from the extra income generated from the basic subsidy.
For example, a. 30-bed SAH, under the hostel formula, would require
150 hours a week at the lower (Hostel Care) subsidy, which is
equivalent to 4 staff on 37^ hours a week.

A typical 30-bed SAH

run by a married couple would have the equivalent of 3 full-time
i
1

staff including a cook/housekeeper, plus a part-time domestic.

If

the 30 residents were eligible for the Hostel Care subsidy, the
SAH would receive an extra $330 per week, which would enable a
fourth member of staff to be employed.

'|v
': '

If 10 of the residents were eligible for the higher Personal Care
subsidy, the hostel formula would require the equivalent of 30
hours per week on the part of the special staff member.

These 10

residents would generate an extra income of $440 per week, more
than covering the extra staffing costs.
The same administrative system could be applied, or a parallel admin'
istration set up under the State Health Department.

The SAH's •

approved manager would become the assessment authority, with the
government's SAH Section supplying the inspectors.

It could even

be argued that a regular system of personal inspection of eligible
SAH residents would be a useful method-of monitoring conditions in
the SAH.
.•*
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Diasdvantages of subsidies
From the government's point of view, the main disadvantage -is the
cost.' In 1985-86, subsidies to hostel residents cost $87 million
nationally, or perhaps $24 million in Victoria.

of this expenditure was on the higher Personal Care subsidy ($64.3
million).

ij

However, the bulk

Since SAH residents are on average younger than hostel
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residents, it is likely that proportionally fewer would be eligible
for the higher subsidy.
The division of powers between Federal and State governments is a
complicating factor.

The State government sets the standards for

SAHs, and the •relevant industrial award is a State matter (the
Hospital and Benevolent Homes award).

♦

If the Commonwealth were to

pay subsidies, it would have reason to fear a repeat of its exper
ience with nursing homes.

The Commonwealth Minister for Community

Services described his view,of the problem to the 1985 Congress of
Australian Nursing Homes:
The costs of nursing home care are continuing to increase.
Improved industrial awards for employees, increasing State
standards requirements, fuel and power costs are all factors
contributing to overall running costs. Under the current
cost-reimbursement system for nursing homes, there is little
cost containment or efficiency.
'It will all be met by
the Commonwealth' is the easy way out for proprietors, unions,
suppliers and State governments.
The Minister sketched out some alternative funding arrangements, all
•of which are potentially relevant to SAHs:
1.

Program grants to each institution, adjusted according
to some global cost measure such as national wage rises
or a health care CPI.

2.

Block grants to the States, which would simply transfer
the whole problem to the State governments.

3.

Vouchers to assessed clients, in the hope that the
"free market" would provide what the consumers wanted.

4.

Removal of control on fees and growth, but much
stricter assessment of consumers.

5.

Targetting of all government subsidies on low-income
consumers, leaving the market to cater for the betteroff.

v
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The Minister made it clear that the Commonwealth is still studying
the whole question, but believes that large parts of the answer lie
in tighter assessment of consumer needs, better definition and
*
control of standards of care, and a better range of non-institutional
alternatives.
s
Meanwhile, the Commonwealth has commissioned two studies on hostels.
The second of these, being undertaken by Peat Marwick and Mitchell,
hopes to measure the quality of care and to establish standards of
care for hostel residents, and to determine the levels of staff

needed to maintain these standards.

Special Accommodation Houses

are not being included in the study.

This is an unfortunate

omission, given the similarity of the two types of institution
and the fact that SAHs, rather than hostels, appear to cater for
the most disadvantaged consumers.

It presumably indicates that the

Commonwealth has no immediate intention of extending subsidies to
SAHs.
As a strategy for improving the quality and accessibility of
supported accommodation services, a decision to subsidize SAHs must
be compared to its logical alternatives.

Among these, the most

obvious is an expansion of non-profit services, both residential *
and domiciliary.
The case for an expansion in domiciliary services is not that they
are a cheaper alternative to residential services.

An adequate

system of domiciliary services is needed in its own right, because
the great majority of older or disabled people prefer to live
independently for as long as they can manage.
Domiciliary services also have the advantage of flexibility.

They

can be delivered to people regardless of where they are living, and
the level of service can be readily tailored to the needs of the
individual.

Thus domiciliary services can be used as part of a

strategy for improving the quality, of life for residents in Special
Accommodation Houses.

Visiting nursing, podiatry, occupational

therapy and meals on wheels are the obvious examples.

Of these,

only visiting nursing is generally available to SAH residents at
the moment.

The extension of other domiciliary services to SAH

residents is considered further in Section 6 and 8.
In terms of residential services, the expansion of.non-profit
services has several advantages over the subsidization of privatesector Special Accommodation Houses.

The main advantages lie in

quality control, targetting and accountability.
Quality control has proved to be a problem with private nursing
homes, as attested by several enquiries.

The Senate Select

Committee's report on private nursing homes said:

4.52 While complaints similar to the above only
related to a minority of homes within each state,
the evidence received by the Committee substantiates
the view that deplorable conditions are still ex
perienced in some privately run homes. Rather than
maintain enough staff to supervise elderly patients
and to provide them with company and activities,
these homes rountinely sedate their patients, leaving
them in bed or in a chair. It is in these homes that
social workers and relatives report finding old
people left to themselves despite incontinence, bed
sores and even infection.
The committee received evidence in camera to suggest that in 1982
there were up to 20 such homes in Melbourne.
Thus, if the aim is to improve conditions at the bottom end of the
SAH market, subsidies alone are unlikely to be effective.

The

reasons for poor quality have much more to do with management
practices than financial pressures.

Many SAHs of quite acceptable

quality are financially viable although charging only the basic
pension;- conversely, some more expensive places have fallen below
acceptable standards of care.
Secondly, making subsidies generally available to Special Accomm
odation Houses would not facilitate the targetting of public funds
on improved residential services for those groups that seem to be
in particular need of them.

They include the confused elderly,

people with intellectual disabilities and people with brain damage
from alcohol.

As argued further below, the current reliance of

these groups on down-market Special Accommodation Houses indicates
a failure of government funding policy on supported accommodation.
An extension of subsidies to SAHs would do nothing to rectify this
failure, but would merely institutionalize it.
The third point is a rephrasing of the second.

Improving the

accountability of service providers is a necessary part of a strategy
to improve the services themselves.

Subsidies to private-sector

establishments are arguably a less effective device for improving
accountability than the direct funding of non-profit services.

In

the latter case, the performance of management and staff can be more
readily scrutinized by the funding body, by consumers and their
relatives, and by public-interest advocacy groups. ■While it would
be naive to suppose that the mere existence of a publicly-elected,
board of management is a guarantee of accountability, these mechan- ‘
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isms do have a potential that is lacking in the case of a small
private business.
Rec. 49:

Government policy on improving the access to and

quality of residential services for currently disadvantaged
groups should concentrate on expanding and improving the non
profit sector rather than subsidizing the private sector.

Expansion of hostel funding
We considered above the possibility of extending hostel subsidies to
Special Accommodation Houses.

The second alternative is simply to

expand the funding available .under the Aged or Disabled Persons Homes
Act, in the hope that the•non-profit sector will begin to compete
more effectively with the pension-only SAHs.
Non-profit organizations can receive a $2 for $1 subsidy for the
construction or acquisition of a hostel, the maximum subsidy being
$16,666 per resident for single units and $19,333 for doubles, plus
$1,920 per unit for the land.

The hostel must comply with local

fire and health regulations and must conform to a national design
I

standard.

Call bells in bedrooms and grab-rails in corridors and

toilets must be fitted.
’•

The minimum staffing levels have already

■ •V

been described.
As well as these capital subsidies and the subsidies to eligible
residents, hostels finance themselves by fees and incoming donations
or loans.

The usual maximum donation is $10,000 to $12,000, often

with a sliding scale according to the applicant's income.
The legislation sets no upper limit on either fees or donations.
However, in order to ensure a degree of access by low-income people;
subsidized hostels must (since 1984) agree to reserve 20% of beds
for 1financially disadvantaged persons1, defined as those who would
be eligible for Supplementary Rent Assistance - that is, private
tenants or boarders dependent on the pension.

These persons must

not be charged an incoming donation, and their fees must not exceed
85% of the pension plus SRA.
5

Many hostels have a more generous policy, charging only half the

t

residents a donation.

The Brotherhood of St Laurence, for example,

has until recently charged no donations at all;

current policy is

to accept donations from one in four residents and to charge fees
at 82.5% of income, with a maximum fee of $140 per week.

But few ’

hostels are so deliberately targetted on low-income.people without
1

|

assets.
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As well as the legislative requirement that hostels reserve one in
five beds for pensioners without assets, the Department now tries to
encourage hostels to waive donations for 50% of applicants, and to
hold the maximum donation at $13,000, and to charge the lowest fees
consistent with a break-even budget.

To achieve these goals, the

•*

Department has one powerful lever - the approval or non-approval of
an organization's funding application.
The need for a new funding formula
Despite the government's efforts to ensure that subsidized hostels
accommodate disadvantaged groups, a two-tiered system has emerged in
which many aged or otherwise dependent people are forced to rely on
down-market Special Accommodation Houses, boarding houses and private
hotels.

These establishments are not necessarily cheap:

the tariff

at a pension-only SAH will actually be higher than the maximum fees
which hostels are permitted to charge for 'financially disadvantaged'
residents.

At 85% of the pension plus SRA, the basic hostel charge

of around $90 per week is $5 to $15 less than most pension-only SAHs
(some of which take control of the resident's entire income, handing
back a few dollars a week 'on request').

The commonest.iiostel fees

^

are in the $110 to $130 range.
S
Apart from being cheaper, hostels offer a distinctly better quality
of service than the down-market SAH in terms of space, privacy and
staffing levels.

Single bedrooms are the normal standard demanded by

the Department's subsidy guidelines;

a few double bedrooms are

usually provided for the small proportion of married couples;
suite bathrooms are also standard.
the norm in pension-only SAHs;

en

By contrast,*shared bedrooms are

usually only two complete strangers

have to share, but three or four to a room is quite common, particular
ly in the larger rooms characteristic of a former mansion which has
been converted to an SAH. - Except in a very few establishments, a
substantial premium is charged for the luxury of a single bedroom
(e.g. $130 compared to $100).

En suite bathrooms will only be found

^

in the newer, purpose-built places.
There are three related reasons for the growth of this two-tiered
system:

(i) the funding formula for hostels;

system for hostel admissions;
on SAHs.

A

(ii) the rationing

and (iii) the lower standards imposed

4,
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The elements of hostel funding have already been described:
i

1
\

i

U

the $2

for $1 capital subsidy and the two levels of resident subsidy.

The

effect of this formula is that hostels can only be built by organ
izations that have considerable resources of their own, which in
practice means either well-established welfare organizations (par

J*

ticularly those endowed with charitable bequests).or local government
authorities.

For example, to construct a 30-bed hostel today costs

between $500,000 and $700,000, so the organization would need to
raise around $200,000 from non-government sources.
The budget for the Aged or Disabled Persons Homes Act was 16% lower
this year than last.

The reason seems to be not that the government

has imposed cuts, but that fewer applications have been received.

More

precisely, fewer applications can be approved under guidelines which
try to direct the establishment of nursing homes and hostels into areas

4

of greater need, and which give priority to services catering for
ethnic minorities.

Such guidelines seem sensible in themselves, yet

the end result is not.

Too many disadvantaged groups remain unable

to gain access to hostels.
%

The fault would appear to be with the funding formula itself.

It

discriminates against organized groups who lack the financial or human
resources to avail of it, and in a less tangible way it discriminates
against potential consumers who lack any advocacy group to act on their
behalf.
The clearest example of the first sort of problem is of course the
ethnic communities.

As Susan Hearst found (Ethnic Communities and

their Aged) many such groups have begun to recognize the need for
supported accommodation, but have lacked the organization or finances
needed to put in a successful bid.
A
i

This is particularly a problem

with the most recently arrived groups who do not yet have sufficient
internal wealth or outside contacts.

Similarly, as one Departmental

f

official observed, Aboriginal groups are effectively ineligible because,

w

although they could find sources of money in other government programs,

5*
i

only non-government money can be used as collateral for the $2 to $1
subsidy.
The second sort of problem is an effect of the historical origins of
hostels in benevolent and mutual-aid organizations catering to

i

|

i
i

particular communities.

Many such groups had built hostels long before

government funding was available.* The current funding, formula has thus been

predicated on the assumption that organised communities of interest
already exist - which is often true.

(Flicking through the

Department's guide to hostels and nursing homes reveals an extra
ordinary variety of special-interest groups, many of them memorials
to an older, pre-war Australia.)
However, a substantial minority of the population falls outside of
these organised interest groups, or rejects the type of service
which is offered.

For example, brain-damaged alcoholics are much

more likely to be accepted by SAHs than hostels, and the same is
true for 'skid-row' men whose main alternative is those large and
stigmatized institutions for homeless men.

Likewide, very many

people with developmental or psychological disabilities, no
longer in institutions, have found that Special Accommodation
Houses are their only option.'-

On the other hand, people who. identify with a church, a service club,
war service, or a country town are much more likely to have access
to a hostel.
Yet the specialization of hostels (and SAHs) is probably a good thing.
Any such residential service is necessarily something of a 'total
institution'*in Goffman's sense; the residents are likely to prefer
sharing their environment with people with whom they can identify
in some relevant sense (religion, class, language, war-time
experience or whatever).

Social policy- on supported accommodation is therefore faced with an
implicit clash between two objectives:

(i) the rationalization of

admissions on the basis of comparative needs,- and (ii) the desira
bility of preserving a certain cultural
residential services.

diversity between different

The current system of referrals to

residential services is a compromise between these two equally
valid objectives - but it is a compromise that results in a twotiered system of residential services where the most disadvantaged
groups seem to get the worst deal.

*

In Asylums, Erving Goffman noted some fundamental similarities
between institutions as diverse as a mental hospital, a convent
an an army camp.
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Towards a better strategy

]
i

The problems identified above should be addressed through the
following strategy:

]

1.
2.
3.

1i *

4.

Better integration of referrals.
Continued specialization of services.
Priority to referring disadvantaged groups to non-profit
services. .
100% funding of new residential services for certain
disadvantaged groups.

Integration of referrals

i
■

The present system of referrals to residential services is perhaps
too fragmented to be called a system at all.

To analyse it

adequately would require a full-scale study, which unfortunately,
cannot be undertaken here.• Nevertheless,
be discerned.

certain features can

Admissions to most residential services are controlled

by the servicesthemselves:

they devise their own policies and

employ their own "gate keepers".

Special Accommodation Houses are

an exception, insofar as many lack an explicit policy on admissions
and rely on professionals in other agencies (and on GPs and the
general public)'.
s#

But the admissions policiesof hostels, particularly those run by large
welfare or church organisations, are beginning to be subjected to a
process of review.

Admissions officers are also becoming more pro

fessionalized, with the growing employment of people with nursing
or social work qualifications.

These staiff see themselves as

accountable not only to their individual managements, but also to
their colleagues in related agencies.

Participation in various

regional or local forums of service providers is encouraged, and
is an opportunity for reviewing admissions policies in the wider
context of aged care and health/welfare policies.
The government is also encouraging this process.

The Health

Department has adopted a policy of setting up Regional Assessment
Teams, one of whose main functions is the rationalization of
consumer access to various health, welfare and accommodation services.
k

4

The process is far from complete, and major problems have still to
be resolved.

For example, there are tensions between the State

and local levels over the control of regional teams, and about
the desirable level of autonomy of individual services.

.There

is little point in imposing a regional team from above when the
existing network of service providers has been developing its own
system of assessments and referrals .

w
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Nevertheless, the emerging system does seem to be moving in the
right direction.

Some hostels, for example, are abandoning their

separate waiting lists; these had merely encouraged people to put
their names down long before they had any immediate need of hostel
accommodation.

Waiting lists with 300 or .400 names were proving

to be a highly inefficient device for either measuring demand or
rationing supply.

Instead, the hostels should rely on more

sophisticated assessments of the needs of people referred to them by
their own and other agencies, such as municipal welfare staff who
have been supporting an elderly person at home with domiciliary
services.

Liaison and case planning between these agencies thus

becomes an essential part of a more rational system of admissions
to residential services.
However, Special Accommodation Houses are not well integrated into
this system.

In the first place, many of their residents are

referred directly by their families, who are'either unaware of
other possibilities or unable to cope with the delays and uncertain
ties of the welfare system.

Frequently the family relies on the

advice of their doctor, but it has often been noted that GPs remain
largely isolated from local and regional networks of health and
welfare services.

Even within public hospitals, doctors will

often seek to solve a bed. shortage by arranging placement at an
SAH without either consulting the social-work staff or conducting
a thorough assessment of the alternatives.
Officer remarked:

(As one Accommodation

"If you are over 60 and don't have an interesting

disease, they don11 want to know about you".)
The second point is an extension of the first.

Access to an SAH

is more or less immediate', whereas admission to a hostel can take
months.

Also, hostel admission policies frequently give preference

to people from a particular locality, whereas SAHs impose no such
conditions.

Paradoxically, as hostel assessment and admissions

policies become more sophisticated, it is probably less possible
to shop around for a vacancy, whereas a few phone calls will .
quickly' locate a bed in a Special Accommodation House.

The result

is that the accommodation options available to people will vary
inversely with the urgency of their need.

A person living independ-’

ently at home or with their family is more likely to be able to
wait for a hostel vacancy than a person who has been admitted to a
public hospital.
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Admission to a hospital, in these days of severe bed shortages,
practically forecloses the option of waiting for a hostel vacancy
(unless, of course, something definite has already been arranged).
Instead, the choices are to return to the previous living situation
or go to an SAH.
£
Returning to the previous living arrangement may not be possible, for
a number of reasons.

A person who had been living independently in

rented housing may have, had to abandon it while in hospital.

But

the commonest reason is the breakdown of the person1s support
system.

The relatives with whom they had been living declare them

selves no longer able to cope.
be the cause of the crisis.

The admission to hospital may itself

Consider the case of a frail old lady

living in her own home but supported by domiciliary services and

|
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regular visits by her, daughter, who has her own large family to
look after.

Eventually the old lady has a fall, breaks her hip and

is admitted to hospital.

The fall merely confirms the daughter's

* »► V

mounting fears for her mother's health and safety.

The hospital

refuses to keep her beyond a couple of months, but a nursing-home
is unncessary.

She is therefore placed in a Special Accommodation

v
* ...... .. ..

House.

...................

^

The well-trodden path from public hopsital to SAH reveals the

I

.

fragmentary nature of the overall system of referrals to supported

« .1.8.... .

accommodation services.

Two measures that would improve the

a

integration of the system are:
closer liaison between Accommodation Officers

i

l

(i)

i

L

based in hospitals (and other institutions) and
their counterparts in hostels and other
community-based services;
(ii)

and

more deliberate use of SAHs as a form of temporary
accommodation.

i
j

• '

• ■
These points will be discussed further below.

"c*
j
i
1
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Specialization of residential services
"

Government policy on supported accommodation should continue to
• encourage a degree of specialization in terms of the common
characteristics of users.

The need for ethno-specific hostels has

already been mentioned.' Other relevant characteristics are social
,

class, gender, religion, and type of disability.

At first glance, such an approach could be seen to conflict with
the principles of normalization and integration.

Disability-

activists have been strongly campaigning against the existence of
segregated institutions for the blind, the mentally retarded, the
physically disabled and so on.
than real.

But the conflict is more apparent

The campaign against segregation is a campaign against

the lack of housing choice for people with various disabilities;
it is also a fight for the human rights of people who are in
institutions.
The present study argues strongly for both these objectives - a
range of housing choices (particularly domicilary services to enable
people to keep living in the community), and an improved quality of
life within residential services.
The point remains that there is a continuing need for residential
services that offer full board and a degree of personal care.

To

maintain a good environment it is important for the residents to
have certain things in common.
of these.

Language is only the most obvious

Disability is more controversial.

Yet the conscientious

Accommodation Officer would think twice before referring a workingclass man suffering from alcoholic brain damage to a hostel or SAH
that catered mainly for middle-class women.

Likewise, the proprietor

of an SAH that mainly housed people discharged from psychiatric
institutions argued that his residents felt much freer to indulge
in eccentric behaviour than if they were forced to mix with 'normal'
people.

This argument cannot be simply.dismissed - though again,

choice is the essential factor.
Rec. 50:

Government policy on residential services, private

or non-profit, should continue to encourage a degree of
specialization in terms of the-common characteristics of.users.
It should be recognized that such a policy imposes certain
constraints on any attempt to rationalize admissions on the '
basis of need.
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Transfers and temporary accommodation
The objective of improving the access of disadvantaged groups to
hostels can be achieved by the combination of two steps: a better
system of transfers, and the more deliberate use of SAHs as
temporary accommodation.

Both processes already occur to some

extent; the task is to improve the system.

Many residents remain in unsatisfactory Special Accommodation Houses
because they lack the capacity to act on their own behalf, and noone else has.the interest, the time or the authority to do so.
The system of referrals to and between supported accommodation
services should have the capacity to help people transfer to the
type of accommodation that* suits them best.

Although this is the

role of Accommodation (or Placement) Officers, the pressures of work
and the priority necessarily given to finding an initial placement
inevitably result in people being left indefinitely in unsatisfactory
accommodation.
The Health Department should commission a study of the resource

3*

needs of referral services that would examine the capacity of
Accommodation Officers to keep in regular contact with the people

' :K

they have placed in SAHs, hostels and nursing homes.

The Department

should develop a policy on transfers between supported accommodation
services as part of a policy on admissions.

Such a policy might

choose to capitalize on one advantage that SAHs have over hostels:
admissions are comparatively uncomplicated and quick.

SAHs are

therefore well placed to provide immediate but temporary accommoda
tion, allowing the referral service time to investigate•the type of
accommodation that would best'suit the individual (in terms of cost,
level of care, location and prevailing type of resident).
The success of such an approach would depend on the staffing levels

4

4f

of referral services; the availability of a range of supported
accommodation services; and the degree of co-operation between SAH

i
I
i

proprietors, hostel admission staff, and referral staff.

a

Rec. 51:
t
*

The Health Department should commission a study on

the resource needs of agencies referring people to residential
services, noting the desirability of referral personnel keeping
in touch with the clients they have placed.

%
?

J'A
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Rec. 52:

The Health Department and the Department of Community

Services should develop a policy on transfers between residential
services as part of a more rational policy on admissions.

A new funding model for supported accommodation

•

^

The usefulness of the Aged or Disabled Persons Homes Act is limited
by its $2 for $1 capital subsidy formula.

As already discussed,

the effect is a great shortage of hostel accommodation and a
rationing of admissions in ways that discriminate against such
groups as the confused elderly, the alcoholically brain damaged,
and the intellectually disabled.
groups needs or wants

By no means everyone in these

hostel-style accommodation; but those that

do are frequently forced to rely on Special Accommodation Houses
at the cheap end of the market where costs are actually higher and
standards lower than in the subsidized hostels.

A continuing

decline in the number of commercial boarding houses is further

!
;

narrowing their choices.
Liberalizing the admissions policies of hostels is a necessary part

*

of the solution - but only a part, because it would be counter
productive to require hostels to select residents on some strict
criterion of need, ignoring other factors such as social class,
cultural background, preferred lifestyle, or even type of disability.
For the same reason, the Federal Government's policy of encouraging
hostels to admit 50% of "financially disadvantaged" residents is also
likely to be of limited usefulness.
Instead, what is needed is a deliberate policy of establishing
supported accommodation services that will cater for the groups who
are discriminated against under the present system.
The steps involved are: determining the current need; introducing
a new capital program for the provision of stock; and developing

*

models for the management of services (including staffing formulas
and resident subsidy formulas).

’

^

Determining the extent of need:

A starting point would be a survey

of SAH residents, particularly those in down-market establishments
with no income beyond the pension.

The figure may be around 2000.
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But the field of intellectual disability will also cover people
•t
unsatisfactorily housed in large institutions or living with
their relatives.

The other main group to be considered is elderly

people with a confusional disorder who

|£
I

are known to have difficulty

gaining admission to hostels.
Such a survey would only yeild estimates of the demand for
residential services, because the main alternative - domiciliary
services - cannot be regarded as adequate.
Rec, 53:

The Health Department or the Department of Community

Services should commission a survey of the' current and
potential demand for residential services in the non-profit
sector, on the assumption that the figure will include all
or most SAH residents with no income beyond the pension.
Provision of stock:

The capital funding formula in the Aged or

Disabled Persons Homes Act will have to be reviewed.

There is a

strong precedent in the Aged or Disabled Persons Hostels Act which
operated between 1972 and 1975.

■v

It gave 100% funding for the

capital costs of approved organizations.

It was introduced to

speed up the provision of hostels - action that is needed again
today.
It would be a logical extension of the federal government's housing
policy to bring the funding pool of the Aged or Disabled Persons
Homes Act under the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement (CSHA) as

•

has already been done with pensioner housing and the Homeless
Persons Assistance Program' (now. part of the Supported Accommodation
Assistance Program).

The $2 for $1 subsidy arrangements with

approved voluntary organizations could remain undisturbed, but be
supplemented with a sub-program that directed the State Housing
Authorities to use extra CSHA funds in order to construct or acquire
*

suitable stock.

Some premises now operating as Special Accommodation

Houses may be suitable and available for spot-purchase by the MOH.
In Victoria, that would mean that the Ministry of Housing simply
expanded its current Rooming House Program and worked much more
closely with the Department of Community Services and the Health

i
i
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Department over the development of management models and staffing
arrangements.
The Health Department already has a program of establishing
Community Residential Units as part of its de-institutionalization
of services for the intellectually disabled; small-scale, communitybased boarding or rooming houses, competing directly with Special
Accommodation Houses, would usefully extend the range of options
for this target group.
In the absence of federal action, there is no reason why the
Victorian government should not take the initiative.
an injection of extra state funds is long overdue:

In any case,
Victoria

currently spends less on its public housing system per head of
population than any other state government ($34.40 in 1984-85
compared to $144.40 per capita in South Australia:

see The View

from the Ground Shelter Victoria 1985).
Rec. 54:

The Commonwealth and Victorian governments should

rationalize and expand the funding pools available for
residential services for low-income aged or disabled people,

V

incorporating these pools in the CSHA, with the eventual aim
of replacing the reliance of these groups on private-sector
services with access to non-profit services.
Management models: Even with 100% funding, it may not be sufficient
to rely on initiatives from voluntary organizations.

The government

itself (whether the Health Department or the state or federal
Departments of Community Services) should take the initiative in
determining priorities and consulting with relevant groups on the
design of suitable management models.
Merely announcing a program and calling for submissions puts a
premium on groups which already have an organizational infra
structure; regrettably, some of these groups have a history of
running unimaginative or even oppressive services:
Depending on the particular type of residential service that was to
be run, premises could either be managed directly by the Ministry
of Housing, or leased to a voluntary organisation or community

i

groups.

Design standards and inspection could remain the responsib

ility of the health authorities.

Responsibility for maintenance

would be negotiated between the Ministry of Housing as landlord,
and the facility's management group.
Resident fees would be split for accounting purposes between a
housing component (rent) and a service component.

The rental

component would be calculated in accordance with the Ministry of
Housing's cost-rent formula to cover such items as maintenance,
interest and depreciation.

Consistent with the rest of the public

housing system, the rental component would be rebateable; that is,
residents on a low income and without assets would pay a lower,
rent than better-off residents.
Rec. 55:

The relevant state authorities (Health, Housing and

Community Services) should review and develop management
models appropriate to the management of non-profit' residential
services for the target groups identified, in consultation
with relevant community organizations and consumer groups.
The general aim should be the provision of small-scale,
community-based facilities that operate according to the
principle of normalization.

To this end, flexible models

that separate "landlord" functions from "support service"
functions should be preferred.
Staff and resident subsidies: • The staffing levels of hostels are
currently under review.

The two levels of resident subsidy are

designed to cover the staffing costs (or at least to supplement
income from resident fees).

Under the proposed expansion of non

profit services, staffing .costs (and therefore methods of subsidy)
would be determined-by the two following variables:

affordability

from the resident's point of view (eg. a maximum fee of 85% of the
pension for full board, less for less); and the level of residential
and non-residential staff required to provide an appropriate type
of service.

It is probable, for example, that services for' the

ambulant confused elderly will require much more generous staffing
ratios than are available under current hostel subsidies - which
partly explains the reluctance of hostels to admit such people.
But not all the staff need be employed by the residential service
itself.

Indeed, it is often desirable that they operate out of

other specialist or generic services.
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Thus it is impossible for the present study to recommend any part
icular staffing formula.
One other factor to consider is the eligibility test for public
tenants.

Under the proposed model, the new services would form

part of the public housing stock, whether managed directly by the
Ministry of Housing or by a community group.

Since the services

would be catering primarily to low-income people, the means test
applied to public tenants would not normally prove a barrier.
Exceptions would be services for the confused elderly, many of
whom may own a house, and people disabled in accidents, who may
receive large compensation payments.

Some modification to the

eligibility test may therefore be required.
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APPENDIX A:

a British code of practice

The following is an extract from Home Life: a code of practice
for residential care (the 1984 Report of a Working Party
sponsored by the U K Department of Health and Social Security .
and convened by the Centre for Policy on Ageing under the
Chairmanship of Kina, Lady Avebury).

The booklet can be obtained from the Centre for Policy on
Ageing, Nuffield Lodge Studio, Regents Park, London NWl 4RS.

It is not suggested'that the British code should be adopted
unchanged.

Some of it is irrelevant to Victoria, and some

of its recommendations may vary from what a Victorian enquiry
might establish as the preferred practice.
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Summary of recom m endationsa check list

13

Information of this nature should be provided with the con
sent of the resident, and treated in the strictest confidence.

In order to clarify the status of items in this check list, the
word must' has -been reserved for legal requirements/The
legal basis of these requirements lies outside the Code.

14

General administration
Records which the home is required to keep must be keptin a secure place and treated as confidential. Such records
must be available for inspection by the registration authority.

Social care

1

5

6
7

8
9

10
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Admission procedures
All homes should produce a brochure setting out the aims
of the establishment and the facilities which it intends to
provide.

Para no.
(page no.)

The admission of residents on a short-term basis into a home
should not disrupt or diminish the quality of life of longerteim residents.
i

2.1.3 (18J

The first two months after a resident enters a home on a
long-term basis should be agreed by both parties as a recoqnised trial period.

2.1.4 (18)

At the end of the trial period, the ability of the home to meet
the needs of the resident should be fully considered by the
resident, the proprietor and any key supporters.

2.1.5 (19)

Subsequent regular reviews should take place, in order to
plan future health and social care for the resident. "

2.1.6 (19)

The resident and a key supporter should normally be present
during the reviews.

2.1.6 (19)

Residents should be encouraged to bring personal pos
sessions, including furniture, into a home.

2.1.7 (19)

Residents' personal possessions should be treated with
respect, and any valuable items noted. Unobtrusive pro
cedures for the recording of major additions and deletions
should be established.

2.1.7 (19)

Residents should be helped to buy their own clothing and
should never be supplied with clothing from a communal
pool.

2.1.8 (19)

Terms and conditions of residence
r®®‘^ents' ar,d where necessary their sponsor as well
should be given in writing a clear statement of the terms
under which the accommodation is offered.
Homes should be made aware of health factors affecting the
type of care required. These should include the prospective
resident s current medical condition and prognosis, together

2.3.2 (21)

17

Residents should be encouraged to maintain their indepen
dence within the home, recognising that this may involve a
degree of responsible risk-taking.

2 .3 .3 (2 1 )

18

Residents should be involved as much as possible in making
decisions concerning the way in which the home is run.

2.3.4 (21)

19

Residents should be addressed in the manner they have
chosen.
Professional .advice’ and. guidance from the registration
authority should be sought when a resident's ability to make
decisions or exercise choice appears to be in doubt.

2.3.5 (21)

21

All complaints should be treated seriously and recorded.

2.3.7 (22)

22

Residents shduld be made aware that they have the right to
refer any unresolved complaint to the registration authority.

2.3.7 (22)

23

Any infringement of this Code of Practice should constitute
grounds for a complaint.

2.3.7 (22)

24

Residents should normally have access to their personal
records maintained by the home.

2.3.8 (22)

25

When information is provided about, or derived from, a third
party it should not be disclosed to a resident without the
consent of that third party.

2.3.8 (22)

26

Information about a child should not be given to parents or
guardians without the child's consent, unless the child is pre
cluded by age or mental impairment from giving informed
consent.
Information may be withheld from the resident only in
exceptional circumstances and after most careful assess
ment. Such a decision should be made at senior level within
the home, and the resident may appeal to the registration
authority.

2.3.8 (22)

16
2.1.2 (18)

2.3.1 (20)

Domestic routines in the home should aim to meet the needs
and preferences of the resident rather than administrative
convenience.
Rules relating to residents should be kept to a minimum.

15

2.1.1 (18;

Intending residents should be able to visit a home prior to
admission and to be visited by someone from the home in
the place where they are living.

2.2.2 (20)

20

27
2 2 1 (191

2.2.2 (201
28

Security of tenure
.
If there is any doubt about security of tenure, residents
.should be referred to a local Citizens Advice Bureau or the

2.3.3 (21)

2.3.6 (21)

2.3.8 (22)

Z.4

(23)

-

C
47.

2.5.1 (23)

30

The right to privacy in residents' own rooms should be
respected.

2.5.1 (23)

31

Where rooms are shared, personal, space for each resident
should be provided and privacy ensured by the use of room
dividers and other furniture.

2.5.1 (23)

48

32

Bedroom and sitting room temperatures should be main
tained at similar levels.

2.5.1 (23)

33

Residents should be able to meet whom they wish in private,
either in their own room, or in other comfortable accommo
dation.

34
35

*•
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Residents should be made aware of their responsibility for
the safe-keeping of money and valuables, and of any insur
ance provided by the home which covers this. They should
be advised to take out any further insurance which may be
needed.
The home must have a secure facility, with limited access by
a responsible person, for the storage of residents' valuables.
Receipts should be given to depositors.

2.6.3 (26)

49

The home should also keep a permanent register of deposits
and withdrawals.

2.6.3 (26)

2.5.1 (23)

50

In the case of temporary or permanent incapacity of a resi
dent to safeguard his possessions, the agent acting on his
behalf should undertake the responsibility (see 5 1 -5 4 ).

2.6.3 (26)

Residents should be encouraged to pursue existing interests
and acquire new ones.

2.5.2 (23)

51

2.6.4 (26)

Residents' mobility should be maintained by encouraging
walks, outside visits and social activity.

2.5.2 (23)

A resident may appoint a relative, friend or someone over 18
in the community to act as his agent in the handling of his
finances.

52

2.6.4 (26)

36

All residents should be enabled to make use of community
facilities.

.2.5.2 (23)

37

Involvement in political and religious activities should be
respected, provided it does not interfere unduly with others.

2.5.2 (23)

38

Visitors should be welcome at all reasonable times.

2.5.3 (24)

In the absence of someone known to the resident, the regis
tration authority should be asked to recommend someone to
act as agent. References for agents should be sought, and all
names of individuals and organisations acting as agents
should be lodged with the registration authority. Only in
exceptional circumstances should the proprietor or manager
assume the role of agent.

39

2.5.3 (24)

53

A resident wishing to delegate more extensive powers to act
on his behalf may execute a power of attorney. No-one
connected with the home should be appointed an attorney.

2.6.4 (26)

A resident's right to refuse to see a visitor should be
respected.

40

If a proprietor decides to exclude a resident's visitor, he
should record the fact, and be able to justify this action to the
registration authority.

2.5.3 (24)

54

2 .6 .5 (2 7 )

The involvement of suitable volunteers to befriend isolated
residents is to be encouraged.

2.5.4 (24)

When a qualified medical practitioner has assessed a resi
dent as mentally unable to manage his financial affairs, and
the value of assets warrants it, careful consideration should
be given to placing the resident under the jurisdiction of the
Court of Protection.

55

In the case of children, guidance and education in the hand
ling of personal money is good practice.

2.6.6 (28)

56

Proprietors and staff should not become involved in the hand
ling and management of residents' monies. They should be
able to draw the attention of the registration authority to
any concern they may have about particular problems of a
resident's finances.

2.6.7 (28)

29
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Privacy and personal autonomy
It is recommended that residents in long-term care should
have their own room, unless they prefer otherwise.

41

42

Financial affairs
Adults who are likely to be permanent residents should be
encouraged to make a will prior to admission to the home.

2.6.1 (25)

43-

Proprietors or staff should not normally act as witnesses to
any resident's will. In no circumstances should the proprietor
or any member of staff become an executor of any resident's
will.

2.6.1 (25)

44

If a resident’s incompetence to make a will is confirmed by
a medical practitioner, consideration should be given to
contacting the Court of Protection.

2.6.1 (25)

It should be the publicly-known practice of a home to decline
all personal gifts from residents, except for small token, pre
sents. If a resident insists, independent advice, if possible
from the registration authority, should be sought.

2.6.2 (25)

The acceptance of gratuities by staff should not be permitted.

2.6.3 (26)

45

46

2.6.3 (26)

57

Health care
All residents have the right of access to health and remedial
services provided in thecommunity.

58

Homes have the right of access to community health
resources for their residents.

2.7.1 (28)

59

No medical treatment must be given to a resident without his
valid consent except where the law permits in cases of

2.7.2 (28)

2.7.1 (28)

x.

life-threatening emergencies, or under the terms of the
Mental Health Act 1983.
60

Children under 1 6 may be able to consent to or refuse treat
ment. Where they cannot do so by reason of age or mental
impairment, parents or those in loco parentis may do so, sub
ject to the Court's powers to take action in the child's best
interests.

2.7.2 (28)

Only household remedies should be given without a doctor's
prescription.

2.7.3 (29)

63

Residents who are deemed able to retain and administer their
own medication should be encouraged to do so, and have a
secure place to keep it in.

2.7.3 (29)

64

Drugs for which the proprietor is responsible must be kept
in a secure place, be individually labelled, and administered
only by the trained responsible person authorised by the
proprietor. A record must be kept of drugs received and
administered by the home.

2.7.3 (29)

A resident's failure to take prescribed drugs which are held
by the proprietor should be reported to the resident's medical
practitioner.

2.7.3 (29)

66

The proprietor should take responsibility for ensuring that
staff are trained in the administration of drugs.

2.7.3 (29)

67

Medication must never be administered as a means of social
control.

2.7.3 (29)

61

i
62

65
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2.7.5 (30)

Intensive or terminal care should be given in a resident's own
room and not in any special unit.

2.7.5 (30)

70

If a resident is aware he is dying, he should be consulted
about his wishes on terminal care and funeral or cremation
arrangements.

2.7.5 (30)

71

Contact should be made, if the resident wishes it, with the
appropriate minister of religion.

2.7.5 (30)

72

When a resident is dying, the need for support to relatives,
staff, and other residents should be recognised and met.

2.7.5 (30)

73

Local, cultural and religious customs surrounding the death
of a resident should be observed.

2.7.5 (30)

66

75

When considering whether there is reasonable and appropriate accommodation and space, the registration authority will
refer to the appropriate Building Notes. In the case of
adapted premises, these should be flexibly interpreted.

76

Registering authorities should ensure that the location and
surrounding environment are suited to the aims of a home,
in the case of new applications.

3.2

(32)

77

The availability of local amenities, accessibility, health
services and public transport should be considerations in
granting registration.

3.2

(32)

78

The physical size of the building and the total number of
residents in each social grouping within it shall be important
considerations in deciding whether to grant registration.

3.3

(32)

79

The stated aims of the establishment should determine what
is meant by reasonable accommodation and space and such
accommodation should conform to the relevant Building
Notes for particular client groups.

3.4

(32)

80

Communal rooms in a home should be arranged to allow
residents to follow their chosen hobbies or interests. Where
there are children there should be room for homework to be
done.

3.4

(32)

81

The home should be decorated and furnished in a non-institutional manner.

3.4

(32)

82

Storage space for residents' luggage should be provided.

3.5

(33)

83

All residents'rooms should have at least one armchair, chest

3.5

(33)

Physical features

69
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Dying and death
When a home has admitted a resident with an assurance of
'care till death', the use of external sources of care, such as
the community nursing, or hospice nursing service, is strongly
recommended.

Proprietors should ascettain at an early stage w h o w ill take
responsibility for a resident's property pending the proving of
a will.
*
*

•*
2.7.2 (28)
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When a resident's ability to give valid consent is restricted
by inability to understand the language, every effort must
be made to explain the nature of the treatment and to gain
consent through the use of an interpreter.

±./.b U>W

74

3.1

(32)

of drawers, wardrobe facilities and table. There should be one
lockable piece of furniture.
84

In rooms for adults and older children, there should be
accessible power and light sockets. For younger children
these must not be easily accessible.

3.5

(33)

85

Residents should be allowed a choice of bedding, and it
should be ensured that such bedding is flame- and smoulderproof.

3.5

(33)

86

Floors in residents' rooms should be covered in non-slip
materials.

3.5

(33)

87

Residents should be able to have their names outside their
doors, if wished, and where possible letter boxes and locks
should be provided on the doors.

3.5

(33)

88

There should be a private washbasin within each bedroom.

3.6

(34)
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Staff
148

Staff qualities should include responsiveness to and respect
for the needs of the individual.

5.1

(49)

Staff skills should match the residents’ needs as identified in
the objectives of the home.

5.1

(49)

150

Staff should have the ability to give competent and tactful
care, whilst enabling residents to retain dignity and selfdetermination.

5.1

(49)

151

In the selection of staff at least two references should be
taken up, where possible from previous employers.

5.2

(49)

152

Applicants' curriculum vitae should be checked and for this
purpose employers should give warning that convictions
otherwise spent should be disclosed.

5.2

(49)

Proprietors should consider residents' needs in relation to all
categories of staff when drawing up staffing proposals.

5.3

(50)

Job descriptions will be required for all posts and staff should
be provided with relevant job descriptions on appointment.

5.3

(50)

In small homes where staff carry a range of responsibilities,
these must be clearly understood by staff.

5.3

(50)

f5 6

Any change of role or duty should be made, clear to the
member of staff in writing.

5.3

(50)

157

Minimum staff cover should be designed to cope with resi
dents' anticipated problems at any time.

5.4.1 (50)

Staff deployment should take account of periods of high
demand.

5.4.1 (50)

155
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158

Washing areas in bedrooms should be screened to provide
privacy.

90

There should be an

overall ratio of one toilet to four residents.

3.6 (34)

One bathroom to
provided.

eight residents should be the minimum

3.6 (34)

91

149

153
M
1£4

80-

,
92.
93 '

The location and fittings of bathrooms and toilets should be
planned to minimise the effects of disability of residents.

94

Equipment should be provided for residents who so wish to
launder their personal clothing.

3.6 (34)
3.6

(34)

3.7 (34)

Diet and food preparation
Meals must be varied, properly served and nutritious, and
should provide choice.

3.8 (34)

96

Ready-plated meals should be avoided.

3.8 (34)

97

The timing of meals should be flexible and provision made for
residents to prepare snacks and drinks for themselves.

3.8 (34)

98

Attention to residents with eating difficulties should be given
discreetly..

3.8 (34)

99

Homes should be prepared to cater for special diets, whether
these are medically advised, of cultural, religious or philo
sophical significance or the result of strong preference.

, 3.8 (34)

100

Residents should never be deceived into eating foods they
would not otherwise take.

3.8 (34)

101

Staff training should include the cultural and social importance of meals, their content and preparation.

3.8 (34)

102

Proprietors should ascertain residents' dietary needs on
admission, seeking advice from the community dietician or,
religious advisers where necessary in order to meet these
needs.

3.8 (34

'

•y

(34)

95

71

•>

The ratios of toilets and bathrooms to residents should not
include those exclusively for staff use.

3.6

*s>
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APPENDIX B

Private litigation to enforce standards of care
—

—

—

-

This section will consider the use of private litigation to enforce
a resident's right to a reasonable standard of care in a Special
Accommodation House.

*

^

Private action in the civil courts has certain advantages. It does
not depend, for example, on the Crown Law Office deciding it has a
sufficiently strong case to mount a prosecution. There have been
suggestions that Crown Law is reluctant to prosecute SAH proprietors
when there might be evidentiary problems (SAH residents with a
mental disability, for example, might make poor witnesses). These
difficulties might not deter a legal advocacy group acting on behalf
of an aggrieved resident.
Also, the burden of proof is lighter in civil actions. In a criminal
case, the prosecution must establish guilt "beyond a reasonable
doubt", but a plaintiff in a civil action need only prove the case
"on the balance of probabilities".
Two types of legal action will be discussed: negligence, and breach
of contract. It will be assumed that the resident is complaining
of some form of abuse, neglect or mistreatment by the proprietor
or staff.

Option 1:

An action for negligence

To succeed, a plaintiff must show (on the balance of probabilities)
that:

1.

1.

The defendant owed a legal duty of care to the plaintiff.

2.

The defendant failed to conform to the required standard
of care - that is, was negligent.

3.

The plaintiff suffered some material injury.

4.

The defendant's action (or failure to act) was the
'proximate cause' of the injury.

5.

There was no contributory negligence on the part of
the plaintiff.
(Or rather, any contributory negligence
will reduce the damages which the court will award).

The duty of care
As a resident in an SAH, a plaintiff would have no difficulty in
showing that the SAH proprietor owed them a duty of care. The
relationship between resident and proprietor is far from
casual. In fact, the proprietor has specifically contracted to
provide certain services to the resident.

4
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2.
i

Breach of the duty - negligence
.

V

^

To prove that the proprietor was negligent, the resident would
have to get the court to hold, on the facts, that the
proprietor's action (or non-action) was a failure to conform
to the standard of care required of SAH proprietors. The
resident could call on expert evidence to establish what the
required standard was.
In order to establish the required standard of care, the
plaintiff could use any relevant statutes as-evidence. The
Health Act 1958 and the SAH Regulations 1980 could therefore
be used. For example.Health Act S.220 EB (1):
Where the proprietor ... is or ought reasonably to
be aware that a resident in the house is in need
of more treatment, care or attention than can be
provided for him at the house he shall forthwith
notify the Commission.

I
i
1

Health (SAH) Regulations 1980: .
S.302(1)

The proprietor shall not appoint or
continue to employ as a member of the
staff ... any person who ... (b) is
not physically or mentally capable of
adequately performing the work required
of him therein.

S.303.

The proprietor shall at all times exercise
a close supervision of the premises and
the persons employed therein in all
matters relating to the ... care of the
residents.

S.408.

The proprietor shall provide and ensure (i) that the residents are provided with
varied, nutritious meals based on an
adequate diet.

i

The court would almost certainly read these statutes as imposing
a higher standard of care than would apply, for example, to a
motel proprietor. The court would look at the purpose of the
legislation, and would almost certainly find -that the State was
requiring’SAH proprietors to provide a standard of care (short
of nursing care) appropriate to people who were either aged or
'physically or mentally handicapped to the extent that their
ability is significantly impaired' (Health Act S.220A(1) ).
a

%

i

In some cases, the court will treat any unexcused deviation
from such statutes as 'negligence per s e '. This is the
doctrine of 'statutory negligence’. It will help a resident
who is complaining of some specific breach of the Act or the
Regulations such as sub-standard food or freezing temperatures
or incompetent staff.

Expert evidence
To prove that the proprietor was in breach of the duty of care,
the plaintiff could call on various witnesses - people who the
court will agree have special knowledge of the SAH scene and
related fields of welfare and aged care, such as Accommodation
Officers based in public hospitals, Housing Officers employed
by local government, other SAH proprietors, nurses, advisers,
and so on. In turn, the defendant could call contrary evidence
to establish a lower standard of care. The court would then have
to make up its own mind.
In the absence of a detailed statutory definition of the standard
of care, such evidence would be very important. Genuine
differences of opinion exist as to the required standard. A
Health Commission memo stated in 1982 that:
Our people believe that the organisation (RATS) seeks
to impose inappropriate standards (they could perhaps
be described as "upper middle class standards') on
■establishments which do a lot of good work looking
after difficult people with different aspirations
especially end-stage alcoholics.
Injury to the plaintiff
Having established that the SAH proprietor owed the resident a
duty of care, and having defined the duty in terms of a certain
standard of care, and having proved that the proprietor was in
breach of the duty because of some action or neglect, the
plaintiff would still have to prove that he or she' suffered
some material injury. This could be difficult.
An American study of complaints against Nursing Homes came
a pessimistic conclusion on this point:
Finally, our research revealed that many of the
complaints and grievances that nursing home
residents would be likely to have, particularly in
respect to quality of care, do not fit well into
existing legal doctrines and statutes. For example,
a plaintiff in a negligence suit must normally be
able to prove not only "negligent action" in the
ordinary sense of careless, thoughtless or
irresponsible behaviour, but that such behaviour
directly caused personal or property damage to the
plaintiff ... Generally speaking, the requirement
for proof of actual damages in a negligence suit
makes excellent sense. In the nursing home context,
however, a wide range of staff behaviour that is
clearly 'negligent' in the ordinary non-legal sense
of the term would not constitute sufficient legal
grounds for a 'negligence' suit unless, or until,
actual physical injury could be proved to have
resulted. Examples include persistent failure to
respond to patient requests for help, disabled and

to
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fragile patients left unattended and unassisted in
the bathroom, incontinent patients left lying in
their urine and feces for hours on end, unauthorized
use of physical restraints, etc.
(Doty and Sullivan, p.240.

Emphasis added).

The Australian position is probably similar. If so, the plaintiff's
case would turn upon convincing the court that some physically
measurable injury had been sustained. According to Fleming, an
injury to 'mere dignitary interests' would not be enough.
On the other hand, a plaintiff alleging continual neglect or
abuse might be able to adduce medical evidence of, say, a
weight loss or a deterioration in general health in the period
complained about. Hospital records might show that the person's
health had declined significantly after moving to the SAH arid
had rapidly improved after re-admission to hospital or transfer
to a better SAH. This would counteract the obvious difficulty
of proving that the person's declining health was not simply an
inevitable respopse to ageing or prior medical condition.
Nevertheless, until the courts take a more sympathetic view of
'psychic damage' caused by negligent behaviour, it may be
difficult for SAH residents to seek redress.
4.

Proximate cause
The requirement is that the plaintiff prove (on balance) that
the injury was caused by the defendant. The most likely
difficulty here would be countering the argument that the injury
was caused by the 'natural' ageing process or the onset of some
disorder beyond the defendant's control (for example, dementia)
or the consequence of some prior medical condition (such as
alcoholism). However, these difficulties are not insuperable.
For example, a defendant could not argue that the plaintiff's
own frailty, rather than the negligent act, was the cause of
the injury if the court held that negligence had occurred and
that the 'reasonable man' would have taken extra precautions
when dealing with people known to be frail.

I

5.

Contributory negligence
Even if the court finds that the defendant has been negligent,
it can find that the plaintiff's own negligence contributed to
the injury. To the extent that this was so, damages will be
reduced.

»

Option 2:

Breach of Contract

An SAH resident complaining of abuse or neglect could rely on contract
rather than -tort law. The plaintiff would have to show that:
1.

A contract existed;

2.

Its terms included a certain quality of care;

3.

The proprietor- (or employee) had failed to deliver

this standard of care and was therefore in breach of
contract.
Remedies would include monetary damages and an order for specific
performance.
1.

The contract
There is no difficulty here. Regular payment of board is proof
of a binding contract between resident and proprietor. In mostcases, the proprietor would be held responsible for the actions
of an employee. It is irrelevant whether the contract is an
elaborate written document or merely a verbal agreement.
Mental capacity
A possible hitch is legal 'capacity'. A mentally disabled SAH
resident may be faced with the argument that no contract exists
because the resident lacked legal capacity. A person who is a
'protected person' within the meaning of the Public Trustee Act
is deemed to be incapable of entering any contract without the
order of the court or the consent of the Public Trustee or the
person's guardian. Without such an order or consent, the
contract would be void and there could be no action for breach
of it by either party.
However, this would be a rare case. Anyone whose financial
affairs are controlled by the Public Trustee or a legal
guardian could argue that consent had been given, as evidenced
by the Trustee's awareness that board was being paid to the SAH.
In the case of a mentally disabled person who has not been
certified and/or is managing their own affairs, the position
is that the contract is '‘
voidable’. This means that a court
will treat it as a valid contract unless the person takes
steps to have it set aside. An SAH resident with a mental
disability would be unlikely to do so in the present circum
stances when he or she is complaining of a breach of contract'.

2.

The terms of the contract
The court's task is to decide on the exact terms of the contract.
The plaintiff would attempt to prove that the contract committed
the proprietor to deliver a certain type and quality of care or
service. Whereas a tenancy agreement is usually limited to the
provision of a habitahle dwelling space and 'quiet enjoyment' in
return for rent, an SAH boarding agreement goes much further. It
may commit the proprietor to provide accommodation, bedding, a
laundry service, meals of a certain quality, a measure of help
with bathing and toiletting., access to medical and nursing
services, supervision of mediciations, warm and comfortable
surroundings, access to certain recreational facilities and so
on.
The court would hear evidence to determine what these contractual
conditions were. A written boarding agreement would.be very strong
evidence, and a signed agreement would normally bind both parties
to its express contents. However, anything not explicit might

be-construed as implied, as long as the implied conditions
did not contradict the expressed conditions. In this way the
court is able to determine the contents of even a verbal
contract. Evidence could be called from people with knowledge
of the SAH scene to help determine the nature of a standard
boarding agreement. The amount of board paid would be relevant:
a court would probably decide that the top end of the SAH market
provided a higher quality of care than the bottom end. On the
other hand, the Health Act and Regulations would be evidence of
the minimum standards which SAH proprietors can contract to
provide.. Thus the legislation would be read as imposing a con
tractual condition that meals are adequate and nutritious, and
that the temperature is such as to provide reasonable comfort.
If so, then any contract purporting to forego these conditions
could be void for illegality.
Unfortunately, of course, the legislation is silent as to many
of the ingredients that an SAH resident might wish to have
included in the boarding agreement.
Breach of the contract
Once the terms' df the contract have been defined, the plaintiff
must prove that the defendant's conduct has amounted to a breach.
The terms of a contract can be divided into 'conditions' and
'mere warranties'. The court will decide which is which.
However, the distinction is irrelevant unless the plaintiff is
trying to get out of the contract rather than enforce it or
seek damages.
What amounts to a breach of a condition or warranty is a matter
for the course to decide on the facts. Evidence could be called
from the plaintiff, the defendant and third parties.
Remedies
There are four main remedies for breach of contract: self-help,
recission, specific performance, damages.
Self-help
The resident could complain directly to the.proprietor, demanding
an improvement in service. The resident could also refuse to pay
board until the proprietor had made good the breach.
Recission
If the proprietor.'s conduct has amounted to a breach of a funda
mental condition of the contract, the resident may apply to the
court to rescind the contract. However, this is not likely to
be relevant. If the resident wants to leave the SAH, court
proceedings are unnecessary (unless for example the resident has
paid large sums in advance).
Specific performance
This is the most interesting remedy. The court has power to
force the defendant to comply strictly with the terms of the
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contract. This remedy is comparable to an injunction in tort
law. However, specific performance is a discretionary remedy:
the court is not bound to grant it.
In practice, courts are reluctant to grant specific performance
in cases where the court itself would have to supervise the
defendant. An order to stop abusing or neglecting an SAH
resident would be such a case, since the plaintiff is asking for
a long-term intervention. It is very likely that the court
would tell the plaintiff to sue for damages instead.

9

4

Nevertheless, the court does have power to appoint a receiver to
supervise the defendant. This possibility could be pursued in a
test case. It has obvious advantages in terms of improving the
quality of care, since the appointment of a receiver is a direct
intervention into the management of an SAH.
Damages
This is the usual remedy. Damages are intended to compensate
the injured party for loss caused by the breach of contract.
Non-pecuniary losses can also be compensated, where the breach
has caused the plaintiff substantial physical inconvenience or
discomfort. If personal injury has resulted, the plaintiff
may also recover damages for pain and suffering and loss of
expectation of life.
Advantages of private litigation
*
1.

An SAH resident can seek redress even if the State is reluctant
to act. Legal aid and class-action suits could be used.

2.

The burden of proof is lighter in civil cases than in criminal
cases, which improves the complainant's chances.

3.

Any damages awarded will go to the complainant, whereas fines
go to the State.

4.

Actions in negligence and contract will require the legal
system to define standards of care. Advocacy groups could
directly influence this process. The resulting case-law
could make up for the deficiencies in the legislation.

4

Disadvantages
1.

SAH residents may be very reluctant to pursue .a complaint through
the courts. Continuing to live in the same SAH might become
impossible, but leaving the SAH would deter the court from grantingan injunction or an order for specific performance. Damages
could however still be awarded.

2.

The slowness of court proceedings would be a deterrant.
American study remarked:

As an

The lengthy process is a disincentive for all plaintiffs
in law-suits; however, it is a special problem for
elderly nursing-home residents who quite literally may
not live long enough to see their cases come up.
(Doty & Sullivan, p. 239)

Ai
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3.

Given the caution of Australian courts, a substantial improve
ment in residents' rights through case-law would take much
longer than a legislative reform.

4.

The current law of negligence does not seem favourable to
complainants unable to prove physical injury.

Conclusion:

common-law remedies

There seem to be several avenues open to SAH residents complaining of
abuse or neglect. Actions in negligence and contract are possible.
Remedies include monetary damages, injunctions and orders for specific
performance. In principle, the common law is quite capable of coping
with the absence of a precise statutory definition of the standard of
care which should be required of SAHs. A court could supply its own.
definition, based on a mixture of expert evidence and an interpretation
of the Health Act and Regulations.

}

i

However, the law of negligence as it now stands may deny redress to a
plaintiff alleging abuse or neglect that has not caused actual
physical injury. If .physical injury can be proved, then the
defendant will be liable, even if the cause was merely verbal
•*
behaviour. And' once some measurable injury has resulted, the
plaintiff can also sue for any consequent psychological suffering.
But psychological suffering in the absence of physical injury does
not yet seem to be enough.

|-v»» ^.i-jV**,**

An action for breach of contract may be preferable, because the
mere fact that the defendant is in breach is sufficient reason for
the court to act. Physical injury need not "be proven. Damages
could be awarded, or the court could make an order for specific
performance. But the courts are reluctant to order specific
performance in cases where the court itself would have to supervise
the defendant. Nevertheless, courts have an inherent power (in
equity) to appoint a receiver to supervise the order.

i

i

1

;*

i

i
{
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Summary of Recommendations
S e c tio n

2:

In s p e c tio n s

1:
The SAH S e c tio n s h o u ld d e v e lo p an e x p l i c i t p o l i c y on th e
p h y s i c a l s t a n d a r d s r e q u i r e d o f S p e c i a l A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e s .
The p o l i c y s h o u ld
M a tte rs s e rio u s ly

e s ta b lis h
a ffe c tin g

c o m p lia n c e

an

b e fo re

a h ie r a r c h y o f re q u ire m e n ts .
h e a lt h and s a fe t y s h o u ld r e q u ir e

in itia l

re g is tra tio n

can

be

g ra n te d ,

(p .3 9 )

2:
T h e r e s h o u ld be an e x p l i c i t p o l i c y on o r d e r s f o r c o m p lia n c e
w it h s e r io u s h e a lth and s a f e t y re q u ire m e n ts f o r p re m is e s a lr e a d y
r e g is t e r e d , in c lu d in g s ta n d a rd t im e -lin e s f o r c o m p lia n c e ; once
la p s e d ,
(p -3 9 )

d e -re g is tra tio n

3:
A l l p ro p rie to rs
p o lic ie s ,
(p .3 9 )
4:

Procedures

fo r

p ro c e e d in g s

s h o u ld

re c e iv e

in v e s tig a tin g

s h o u ld

c o p ie s

b e g in

o f

c o m p la in ts

a u to m a tic a lly .

th e s e

s h o u ld

D e p a rtm e n ta l

be

o ver

h a u le d .
A p o l i c y s h o u ld be d e v e lo p e d on e n s u r in g t h a t a l l
re le v a n t p a rtie s are in te rv ie w e d .
In p a r t ic u la r , s e n s itiv e
w ays o f i n t e r v i e w i n g r e s i d e n t s s h o u ld be d e v e lo p e d , (p .3 9 )
5:
The D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld c o n s id e r c o n d u c tin g r e g u la r m e d ic a l
e xa m in a tio n s o f SAH r e s id e n ts to m o n ito r t h e i r g e n e ra l h e a lth
and w e ll-b e in g ,
( p .4 0 )
6:

The

D e p a rtm e n t

s h o u ld

ro u tin e ly

n o tify

th e

M e d ic a l B o a rd

when i t i s fo u n d t h a t a n S AH r e s i d e n t h a s a m e d ic a l c o n d i t i o n
in c o n s is te n t w ith r e g u la r and good c a re b y th e r e s i d e n t 's
d o c t o r , ( p .4 0 )
7:
be

R ecords o f c o m p la in ts , s u b s ta n tia te d o r o th e rw is e ,
s y s te m a tiz e d and r e g u la r ly re v ie w e d to in d ic a te any

p re v a ilin g

s h o u ld

p a tte rn s .

8:
T h e a n n u a l r e v i e w o f i n d i v i d u a l S AH s s h o u ld p a y m ore
a tt e n tio n to th e c o m p la in ts on f i l e .
S p e c ia l c o n d itio n s
s h o u ld be m ore r e a d i l y im p o s e d on th e c e r t i f i c a t e o f
r e g i s t r a t i o n to c o r r e c t th e p r a c t ic e s w h ic h h a ve g iv e n r i s e
to

c o m p la in ts ,

( p .4 0 )

9:
The D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld g iv e p r i o r i t y t o d e v e lo p in g a
c o h e r e n t p o l i c y t h a t d e s c r i b e s t h e p l a c e o f S p e c i a l Accom m 
o d a tio n Houses i n th e c o n te x t o f h e a l t h , w e lfa r e and h o u s in g
p o lic y ,

( p .4 1 )

10:
The D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld d e v e lo p a code
A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e s i n c o n s u l t a t i o n w i t h

o f p ra c tic e fo r S p e c ia l
p ro p rie to rs , re le v a n t

h e a lth / w e lfa r e p e rs o n n e l and consum ers.
The f e a s i b i l i t y o f
d e v e lo p in g a u n ifo r m co de f o r a l l s u p p o r te d a c c o m m o d a tio n s e r v i c e s
(h o s te ls
11:

e t c .)

W h ile

s h o u ld

d e v e lo p in g

be
a

in v e s tig a te d .
code

o f

p ra c tic e

A c c o m m o d a t i o n Houses) R e g u l a t i o n s 1 9 8 0
e n su re t h e i r co n g ruen ce w it h th e c o d e ,
12:

The

D e p a rtm e n t

SAH p r o p r ie t o r s ,

s h o u ld

m an agers

re v ie w
and

(S e e

its

S e c tio n

th e

Health

s h o u ld
(p .4 1 )

be

C urre nt

( p .4 1 )

(Special

re v is e d

procedu res

s ta ff.

4 .)

fo r

te s ts

to

a p p ro v in g
o f

a p titu d e

s h o u ld b e r e f i n e d a n d made m o re e x p l i c i t .
The q u e s tio n o f
fo rm a l q u a lific a tio n s in r e le v a n t f i e l d s
(su ch as h e a l t h ,
w e lfa r e o r c a t e r in g ) s h o u ld b e e x a m in e d , (p .4 2 )
13:

The

need

fo r

in -s e rv ic e

tra in in g

fo r

p ro p rie to rs

s h o u ld be s tu d ie d w i t h r e fe r e n c e t o th e v a lu e o f
and t r a in i n g s e s s io n s c u r r e n t ly c o n d u c te d by th e

and

s ta ff

th e in fo rm a tio n
A d v is e rs .
The

f e a s i b i l i t y o f r e q u ir in g a tte n c a n c e a t in -s e r v ic e t r a in in g
s e s s io n s as a c o n d itio n a tta c h e d to th e c e r t i f i c a t e o f r e g i s t r 
a tio n s h o u ld be e xa m in e d .
(S ee a ls o R e c . 1 7 . )
(p .4 2 )
14:
The H e a lt h D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld r e - o r g a n iz e th e S p e c ia l
A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e S e c t i o n so a s t o s p l i t t h e r o l e o f
In s p e c to r fro m t h a t o f A d v i s e r .
C o n s id e r a tio n s h o u ld be
g i v e n t o e m p l o y i n g som e s t a f f w i t h b a c k g r o u n d s o t h e r t h a n
n u rs in g ,

( p .4 4 )

15:

resou rce

The

needs

of

th e

SAH

S e c tio n

s h o u ld

be

re v ie w e d

t o e n s u re th e y a re a d e q u a te f o r th e ra n g e o f ta s k s w h ic h s t a f f
a re e xp e c te d to p e rfo rm .
I n p a r t i c u l a r , th e S e c tio n s h o u ld
have s t a f f w ith a p p ro p ria te re s e a rc h and p o lic y s k i l l s to
a d v is e

th e

D e p a rtm e n t

on

m a tte rs

of

p o lic y ,

(p .4 4 )

16:
The D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld c o n s id e r th e a d v a n ta g e s and f e a s i b 
i l i t y o f d e v o lv in g th e a d v is o r y fu n c tio n s o f th e SAH S e c tio n
to h e a lth and w e lfa re p r o fe s s io n a ls
e m p lo y e d b y o t h e r a g e n c ie s (s u c h as
and c o m m u n ity h e a l t h c e n t r e s ) .
The

w ith re le v a n t e x p e rtis e
h o s p ita ls , lo c a l governm ent
SAH S e c tio n s h o u ld r e t a i n an

In s p e c to ra te and o v e r a ll r e s p o n s ib ility fo r
and i n - s e r v ic e t r a in i n g f o r SAH p r o p r ie t o r s

program s o f a d v ic e
and s t a f f ,
( p .4 5 )

17:
T h e D e p a r t m e n t s h o u ld d e v e lo p a m ore s y s t e m a t ic i n - s e r v i c e
t r a in in g pro gram f o r SAH p r o p r ie to r s and s t a f f , p o s s ib ly
c o n d u c te d b y th e M a y fie ld C e n tr e , and in v o lv in g th e use o f
p ra c titio n e rs

w ith

re le v a n t

e x p e rtis e ,

( p .4 6 )

18:
The H e a lt h D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld d e v is e a p la n f o r a c h ie v in g
a u n ifo rm fe d e r a l/ s t a te p o lic y on SAHs and h o s te ls w ith re s p e c t
to s ta n d a rd s , codes o f p r a c tic e and r e g u la tio n .
R e g io n a l lin k s
b e tw e e n r e s i d e n t i a l s e r v i c e s , w h e th e r p r i v a t e o r n o n - p r o f i t ,
s h o u ld be p u rs u e d as p a r t o f a s t r a t e g y f o r o v e rc o m in g th e
p ro b le m s
o n ly fo r
SAHs

fro m

19:

The

p h y s ic a l
th e d a ta

in h e re n t in a c e n tr a liz e d in s p e c to ra te
SAHs ( i e . th e p ro b le m o f th e i s o l a t i o n
b e tte r-q u a lity
H e a lth

s e rv ic e s ),

D e p a rtm e n t

s h o u ld

re s p o n s ib le
o f p o o r-q u a lity

( p .4 7 )

c o m m is s io n

a

su rvey

o f

th e

d e s ig n o f a l l S p e c i a l A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e s , c l a s s i f y i n g
so as t o f a c i l i t a t e an u p g r a d in g p r o g r a m .
( p .4 9 )
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20:
The D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld
l i n e s s u g g e s te d , (p .5 0 )

S e c tio n
21:
th e

3:

S ta n d a rd

o f

d e v e lo p

care:

The V ic to r ia n G overn m ent
l i n e s s u g g e s t e d , (p .5 9 )

S e c tio n

4:

Tow ards

a

code

an

p ro p o s a ls

s h o u ld

of

u p g ra d in g

program

a lo n g

fo r

le g is la tio n

in tro d u c e

le g is la tio n

th e

a lo n g

p ra c tic e

22:
The H e a lth D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld draw up a code o f p r a c t i c e f o r
S p e c i a l A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e s .
P r o p r ie t o r s , re s id e n ts and r e le v a n t
h e a lt h / w e lfa r e w o rk e rs s h o u ld be c o n s u lte d .
T h e c o d e s h o u ld be
p u b lis h e d in th e G o ve rn m e n t G a z e t te and c ir c u la t e d t o a l l SAH s
i n th e fo rm o f a s u i t a b l y d e s ig n e d h a n d b o o k , (p .6 9 )

I
;]
23:

In

th e

course

of

p ro d u c in g

th e

code

of

p ra c tic e ,

th e

Health

(Special A c c o m m o d a t i o n Houses) R e g u l a t i o n s 1 9 8 0 s h o u l d b e r e v i s e d
to e n s u re t h e i r con gruen ce w ith th e code and th e p r in c ip le o f
n o r m a l i z a t i o n , (p .6 9 )
24:
The H e a lt h D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld c o n s id e r th e f e a s i b i l i t y o f
p r o d u c i n g a comm on c o d e o f p r a c t i c e f o r a l l s u p p o r t e d a ccom m 
o d a tio n s e r v ic e s ( p r i v a t e , g o ve rn m e n t and n o n -g o ve rn m e n t) in
c o n s u lt a tio n w ith th e fe d e r a l g o ve rn m e n t an o th e r r e le v a n t
a g e n c ie s ,
(p .6 9 )

■!*

25:
Th e V i c t o r i a n G o ve rn m e n t s h o u ld p a s s l e g i s l a t i o n t o e s t a b li s h
a S u p p o rte d A c c o m m o d a tio n T r i b u n a l w i t h j u r i s d i c t i o n o v e r S p e c ia l
A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e s
In r e la tio n to SAH s,

\

to

h e ar m a tte rs

(a n d o t h e r s u p p o r te d
t h e m a in f u n c t i o n o f

brou ght

by

th e

H e a lth

a c c o m m o d a tio n s e r v i c e s ) .
t h e t r i b u n a l w o u ld be

D e p a r t m e n t 's

in s p e c to ra te ,

and to h e ar c o m p la in ts b ro u g h t by re s id e n ts o r t h e i r a d v o c a te s ,
o r b y p r o p r ie t o r s and t h e i r s t a f f .
The t r i b u n a l s h o u ld h ave a
range

of

S e c tio n

re m e d ie s

5:

at

its

d is p o s a l

a lo n g

th e

lin e s

s u g g e s te d ,

(p .6 9 )

Advocacy

26:
The V i c t o r i a n G o ve rn m e n t s h o u ld c o n s u lt w ith r e le v a n t
a g e n c ie s an d c o m m u n ity g ro u p s ( i n c l u d i n g th e O f f i c e o f P u b l i c
A d v o c a t e , when e s t a b lis h e d ) w i t h a v ie w t o th e d e v e lo p m e n t and
fu n d in g o f consum er a d vo c a c y s e rv ic e s f o r th e re s id e n ts o f
S p e c ia l A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u ses and s i m i l a r e s t a b lis h m e n t s .
Such
a d v o c a c y s e r v ic e s s h o u ld h a ve th e c a p a c it y t o h e lp r e s id e n t s to
n e g o t i a t e f o r th e b e s t p o s s i b l e c o n d i t i o n s o f a c c o m m o d a tio n and
to re s o lv e d is p u te s w ith s e rv ic e p r o v id e r s , b o th fo r m a lly and
in fo rm a lly ,
(p .8 1 )
27:

The

V ic to ria n

G overnm ent

s h o u ld

im m e d ia te ly

enact

th e

G u a r d i a n s h i p a n d A d m i n i s t r a t i o n B o a r d Bi l l 1 9 8 5 , a n d e s t a b l i s h
b o th th e B o a rd and th e O f f i c e o f P u b l i c A d v o c a t e , ( p .8 2 )
28:

The

P u b lic

A d vo c a te ,

in

c o n s u lta tio n

w ith

th e

O ffic e

of

I n t e l l e c t u a l D i s a b i l i t y a n d r e l e v a n t c o m m u n ity g r o u p s , s h o u ld
s u rv e y th e SAH p o p u la tio n to d e te rm in e th e e x te n t o f th e need
fo r
fo r
w ith

g u a rd ia n s h ip and a d v o c a c y ,
e x te n d in g such s e rv ic e s to
SAH p r o p r i e t o r s

( p . 8 2 )

w ill

be

a

and s h o u ld d e v is e a
e lig ib le re s id e n ts .
necessary

part

o f

stra te g y
Lia is o n

such

a

stra te g y.
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29:
N o n -g o ve rn m e n t and s e l f - h e l p a d vo c a c y
fu n d e d a t a v i a b le l e v e l and in a way t h a t

s e r v ic e s s h o u ld be
re c o g n ize s t h e ir

n ee d t o m a in t a in in d e p e n d e n c e fr o m r e g u l a t o r y and s e r v i c e d e liv e r y a u th o r itie s c o n tr o llin g r e s id e n tia l s e rv ic e s to
i n t e l l e c t u a l l y d is a d v a n ta g e d p e o p le , ( p .8 2 )
30:

P o lic y

on

d is a d v a n ta g e d

h o u s in g
p e o p le

a d v ic e

s h o u ld

and

be

a s s is ta n c e

d e v e lo p e d

fo r

a lo n g

in te lle c tu a lly

"g e n e ric "

lin e s

and n o t as th e e x c lu s iv e r e s p o n s ib ility o f s p e c ia lis t g ro u p s .
T h a t i s , m a in s tre a m s e r v ic e s su ch as th o s e p r o v id e d by th e
T e n a n ts U n io n , th e M i n i s t r y o f H o u s in g and l o c a l g o ve rn m e n t
H o u s in g O f f i c e r s s h o u ld be a d a p te d so as t o im p r o v e t h e i r
a c c e s s ib ility

to

S e c tio n

S up p ort

31:
o
C
w
G

The

6:

H e a lth

in te lle c tu a lly

d is a d v a n ta g e d

p e o p le ,

(p .8 2 )

s e rv ic e s

D e p a rtm e n t,

in

c o n s u lta tio n

w ith

th e

D e p a rtm e n t

f Em p lo ym e n t and I n d u s t r i a l A f f a i r s and th e D i s a b i l i t y R e s o u rc e s
e n t r e , s h o u ld d e v e lo p a p o l i c y on th e w o rk p e rfo rm e d b y r e s id e n ts
it h in an S A H , ta k in g i n t o a c c o u n t th e fa c t o r s d e s c rib e d a b o v e .
u id e lin e s s h o u ld be d i s t r i b u t e d to SAH p r o p r i e t o r s and r e s i d e n t s ,

( p . 88)
32:
Th e O f f i c e o f I n t e l l e c t u a l D i s a b i l i t y s h o u ld u n d e rta k e th e
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f th e n ee d s o f e l i g i b l e p e rs o n s as p ro p o s e d in
t h e I n t e l l e c t u a l l y D i s a b l e d P e r s o n s S e r v i c e s Bill.
In so d o in g ,
t h e n e e d s o f S p e c i a l A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e r e s i d e n t s s h o u ld be
g iv e n p r i o r i t y .
an i n t e l l e c t u a l
in c lu d e d in th e
33:

In

c a rry in g

The needs o f r e s id e n ts n o t c l a s s i f i e d as
d i s a b i l i t y (e g . th e f r a i l e ld e r ly ) s h o u ld
s u r v e y , ( p .9 1 )
out

th e

pro p o se d

su rve y,

c o n s u lta tio n s

be h e ld w ith SAH r e s id e n t s , p r o p r ie t o r s and
had e x p e rie n c e in d e liv e r y o r p a r t i c ip a t i n g

h a vin g
be

s h o u ld

a g e n c ie s t h a t have
in p rog ram s o f

su p p o rt fo r SAH re s id e n ts .
Th e a im o f t h e c o n s u l t a t i o n w o u ld
be t o e v a lu a t e th e m o s t s u i t a b l e m o d e ls f o r s e r v ic e d e l i v e r y and
t o re co m m e nd
( p . 92)
34:

In

th e

a s tra te g y

cou rse

o f

fo r

im p le m e n tin g

re v is in g

th e

(o r

c o n tin u in g )

re g u la tio n s

th e m .

and p re p a rin g

a

code o f p r a c t i c e , a t t e n t i o n s h o u ld be g iv e n to th e d e s i r a b i l i t y
o f r e q u i r i n g S p e c i a l A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e s t o p r o v i d e , as p a r t
o f th e b o a rd in g a g re e m e n t, su ch s e r v ic e s as a te le p h o n e f o r th e
use o f r e s id e n t s , d a i ly new spapers and o th e r re a d in g m a t e r ia l,
r e g u la r v i s i t s fro m a h a ir d r e s s e r ( a t p e n s io n e r r a te s ) and a
p o d i a t r i s t ( p r e f e r a b l y fr o m a f r e e s e r v i c e s u c h as a c o m m u n ity
h e a lth c e n tr e ).
T h e c o d e s h o u ld recom m end th e p r o v i s i o n o f
e l e c t r i c b la n k e ts e x c e p t w here
a p a rtic u la r re s id e n t,
(p .9 3 )

th is

w o u ld

presen t

a

h azard

to

35:
The p ro p o s e d u p g ra d in g p ro g ra m (R e c . 20) s h o u ld in c lu d e
a c h ie v e m e n t o f h ig h e r s ta n d a r d s o f h e a t in g (su c h as c e n t r a l
h e a tin g th ro u g h o u t),
(p .9 3 )

th e
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36:
Th e code o f p r a c t ic e s h o u ld in c lu d e g u id e lin e s on th e p r o v is io n
o f c lo th in g to needy r e s id e n t s , such as th e d e s i r a b i l i t y o f o b ta in in g
new r a t h e r t h a n s e c o n d -h a n d c l o t h i n g , th e im p o r ta n c e o f e n s u r in g t h a t
r e s id e n ts a re d re s s e d in an a p p r o p r ia te m a n n e r, and th e im p o rta n c e
o f e n s u r in g t h a t c l o t h i n g re m a in s p e r s o n a l to i t s o w n e r , ( p .9 4 )

S e c tio n

7:

Assessm ent o f

q u a lity

37:
The H e a lth D e p a rtm e n t s h o u ld s u p p o rt and f a c i l i t a t e th e a s s e s s 
m ent o f SAHs by r e f e r r a l a g e n c ie s .
Such a s s e s s m e n ts s h o u ld in c lu d e
d a ta on lo c a t i o n , c o s t , p r e fe r r e d ty p e o f r e s id e n t , f a c i l i t i e s
o ffe r e d and q u a lit y o f c a re .
O rg a n iza tio n s a p p ro p ria te to c a rry
o u t s u c h a s s e s s m e n ts s h o u ld be c o n s id e r e d in th e l i g h t o f g o v e r n 
ment p o lic ie s on th e r e g io n a liz a t io n and c o -o r d in a tio n o f h e a lth
and w e lfa re s e rv ic e s ,
( p .1 1 5 )
38:
G o ve rn m e nt a g e n c ie s w h ic h r e f e r
P s y c h ia tr ic S e rv ic e s D iv is io n o f th e

p e o p le
H e a lth

t o SAHs (su ch as th e
D e p a rtm e n t, and th e

I n t e l l e c t u a l l y D is a b le d Pe rson s S e rv ic e s D iv is io n o f th e D e p a rt
m e n t o f C o m m u n ity S e r v i c e s ) s h o u ld be a c t i v e l y i n v o l v e d i n th e
m o n ito rin g and a ssessm en t o f S A H s. ( p .1 1 6 )
3 .9 :
Th e S p e c i a l A c c o m m o d a tio n H o u s e s a n d R e s t Homes A s s o c i a t i o n
s h o u ld be in v o lv e d in c o n s u lt a t io n s co n ven e d by th e H e a lth D e p a r t 
m ent w ith a v ie w to d e te r m in in g th e c r i t e r i a f o r a s s e s s m e n t,
in c lu d in g th e q u a l i t y o f c a re .
H ow ever, in d iv id u a l p ro p rie to rs
s h o u ld n o t have th e po w e r to re v ie w p a r t i c u l a r a s s e s s m e n ts .
(p .1 1 6 )
40:
A s se ssm e n t l i s t s s h o u ld re m a in a v a i l a b le o n l y
a c t u a l l y in v o l v e d i n m a k in g r e f e r r a l s .
(p .1 1 6 )
41:
A
p ro fit

s im ila r assessm ent
h o s te ls ,
( p .1 1 6 )

42:

g u id e

A

to

S p e c ia l

syste m

s h o u ld

A c c o m m o d a tio n

be

to

d e v e lo p e d

Houses

and

th e

fo r

s im ila r

person n el

th e

non

s e rv ic e s

s h o u ld be p ro d u c e d f o r th e u se o f p o t e n t i a l consum ers and t h e i r
re la tiv e s .
I t s h o u ld in fo r m p e o p le a b o u t a l l m a tte rs r e le v a n t
t o t h e i r c h o ic e o f a s e r v ic e .
I f p r a c t i c a l , i t s h o u ld in c lu d e
u p d a te d in fo r m a tio n on in d iv id u a l e s ta b lis h m e n ts , as w e ll as a d v ic e
on t h in g s to lo o k f o r when m a k in g an i n s p e c t io n , ( p .1 1 6 )

S e c tio n
43:

8:

Fu tu re

C o m p a ris o n
p ro v is io n

o f

w ith

h o s te ls

s u p p o rte d

a c c o m m o d a tio n

fo r

e th n ic

m in o r it ie s s h o u ld o c c u r w it h in a re fo rm o f th e m a jo r go vern m e n t
fu n d in g p ro g ra m f o r h o s t e ls .
(S ee S e c t i o n 1 0 .)
P r i o r i t y s h o u ld
be g iv e n to r e s i d e n t i a l s e r v ic e s w h ic h c a t e r t o p a r t i c u l a r c u l t u r a l
o r l i n g u i s t i c c o m m u n itie s ,
(p . 124)
44:

S p e c ia l

a tte n tio n

needs

to

be p a id

to

th e

p o s itio n

o f

non-

E n g l i s h s p e a k in g r e s id e n t s i n m a in s tre a m SAHs and h o s t e l s .
One
p o s s i b i l i t y is a c o n s c io u s e f f o r t by m anagem ent and r e f e r r a l
p e r s o n n e l t o e n c o u r a g e t r a n s f e r s b e t w e e n t h e s e e s t a b l i s h m e n t s so
t h a t r e s i d e n t s w i t h t h e sam e b a c k g r o u n d a r e b r o u g h t t o g e t h e r .
The

e m p lo y m e n t

o f

b ilin g u a l

s ta ff

s h o u ld

th e n

be

encou raged,

(p .1 2 4 )
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S e c tio n
45:

9:

The

S e c tio n s

as pro p o se d

b o a rd in g -h o u s e

220 A

in

th e

and

220 A A

a lte rn a tiv e

of

th e

H e a lth

Health (Amendment) Bill

Act

s h o u ld

1985.

be

am ended

(p .1 3 6 )

46:
New legislation should be enacted which creates for boarders
and lodgers similar rights to those applying to tenants under the
Residential Tenancies Bill 1 9 8 5 . The legislation should include
a standard-form Boarding Agreement. Jurisdiction should be given
to the present Residential Tenancies Tribunal, ( p . 1 3 6 )
47:

The

M in is try

o f

H o u s in g

s h o u ld

expand

th e

B o a rd in g

House

c o m p o n e n t o f i t s R o o m in g H o u s e P r o g r a m t o th e e x t e n t n e c e s s a r y
t o e n s u r e t h a t t h e s u p p l y o f a f f o r d a b l e b o a r d i n g - h o u s e accomm
o d a tio n i s c a p a b le o f m e e tin g th e dem and, ( p .1 3 7 )
48:
A c c e s s to n o n - p r o f i t ro o m in g h ou ses
s h o u ld be im p ro ve d as p a r t o f a s t r a t e g y

and
fo r

b o a rd in g
w id e n in g

houses
th e c h o ic e s

a v a ila b le to g ro u p s , such as p e o p le w ith
who w a n t t o l i v e i n a l e s s i n s t i t u t i o n a l

in te lle c tu a l d is a b ilitie s ,
e n v iro n m e n t th a n an S AH .

( p .137)

S e c tio n

10:

An

in te g ra te d

approach

to

re s id e n tia l

s e rv ic e s

49:
G overnm ent p o l i c y on im p ro v in g th e access to and q u a l i t y o f
r e s i d e n t i a l s e r v ic e s f o r c u r r e n t l y d is a d v a n ta g e d g ro u p s s h o u ld
c o n c e n tra te on e x p a n d in g and im p r o v in g th e n o n - p r o f i t s e c to r
r a th e r th a n s u b s id iz in g th e p r iv a te s e c to r , (p . 14 7)
50:

G overn m ent p o lic y

p ro fit,

s h o u ld

in te rm s o f th e
re c o g n ize d t h a t
a tte m p t

to

c o n tin u e

on
to

re s id e n tia l
encou rage

s e rv ic e s ,
a degree

p riv a te

o f

or

non

s p e c ia liza tio n

comm on c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f u s e r s .
I t s h o u ld be
s u c h a p o l i c y im p o se s c e r t a i n c o n s t r a in t s on a n y

ra tio n a lize

a d m is s io n s

on

th e

b a s is

o f

need,

( p .1 5 4 )

51:
Th e H e a l t h D e p a r tm e n t s h o u ld c o m m is s io n a s t u d y o n t h e r e s o u r c e
needs o f a g e n c ie s r e f e r r i n g p e o p le t o r e s i d e n t ia l s e r v ic e s , n o tin g
th e d e s i r a b i l i t y o f r e f e r r a l p e rs o n n e l k e e p in g in to u c h w it h th e
c lie n ts

th e y

have p la c e d ,

(p .1 5 5 )

52:
The H e a lth D e p a rtm e n t
s h o u ld d e v e lo p a p o l i c y on

a n d t h e D e p a r tm e n t o f C o m m u n ity S e r v i c e s
t r a n s f e r s b e tw e en r e s i d e n t i a l s e r v ic e s

as

p o lic y

p art

o f

a m ore

ra tio n a l

on

a d m is s io n s ,

(p .

156)

53:
T h e H e a l t h D e p a r tm e n t o r t h e D e p a rtm e n t o f C o m m u n ity S e r v i c e s
s h o u ld c o m m is s io n a s u r v e y o f th e c u r r e n t a nd p o t e n t i a l dem and f o r
r e s i d e n t i a l s e r v ic e s in th e n o n - p r o f i t s e c t o r , on th e a s s u m p tio n
t h a t t h e f i g u r e w i l l in c lu d e a l l o r m o s t SAH r e s i d e n t s w i t h no
in c o m e b e y o n d t h e p e n s i o n , ( p . 1 5 7 )
54:
and

T h e C o m m o n w e a lth a n d V i c t o r i a n g o v e r n m e n ts s h o u ld
expand th e fu n d in g p o o ls a v a ila b le fo r r e s id e n t ia l

fo r

lo w -in c o m e

aged

or

d is a b le d

in th e C SH A, w ith th e e v e n tu a l
th e s e grou ps on p r iv a t e - s e c t o r
s e r v ic e s , (p . 158)

p e o p le ,

in c o rp o ra tin g

a im o f r e p l a c i n g th e
s e rv ic e s w ith access

ra tio n a lize
s e rv ic e s
th e s e

p o o ls

re lia n c e o f
to n o n -p ro fit

